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CHAPTER I

In practically every treatise on sound, acoustics, intonation,
the tonal characteristics of wind instruments and other related
subjects, it is impressive to know how many writers r emark on how
little is known regarding these subjects.

The author believes that

there are many more scientific facts and general technics that may
be helpfUl in teaching, than are usually known or applied by band or
inst~mental

instructors.

There are many problems relative to the improvement of intona·cion
in our school bands.

Some of these are so obvious that all except the

most disinterested or poorest caliber of teacher recognize them and are
able in some degree to correct.

Other intonation problems may be

recognized but no systematic approach or teaching procedure has been
followed to alleviate the situation.

This may be due to imagined

lack of time on the part of the director, failure to recognize the
importance of attempting to make improvement. the fallacy of hoping
that time will cure all, or mental laziness and procrastination that
keeps one from making a positive effort to solve the problem.
may be a lack of

tra~~

There

or experience which makes it impossible for

the director to listen more objectively.

San a better acquaintance

with existing materials make the job a little easier?

There is a

tremendous lack of knowledge on the part of our band directors regarding
the inherent imperfections in even the best of our. manufactured

2

instruments.

It is a never ending task for our school band directors to

acquire an adequate working knowledge of all of the band instruments.
Most professionals spend a lifetime mastering the intonation problems
of one instrument , and of

cours~,

we sometimes have the amplified

imperfeQtions of instruments of inferior quality.
The purpose of this treatise is net so much to discover heretofore unknown facts through original research;

however, certain

research is ! lanned to assist in deleting the obvious handicaps one
might encounter .from using faulty instruments or mouthpieces, but
rather to assemble under one cover practical data that may be of value
in improving intonation in the band ensemble.

Various definitions of

terms will be established, purposes determined, opinions and methods
of teachers evaluated, conclusions reached, and highlights of other
persons' experiments that may bear upon the subject will be presented.
One very fine band teacher states that intonation cannot be
taught, that it depends on the inherent physical attribute, endowed
by God or nature in varying degrees so that with each of us, fine
pitch discrimination is beyond our control.
true, or it may vary only to a degree;

This may or may not be

therefore the question arises ,

does the physical ear sometimes have certain defiaiencies. such as
inferior nerve fibres found in some peeple and not in others?

To

what degree would such possible deficiencies efCect the recognition
of different -frequencies or the appreciation of harmonics which alter

3

tone oolor I'Uld tone qua.lU;y?

This question does not neeessarily

include intensity as affecting volume which is considered as a factor
relating to deafness or partial deafness.

An analogy to light might

be drawn here to clarify the lack of sensitive pitch recognU;ion as
compared to deafness.

A person might be color blind, being unable

to appreciate the delicate shades and variations of color, but yet
have perfectly clear vision otherwise.

Li mitation of range or lack

of ability to distinguish extremely high or low frequencies, may
have a bearing on awareness of tone color, t i mbre or quality.

nith

the wonderful hearing apparatus, the quality of the physical ear with
which the average person is endowed, who ean say for sure b.ut wha·c it
is more a lack of mental training or mental ale~tness that gives rise
to the majority of intonation problems.

All men do not hear things, do

not see things • or do not appreoia te things in the same light.

Our

lack of ability to grasp ·the import of fundamental being recognizable
by our physical senses, may stem from the great fault that resides
within each one of us to some degree, which is mental laziness and
sp.i .ri tual insensitivity.

Many lifetimes on this earth would not be

long enough for most of us to understand even the truths

in~rent

in

the arts alone. not mentioning other impsrtant fields of endeavor.
To limit this inquiry to music •

no~

to further limit it to only the

study of intonation of music in the band ensemble requires the same
fundamental approach ... one of mental awareness, search for the
truth, eagerness to learn, and willingness to im rove.
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Let us put it this way; the menta.l and s piritual being, the truth of
life in each one of us ,

h~s

never ye t failed to overcome the physical,

at least to a degree, usually limited only by our lack of wision or
desire .
Glenn "Cliff" Bainum, well ..known director of bands,

pres~ntly

retired from Northwestern Universi t;y of Evanston, Illinois says, "Of
all the features obje ctionable in the average band, the most obnoxious,
but yet the easiest to get is intonation.

Intonation in our bands

is a matter of the desire of the player, which in turn is tba

unquen'(:~ble desire of the director to have good intonation • .,l
Procedures, rehearsal

technics~

good instruments, a good

instructi onal foundation for the students , and a background and
technical knowledge of the director are al l essential, but first and
foremost is the de s i re

!2. ~ ~

t\me.

Such desire can come only

from within; it can be sti mula ted by life experiences, but no one
experience, no one person, can give it all to us; it is a living,
dynamic • growing thing . and a challenge to every teacher or direc·tor
to reach upward as far as possible .
Subject matter in the following pages can only be designed
to assist in the technical steps along the way tha·t may lead to or

1
Statement made June 28 , 1955 during Advanced fund Problems
Music Education Course, College of the Pacific , Stockton, Summer
Se ssion , 1955
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compl ement the musical growth and awareness that should be taking
place in every band director and band musician.

CHAPTER II
THE AUDITORY APPARATUS

In order to cover the problems of intonation in its broadest
as well as specific sense, it is necessary to understand not only the
particular phase being studied, but the fundamentals of the science
of sound, the physiological construction of the aud itory apparatus,
and what we may expect in the way of reactions or improvements in
the individual.
I.

PHYSICAL CON TRUCTION

The organ of hearing is usually divided into the outer, the
middle, and the inner ear.

The outer ear consists of the external

part and the ear canal (the auditory meatus), which is closed off
from the middle ear by the membrana

.

tympan~,

or ear drum.

i

The middle ear is formed by the tympanic cavity, which is
provided with four separate apertures.

Three of these - the ear drum,

the oval, and round windows connect •nth a delicate elastic membrane
of skin, while the fourth aperture debouches into the Eustachian Tube,
whicl'l

·.:"1

turn, opens directly into the

throat~

The chain of ossicles

(hammer, anvil, and stirrup) extends across the ·tube, the hammer
being directly attached to the drumskin.

Sound is propagated by the

la. Revesz, Introduction to the Psychology of Mus ic , (Norman•
Oklahoma : University of Oklahoma Press, 1954), P.34.
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inner ear.

The ear-drum as resonating membrane , vibrates sympathetic-

ally with the sound and conve:·s vibrations to the ossicles (especially
to t he stirrup or stapes) , which in turn , transmit them to the inner
ear.
The inner ear , or labyrinth , consists of three plrts - namely ,
the vestibule, in which the stapes articulates with the membrane covered vdndow known as the oval window, the three semicircular
canals, and finally , the cochlea .

Only the cochlea serves for hearing

while the semi-circular canals form the reflex mechanism of equil•
ibrium of the head , and therefore, of the entire body.

The cochlea

consists of two parts - the upper and the lower gallery, which are
separated from 'each other by the bas i lar membrane .

Fastened to this

basilar membrane is the neural terminals of the cochlea - the Cortis
Organ- so that the vibrations of the basilar membrane are transmitted
directly to the end of the auditory nerve, and set up action in the
corresponding brain centers .

The ossioles enable the ear- drum to

transmit air vibrations - that is , tones - to the labyrinth, which is
entirely filtered wi th fluid (lymph).

Every sound thrusts this fluid

against the wal l s of the labyrinth, where it impinges on t he round
window with its flexible elasti c membrane and sets this i ntonation
accord i ng to the intensity and pitch of the tone .

The sou.rrl vi b..

rations are transmitted to the ear- the organ of hearing- by atmospheric vibrations .

There they excite the auditory nerve and the

nerve terminals in the brain.

FIGURE 1.
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DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION THROUGH RIGHT EAR

A.

Auditory meatus or passage

E.

Eustachian Tube

R.

Round Window

VT.

s.

Scala Vestibuli

0.

B.

Oval Window

Gesicles
P.

Semicircular Canals
PT.

Scala T,ympani

c.

Cochlea

Pina or external ear
T.

Tympanum
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II .

THEORIES OF PERCEPTION

Three theories of auditory perception are generally considered
to be the most important.

First, the resonance theory by Hermann

von Helmholtz , second . the sound pattern theory by J. R. Ewald , and
third , the electrically charged
The Resonance

Theo~

~

theory of Max ! • Meyer.

of Her mann von Hel mhol tz

Hel mholtz , with his resonance theory , prooeded on the basis
of the histological structure of the basilar membrane; he assumed
that it represented a system of strings , each one of which responds
to a determinate tone and is set into sympathetic vibration as soon
as the sound strikes the ear .
Results of Helmholtz' studies may be said to consist in having
found the terminations of the auditory nerves everywhere connected
with a peculiar auxiliary apparatus, partly

elastic~

partly firm,

which may be put in sympathetic vibration under the influence of
external vibration, and will then probably agitate aild excite the

,

mass of nervesr

Facts pr ove tbl t there must be different parts of

the ear which are set in vibration by tones of differant pitch and
which rece i ve the sensation of these tones.

Individual parts of the

ear vibrate sympathetically with a determinate tone but are also set
into vibration les s strongly by tones of nearly the same pitch, and

1 Hermann L. F. Helmholtz , Sensation of Tone

Dover. 1954) 1 P. 142.

--

(New York:
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that this sympathetic vibration is still sensible for the interval of a
If tones of different pitch are to be equally well perceived

~emitone.

in all parts of the seale, the elastic for-mations in the cochlea. which
are connected with different nerve fibres, must be differently tuned,
and their proper tones must form a regularly progressive series o£
degrees through the whole extent of the musical scale.

There are about

forty five hundred outer arch fibres in the human cochlea..

If we deduct

three hundred for the simple tones which lie beyond musical limits, and
cannot have their pitch perfectly apprehended, there remain forty two
hundred for the 7 octaves of musical instruments, that is six hundred
for every octave, fifty for every Semitone; certainly quite enough to
explain the power of distinguishing small parts of a Semitone.
tioed musicians can distinguish with certainty a difference of

Prac•
p~toh

arising from half a vibration in a second, in the doubly accented
octave.

This would give one thousand distinguishable da1rees of pitch in

the octave, from five hundred to one thousand vibrations in the second.
Towards the limits of the scale, the power to distinguish differences
diminishes.

The

for~

two hundred arch fibres a ppear then in this

respect, to be enough to apprehend distinctions of great delicacy.
The sensation of different pitch would consequently be a sensation in different nerve fibres.

The sensation of. a quality of tone

would depend upon the power of a given compound tone to set in vibration not only those arches which correspond to its prime tone• but
also a series of other arches, and hence to excite sensation in
several different groups of nerve fibres.

ll

Physiologically, it should be observed that the present
assumption reduces sensations which differ qualitatively according
to pitch and quality of tone to a di ffe rence in the nerve fibres
which are excited.

The difference in the sensations due to various

senses does not depend upon the actions which excite them, but upon
the various nervous arrangements
difference

of

w~ich

receive them.

The qualitative

pitch and quality of tone is reduced to a difference

in the fibres of the nerve receiving the sensation, and for each
individual fibre of the nerve there remains only the quantitative
differences in the amount of excitement.
The cochlear nerves of the basilar membrane act as resonators
and strings tuned to particular tones.

Only one vibrates to a single

pure tone; however, several vibrate to a complex note, dependent on the
number of partials.

According to Helmholtz' Theory, tones of the

highest pitch are sensed near the stapes, those of the lowest pitch,
at the apex of the cochlea.

In the Cortis Organ, only those trans-

verse fibres vibrate that res pond to the fundamental and its upper
partials, so this explains why we can analyze musical sounds.

The

strange, pathological phenomenon whereby smaller or larger sections

of the tone domain are heard higher

or

lower than they actually are,

is explainable as result of a local swelling (morbid growth) on fibres
tuned to particular tones.
The Sound Pattern

Theo~

of J. R.

~~l d

Ewald's Sound Pattern Theory states that the enti r e basilar
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membrane is set into sympathetic vibrations by the sound stimulus

and decomposed into a system of stationary waves. 1 This stationary
wave system in its totality generates a special sound pattern for
every tone.

The simple tones are differentiated. according to the

wave-lengths of the vertical vibrations.

Complex tones and chords

give sound patterns that result from the superposition of the soundwaves, without, however, altering the length of the wave, so that no
sound pattern is lost.

In the ear, the impulses generated by the

s ound create a sound pattern on the basic membrane to effect a
physiological connection between sound stimulus and sound perception.
The specific form of the sound pattern is characteristic of the
corresponding sound sensation, and determines it unequivocally.
Ewald was able to verify his contention on an artific ial
membrane similar to the basilar membrane which gives his theory merit
over the Helmholtz Theory.

Tone islands and tone gaps are also con-

vincingly explained by Ewald's Theory, since he told of: membranes
that proved insensible to certain tones as a result of small irregularities in construction.
The Electrically Charged Cell Theory of Max F

Meyer

Other theories of hearing have been advanced as well as modification or combination of the Helmholtz and Bwald Theories.

1

G. Revesz,

~· .£!!•, P. 39•

One
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of the latest and probably a very acceptable theory is that of Max F.
Meyer. 1
Meyer, in fifty years of scientific experimentation and study
of acoustics and music, gives a very plausible explanation in the
theory of electrically charged cells which transfer the charges to
the auditory nerve.

In the cochlea, there are sensitive cells located

all along within the phragma..

They are located ·::>n one side only

called the upper side, and there are many thousands of them.

They

are sever$1 times taller than they are wide, and on the top end, .
they carry a little brush of hairs, therefore, they are often called
hair cells.

Over them floats a very delicate membrane barely touching

the hair cells in that the hairs may brush this membrane when the
bottom part of the phragms., called "basilar" membrane, which supports
the hair cells, is jerked.

There are violent but minute motions set up

in the liquid above and below the phragma.

The bottom part of the

phragma_ which is the relatiV9ly tough basilar membrane, cannot be
harmed by these motions of the liquid, but above, at the floating
membrane, the hair cells aeed protection from the friction of the
liquid moving, so nature has placed a protective membrane a little
distance above the hairs of the sensitive cells.

The phragma is

everything located between the proteotiV& membrane and the lower
surface of the basilar membrane.

1
Max F. Meyer,

1950), pp. 32-35.

.!!!r! ~ ~ ( Bo:ston&

Charles T. Bradford, Co.,

l<l
FIGURE 2
PH.RAGMA OF THE 1Wl

PROTECTIIIJ&

MEMBRAN~i----------------~

CE.L..L.S

BASILAR

MEMBRANE

Modern neurological research has definitely proved that the
hair cells function like piezo-electric crystals used in radio
communication.
aquee$e4.
~ing

They become electrically charged when they are

The hairs are diatorted in consequence ot the phragma

jerked.

When the haira are distorted, the hair cells of the

cochlea..-. electrically charged.

The number of charges per aecoDd 1a

the aa.me aa the num.O.r of jerks per second.

These charges are then

transferred to the auditory nerve, a.nd charge• of the same frequency
pan through the brain.

We then hear a higher tone when the trequenoy

is greater, a lower tone when the frequency is smaller.
The musician ia not primarily concerned in making a decision
aa to whioh perception theory he will accept.

Suffice it to say,

th&t it is interesting and beneficial to uaderatand how our auditory
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apparatus functions, ho

it has a b aring on hearing val"iations in

volume alld intensity, tone oolor, and

i toh.

There is no doubt

17hat the qualitative hearing bility varies with the individual , the

same as we blve multi tudinoue variations 1n other physical aspects
of human beings .

•rwo of the auditory perception theories definitely

attempted to explain oertai.u obvious discrepancies i.n hearing ability

by pointing out the possibility of physical deficiencies , e . g.
Helmholtz, local swelling {morbid growth) on fibres tuned to particular
'

tones and Ewald, membranes with small irrerularities in construction.
Possibly, we

re encouraging some students to study music , or

more speoi.f'ioally, somo particular ins·trument , when they 1 ck the
basic physical .nece ai ties to suocEtssfully pursue suoh a st dy.
the long l"un, can we save the teacher time and the

In

tudent · probable

disap ointment by using more officiant pre-testing techniq es, at
le st to the ex'tent that

wo

can mak& more intelligent recommendations

ae to what type of instrument the $tudent should

study~

Should we be
.,

willing to mor

readily inform the student of hi

probable deficienciea ,

and advise him to either change to another type of instrumen:i;; or discontinue the study of the instrument, if these deficiencies show up
after h.e has

b·eady emb rk.ed on his studies of an instrlllil$nt?

It may

be that the larger nUJD.bel" of students we encounter have a fairly
average ear , !Uld that we

s teachers have not explored all of the

possibilities of developing the ability of our students to hear better.
At a later

oint in this thesis, the importance of exi)erienoe and
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practice in the improvement of even the most gifted will be discussed .
All of these

consider~tions

are a challenge to the ever alert teacher

who regards his teaching experience as a living, growing, dynamic
thing , that still has vast fields of knowledge, technios, and comprehension unexplored or undiscovered.

CHAPTER III
SOUND
Knowledge contributing to the study of the betterment of
intonation must be founded on the scientific information discovered
by physicists of the past as well as the contributions of present
day scientists.

This chapter summarizes a few of the more outstanding

discoveries, reviews a definition of terms that should be understood
by all teachers and directors of music, and emphasizes
of taking into cons i deration the many subjective ,

t~e

psychi~

importance
phenomena

that in general makes perfect intonation a scientific impossibility
but good intonation feasible for all practical purposes.
I.

HISTORY OF ACOUSTI CS

Pythagoras, a Greek philosopher of the Seventh Century, B.
accomplished the first physical measurement of what the ear

c••

·l:iked~

He

was the first to discover the numerical relation for the octave, he
found also the ratio 3/2 for the interval of the Fifth and 4/3 for
the Fourth.

The human ear had certain preferences in the matter of

succeeding or simultaneous tones; and Pythagoras weighed and measured
them.

He did not, however, discover any rea son for the ratios which

he determined.

From his experience he devised what we now call the

Pythagorian Scale .
It was to be the sixteenth century, with •the experiments of
Galileo, before our modern knowledge of acoustics starts. Gali leo
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studied the vi bra ti.ons of strings • as did Pythagoras, but he took
into account .not only their lengths, but also their thickness and the
tension with which they were strung.
Mersenne, in 1636,

published results of his experiments where

he computed the vibrations per second of a string emitting a musical

tone, and first used the word "frequency" to define the pitch of a
sou.rce according to its vibrations per second.

Mersenne proved pitch

and frequency are directly related.
The

o~jeotive

basis for the appraisal of the pitch of a sound

is the vibration frequency of its .source _, but bafore it
by the brain, we have the intervening medium of
and

th~ r~-:;eiving

judgemen~;

mechanism, the ear.

but on the other hand;

i~

~~

perceived

tra~smission,

the ai r;

Pitch is not a subjective
is not independent of what

happens within the head of the auditor.

Only

in

so far as the ear

renders a. faithful translation, is there exact correspondence between
pitch and frequ ency.

Me rsenne made the first experimental analysis

of the ear itself.
Sauveu·r ., the Father of Acoustics as he is sometimes called;
applied the term "harmonics" to the higher tones which accompany the
lower tone, or fundamenta1.

He also gave the first satisfactory

explanation for their presence.

The musical tone emitted by a string

is not pure, but is complex - what rea.c hes the ear is a series of pure
tones • a wave train bearing on its back little waves, and the little
waves have lesser waves and so on.
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That a

~ingle

note on a musical instrument is a complex sound

invol ving a series of components of higher fre'!uenoy was an important
discovery.

It lead immediately to the explanation of why notes of

identical pitch would sound differently when played on different
instrument~ .

Either a different series and number of overtones are

present in a certain fundamental or some are emphasized to a greater
degree.

Helmholtz, in the nineteenth century. made careful analyses

of the component tones of many types of complex sounds.

His re-

searches covered the entire field of acoustics and are fundamental to
much of our modern knowledge of speech and music and of the performance
of the human ear.
II.

THE PHYSICS OF SOUND

It is essential to have a general understanding of all of the
elements that make up the phenomena of the perception of tone if a
study of intonation is t o be properly pursued.
principal aspects of the musical

to~~

We have tLus three

to consider:

(a) the vibration

of the source . (b) the transnassion through the medium. and (c) the
reception by the hearer.
The inner connection bet-ween the physiological process and the
physical process is unknowr1 to us .

A physical tone. a sound vibration.

should not be identified with sound perception.

The existence of a

sound vibration does not depend on whether a pers on perceives it
aural ly or not.

It belongs to the materia l world independent of the

psyche, and is only perceived, only evokes a sound

sensati~,

when the
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necessary physical and psychical conditions are fulfilled .
The Vibrati ons Of The Source
The term sound is sometimes applied to the sensation we
associate with the stimulation of the mechanism of the ear.

Sound

is also applied to the external cause of the sensation which may be
a vibrating body giving off irregular , unpleasant vibrations of
indefinite pitch, which we classify as noise , or it may be originated
by a

vibrating body which sends off pulsations at regular intervals ,

producing a recognizable pitch which psychologically produces a
plaasanter sensation when it is picked up by the ear.

This is

classified as a musical sound , taking on the characteristics of a tone .
A musica l tone is produced by a vibrating body that emits
pulsations at regular intervals .
always some system in vibration.
in the piano or

vio ~.in;

The source of a musical tone is
1

It may be a stretched string , as

a column of air, as in the organ pipe or a

wind instrumentJ'a bent .rod, as in a tuning fork J or a straight bar ,
as in a xylophone .
Mi ller stated that tones are sounds having such continuity
and definiteness that their characteristics may be appreciated by the
ear thus rendering them useful for musical purposes; these character-

,.
1Alexander Wiooo , ~Physics _5:! Music (London: Methuen
1947) ~ P. 1.

&

Co.,
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istics are pitch or frequency , loudness or intensity, and quality

.

1

or tone color.
The Transmission Through The Medium
Following the establishment of vibrations at the source , we
have the transmission through the medium; (in our consideration of
musical tones the medium is air} by what we term sound waves.

Sound

waves in air are longitudinal waves of condensation and rarefaction
or of pressure changes, the motion of the particles is to and fro
.
2
in the line of propagat1.on.
Many people are misl·.ed , by the wavelike line drawings in physics books and are under the impression
sound travels along horizontally as a small boat traveling on the
ocean might proceed forward but yet up and down in a ·wave-like motion .
However , sound waves cannot move up and down as air pressure is
constant and comes from all

f~"i:'lts

with equal force.

Sound waves

travel through the air , are carried from point to point through the
air without movement of the air as a whole in the direction of
propagation of the sound .

Each particle is s o impelled that it

transfers its energy and mot_iom to other particles , which in turn
impart their motion to other particles, and so on until the force or

1

clarence Dayton Mi ller, The Science of Musical Sounds
York; the MacMillan Co. , 1937) <; P.""25.
2

Clarence Dayton Mi ller , .!.e•

~·

, p, lG .

( New
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energy is absorbed by the matter or substance through which it moves.l
The particles

the~elves

do not move far from their original positions •

.There takes place complete absorption of the motion by each succeeding
body.
The vibrating body or source of motion transmits motion in all
directions to neighboring layers of air, these layers in turn trans•
ferring their motion to a third, and so on indefini tely. 2
of the gas or air move only slightly.

The layers

When these air particles or

layers strike the drum or tympanum of the ear; they become the
sti.m.Uli for the auditory mechanism• and that physical organism gives
to us the sensation of sound.
As these sound waves travel, the energy of the source is transmitted to neighboring layers of air by a series of condensationsa.nd
rarefactions tenned "node" and "antinode".

See Figures 3 and 4.

The lineG indicating minim~ motion ~ condensation (C)

are called nodal lines; the motion of the air particles is at a
standstill, but the pressure alternates from high to low with the
frequency of vibrations.
Antinodal lines are half way between nodal lines and represent

1R. A. Millikan and H. G. Gale, A l''irst Course in Physics

(New York;

Ginn and co., 1914), P•

2
Helmholtz, .£E.•

ill.•

P• . 11.

32e;
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FIGURE 3

CONDENSATION

iU~

RAREFACTION

C Condensation
R Raref&otions
ArrnM~

II

II
R

C

R

c

R

c

R

c

I

FIGURE 4

CONDENSATION AND RAREFACTION, SECOND DIAGRAM

R
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the point o.f ~ref'action (H) where pressure v'n,J."ia:tion is negligible
but the to and fro metie.\n of' air

~rti.olea

ia ·the grea·cest ..

We use these points of node 8.l'ld e.ntinode to s-st up measurlll-

ments of the way sound t:r·av~bo

a.ntinode.

A complete Wave Lent~;th h a Doubl0

Sea Figure 5

FIGURE 6

WAVE LIDNGTH AND DOUBLE VIBRATION
One Complete Wave Length or Double Vibration

~-0-D-E------;-NT_I_N~-D£--~-----N~----A-N_T_IN_O_D_E-~--------NO-;~

Although sound travels through air, for most practical purpoBes

at a constant speed of approximately 1100 feet per second, there are
elements within this tra-veling sound which will vu-y according to i;h.e
loudness and intend ty of the sound as well as the pi toh~
Frequency is a term we use in measurirlg the awnber ef vibrations
per second of a given pitch, in fact the frequency of a simple nar.moni0
motion is the number of complete vibrations to and fro per secondo
Only one to

am

fro motion is ths period of motion.

See Flgut'G 6.,
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FIGURE 6
FREQUENCIES PER SECOND

Both High and Low Sound 'fravels the SQJD.a Distance in One Second ·
of Time 9 although the number of frequencies per second will vary.

Higher Pitch
More Vibrations

Lower Pitoh

Fewer Vi bra ti ons

The stronger the vibrating force the greater distance tlw
vibrating object travels' from a middle point
thh displacement is the Amplitudeo

ani the measurement of

In other words, the amplituda

is the range on one side or the other from the :middle point of the
:t~).otion 8

therefore it; iS half the extreme range of vibratimh

Figure 7 o

See

In P'i gure 7 we e re shown how the f!_ri at! of motion is one

to and fro motion o.nd the ~.!!. at any instant is the fraction of a
pl!).riod which has eie.flsed minoe the point last paeeed through its

:middle pof.litio:n in ·!:;h.a dil·ection chosen aa

positiv~.

:·:)

FIGURE 7
PERIOD OF MOTION
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A - Amplitude

Ph - Phase

V - Vibrating Body P - Period
M- Middle Position

F'IGURE 8
AMPLI'IUDE OF' A VIBHATING BODY

Greater Amplitude
Stronger Sound

Lesser Amplitude

Weaker Sound

*Displacement~
Speed Constant

Dioplace"""t

~
Speed Constant

The speed of air waves is approximately 1100 feet or 13~000
inohea per

1

seoond~

Meyer 11

~·

1

The wave length depends on the frequency with

oit. 11 p. 28.
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which the waves or "cycles" follow one another.

A tone with a

frequency of 100 cycles per second would have a wave length of
approximately one-hundredth of 13,000 inches or 130 incheso

For

the greater frequency of 1000, it would be only 13 inches or still
greater of 10,000, only one and

one-thi~d

inches.

The Reception By The Hearer
I

As

men~ioned

previously; musical sounds have three distin•

guishing characteristics which are pi to~, loudness and quality.
these, pitch is the principal characteristic

th~t

Of

we wish to study

more thoroughly as it has the most qirect bearing on the subject of
this thesis.

However, both loudness and quality are also important.

Loudness and intensity.

Loudness and intensity are sometimes

thought to be synonymous, but they have different meanings and should
not be confused in use.

Th~

intensity of a sound depends on the

energy of the sound wav s and is increased by incr3asing the amplitude
and the area of the vibrating body.

1

While intensity of sound refers

to the amount of anergy flowin g in the sound waves, loudness of sound
refers to the apparent

s~rength

drum and sent to the brain.

of the sensation received by the ear

Fo~ ~i~ferent individuals, pthe same

intensity and loudness of sound have several c ommon factors. I , Th~y
both depend upon four things:

the distance from the origin of the

1 charles E. Dull, H. Clark Metcalf, and Wi lliam o. Brooks,
Modern Physics ( New York2 Henry Holt~ C~mpany, 1951), P• 298.
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sound. the amplitude of vibration, the density of the medium through
which the sound travels, and the area of the vibrating body.

A

factor that does not affect intensity but does affect loudness is
the pitch of a sound.
pitch.

The sensitivity of the ear varies with the

The sensitivity is low at low pitches. but increases as the

pitch increases. until it reaches a pitch caused by aQout 1,000
vibrations per second.

After this point, the sensitivity to sound

falls off again.
Dif ferent units for measuring intensity and loudness must be
used because of this sensitivity of the ear in the relation to pitch.
The unit for measuring intensity of sound that is commonly used is

\

called the Decibel.
ca~led

-

a Phon.

complex.

The unit for measuring loudness of sound is

Both units involve many factors which make them rather

However, generally speaking, a phon represents the minimum

increase of ' loudness of sound which the normal ear is capable of
detecting.

Between the teeblest sound audible and the loudest sound

audible, there is a range of about 130 phons.

It is interesting to

note that Leopold Stokowski has made use of the phon meter in inter'preting the loudness of the orchestral score as follows: 1
ppp 20 phons
pp 40 phons

f 75 phons
ff 85 phons

p 55 phons
mf 65 phons

The intensity of sound

1
Alexander Wood, 2£.•

~~ves

.ill•,

fff 95 phons

may be measured by units called

p, 38 •
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bel and decibel.
energy which

The measure of

produc~the

inten~ity

sound.

of sound is a measure of

The bel, named after Alexander

Graham Bell,is a unit of intensity of sound.
tenth of a bel.
inte~sity

The decibel is one-

A decibel is approximately the smallest change in

that the human ear can detect.

The normal speaking voice

has an intensity of 60 decibels, loud music about 90 decibels and
130 decibels approaches the threshold of pain.
A physical law, related to intensity and

lou~ness,

that plays

a very important part of musical performance which affects what we
term balance, is that the intensity of the sensation is proportional
not to the stimulus but to the logarithm of the stimulus.

On the

logarithmic scale, loudness is measured in a unit called a phon and
every ' t ~

the intensity of the sound-waves is double4, the loudness

increases by about three phons.

This happens, of course,

i~the

power

of the source is doubled and the circumstances are otherwise unchanged.
second

If one trumpet playing gives a loudness of 60 phons and a

one ~ j oins

in at the same intensity, the increase of loudness

only goes up to 63 phons - the increase being fairly negligible.

Or

if one clarinet player produces a loudness of 55 phons, it would take
ten clarinet players at the same intensity to send the loudness up to
65 phons or 100 clarinet players to send it up to 75 phons.

The result

pf this law is the reason why the human ear can endure the maximum
loudness of a large band ensemble.

~

the same token, this law makes

it imperative that all players ~ a s ~d ensemble judge accurately the
loudness of sound that they should produce to balance properly with
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members of their own section or with the other sections of the band ensemble.

If there are ten trumpet players and nine play at a loudness

of 20 phons and one plays at 76 phons, the total volume will still be
for all practical purposes 75 phons or the amount of greatest volume
produced by any one playe r.
Psychological phenomena affecting pitch.

Recent experiments

indicate that we have certain subjective psychological phenomena to
consider in the relationship of intensity to pitch.

For example ,

it was found that if a pure tone at, say 200 vibrations per second
is greatly increased in strength, it will no longer appear to have
the same pitch, but will seem to be flat.

A tone of 200 vibrations

per second at an intensity level of 40 decibels, appeared to sound
the same pitch as a tone of 222 vibrations per second at 100 decibels,
so there is a tendency to sharpen a tone when playing louder in order
to compensate for this apparent discrepancy.
It is also noted that the theory that pitch depends solely on
frequency must be modified as recent experimental work in various laboratories so indicates.

The psychological experience • pitch • does

not vary directly with frequency except in the middle

r~nge

of hear-

ing.1 At the upper extreme, frequencies must be more than double to

lwilmer T. Bartholomew, M.A., M. MW., Acoustics of Music
(New York, Prentice Hall, 1942), PP• 20- 21.
-------

produce an a.ppar nt rise of

octo.v , and a·i; the lower extre

IU'.

n oo tav..

than halved to produce drop of

1

Th se effects increa.

•
th

nearest the frequencies are to the li:ui t~ o.r h aring, and va.ry
individua.ls.

This is a r"!

tones and flat the lower

on "'l1ly pi

o tun r

oft&

o~~s.

Tone quality aDd color.

Tne tone quality or vari .tion in t

or absenoe of certain overtones or b rmoniea of
tone.

rp

s · ple fund

It has been determined that ea h fundamental

make up a poseible s ri s of partials based upon

~

tOl'l~

ntal

has in i t8

the

tical

sequence whereby it divide• ita lt.
These divisions or harmonic! are based on ths

so~le

of natu

which follow a definite sequence aa shown in Figure 9e
FIGURE 9

NATURAL HARMONIC SERIES
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this case is the octave , or second partial.

If it vibrates in three

segments. the vibrating length is only one-third
original , and the frequency is therefore tripled .

~s

long as in the

The t one produced

in this case i s the perfect twelfth, and i .s called the thil"d partial .
If it vibrates in four segments, the double oc ta.ve is produced.

If

in five, the tone two octaves and a major third above the original is
produced , and so on.

These partial tones make up a harmonic series.

The tones above the fundamental are sometimes called harmonic overtones,
or harmonics .

The first sixteen partials of the harmonic series

constructed on Cl6 are shovm in Figure 9

although the harmonic series

does not end with the sixteenth partial .

Theoretically it may

continue indefinitely, even beyond the limits of hearing, its members
usually growing weaker, the higher they are.
The air columns which form the vibrating members of all wind
instruments divide up in a similar way to produce segments Vibrating
at higher frequencies .

Without changing the length of the tube,

t~

player of such an instrument as the trombone» by changes of breath
pressure and lip and tongue position alone, can produce seven or
eight of the tones of a single harmonic series.

And by changing the

tube length, he can vary the fundamental and thereby secure other
harmonic series.

Other instruments can produae even more than eight.

In fact, number sixteen of the series is possible on a French horn.
The characteristic tone color of various instruments is de•
petdent upon the number of upper partials present above the funda ...
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mental, also upon which of the partials are present, and the predominance or weakness of certain partials.
It is possible to produce an entirely new single tone color
by properly combining and balancing two instruments of dissimilar
overtone characteristics.

This procedure could be compared to the

process of mixing two flavors to produce a new taste sensation or to
blend two or more colors to create a new and different color sensation.
The musical ear.

Th re have been a f ew interesting conclusions

reached regarding pitch, perception and the musical ear.

A

music

teacher should have some knowledge of the facts relative to these
oonolusions as they may make possible a greater understanding of
the varying abilities of the students they train.
I t is stated that the necessary prerequisite to the musical
ear is the sense of pitch, however, it should be noted that pitch
discrimination should not be reckroned as an essential feature of the
. l ear. 1
mus1.ca

It is merely the necessary prerequisi te to musical

hearing.
There are four categories of pitch discrimination, namely,
Absolute Pitch, Regional Pitch, Ear for Standard Pitch, and Relative
Pitch.

1

Reves z, dP•

~

~·,

P• 96.
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Absolute pitch is the ability to recognize notes in isolation
instantly• to name them correctly without other a id, and to sing or
whistle a designated note immediately.

Genuine absolute pit0h is a

spacial natural gift which is possessed by comparatiely few persons.
This speoial gift is not equally d.e veloped in all who have it.

There

are certain persons whose sense of absolute pitch covers practically
the entire musical raAge, this we call unjversal genu ine absolute
pitch.

Others are only able to identity notes col'rectly

more or less specific region.

v;i thin

a

This restricted faculty of pitch

discriminatio-n we call limited absolute p_itch.

There are other

degrees of restriction effected by timbre, the set of a definite
aural standard such as A.-440, the confinement to solely one timbre,
usually the instrument the person plays .
a natural

~ift

parexoellenee.

Genuine absolute pitch is

It appears already in early youth and

at once in a highly developed form, however, it is by no means
inoo~atible

with the innate character of absolute pitch that it

requires practice and experience for its complete unfoldment and
practical application.

This is an important point for the teacher

Absolute pitch is an indication of musical talent, and quite
often the recognition of this ability may influence am individual
to pursue the study of music.

HoweveTt absolute pitoh as a

phenomenon within itself does not assure musical enjoyment,

-

or an esthetie response and understanding, any more than an acute
sense of color perception as sueh can assure a person a sense of
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appreciation or spiritual enlightenment when viewing a painting
of a gr at master.
Regional pitch is the ability to determine the region or the
note as a member of a group, its region or crude tone height.
Compared with genuine absolute pitch, it is the capacity to identify
notes according to their highness or lowness in the mUsical scala
and is of altogether different character.

According to this concept,

regional pitch represents the special case of a generally valid
organizing action of the mind, which is of decisive importanca . not
only for the arrangement according to intansityj quantity, and volume
of sensory objects, but also for that of abstract ideas, such as
numbers, let us say.
ordered thinking.

This principle is one of the foundations of

From this point of view, regional pitch can be

considered an inherent gift ·- with some reservations.

Regi onal

pitch is capable of development t o a high degree while this is not
tTUe o:f absolute pitch, which oan be increased only slightly.

The

fact that regional pitch judgements generally increase in accuracy
with maturation, also points to the importance of experience and
practice.
Standard· pitch memory or ear for standard pi tch is spontaneous
pitch identification1 which is based on lonE

e~per·ence

and is

limited as a rule to one spec "al note such as the tuni ng note
for ·t:;he violinist of middle

"A"

"C" for the pian;i.'"t•

Absolute pitch must be sharply differentiated from Relative
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Pitch,

~

intervallic sense which is the ability to identi.f'y a

given interval correctly by name , or to transpose and sing it correctly
at a different pitch level .

Relative pitch is an inherent gift , and

can be developed by practice .

It varies with the individual.

Intervallic sense is a specific musical facul ty.

In general , it is

considered a safe criterion of musical aptitude , and justly so.

If

a person does not possess relative pitch, then he is perceptively
insensitive to the

mel~ic

and harmonic structure of a musical

canposition am is unable to derive pleasure and enjoyment from tm
beautiful in music .

Without inte,rvallio sen se , there is no melody,

harmony or tonality.
relative pitch.

In the last analysis , everything rests on

Wha tever may be the advantages of absol ute pitch,

in musical importancd it cannot compete with relative pitch.
From the discussion of various types of pitch, it seems safe
to assume that if a person has an average musical ear, it is possible
to develop it to a higher degree
an extremely

unmusi~al

ot sensitivity.

In such case where

person is attempting to learn music , he

should be advised of his limitations and directed according to hi s
oapaoi~ .

It is the function of the teacher to determine as near as

possible the illherent a.bili ties with which the student i:!'l endowed ,
or the dogree to which the student has already developed in order to
effi~iently

adV'ise and plan for continued studies .

CHAPTER IV
THE IMPORTANCE OF INTONATION I N THE BAND ENSEMBLE
The first consideration of a subject for this thesis was that
of covering the broader field of teaching of instruments am bands in
the public schools.

However, after being duly advised, the apparently

narrow field of intonation as encountered in the band ensemble was
chosen.

Within a very short time the fact that intonation,; as

applying to the band ensemble, was anything but a narrow field, was
fully realized.

In fact the elements having a bearing, both directly

and indirectly on this subject, can only be highlighted in a treatise
of this size 1

therefo~e,

no claim is made to the thoroughness of detail

in regard to all phases touched upon.

It is believed a greater

practical advantage will result through emphasis on the points that
a director can more readily remedy, taking into consideration the
financial outlay required by both the school and individuals, the
elements affecting scheduling and the tim.e and eff ort the director
can personally devote to this study.
How important is this subject considered to be by recognized
authorities in the band field?

A search was made for some statements

that would substantiate the decision that the subject of band intonation was worthy of concentrated effort.
The following are selected
Nilo

w.

quotations~

Hovey, Director of Bands at Jordan Conservatory of
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Butler University in Indianapolis said:
Elements which make up a satisfying and effective exhibition of
musical skill are numerous and complex, but probably none could be
considered more important than intonation and tone qualit,y. These
two items, incidentally, are interrelated to a significant degree.
A good quality of ensemble tone is impossible without good intonation and likewise, good intonation seems to require a character•
istic tone from the various instruments. Possibly it would be more
accurate to state that factors which contribute to a poor tone •
such as improper embouchure and breath support, faulty reeds and
mouthpieces -will also affect intonation adversely.!
Elsewhere Mr . Nilo

w.

Hovey has stated:

Good intonation is certainly among the top elements in impor•
tance, for the other aspects of good playing are obscured if the
organi~ation plays out of tune.2
William D. Revelli, Director of Bands, University of Michigan
wrotec
The three basic and most essential of all ele nts which constitute a truly ·satisfying musical performance are generally agreed
to be: a beautiful, sensuou.s, pure tone; accurate intonation and
precise rhythm. Certainly no musical performance can be considered
musically worthy, that is lacking in any ·one of these elements. On
the other hand,. a performance that is outstanding in these categories can, with future development in the elements of style and
phrasing, be a most worthy and musically satisfying experience.
Of the three mentioned elements, tone and intonation are most
closely akin to each other. To produce a tone of a pure, sensuous,
clear and beautiful quality, one requires the proper concept, and
an understanding of the fundamentals of tone production. While
such abilities and talents may be considered specific requisites
within themselves, they are nevertheless closely associated and
related to intonation as well.

1Nilo w. Hovey; ''Tone Qualit,y in the Concert lbnd, " The
Instrumentalist, Volume X, Number 8 (April, 1956), 24.
2Nilo w. Hovey, A.B . A., The Selmer Band Manual . (Elkhart,
Indiana: Selmer, Inc., 1956 ) • p:4.
. ·-
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One cannot possibly acquire the ability to play or sing accurately in tune sithout first developing the proper aural perception
of the tone desired. Hence, the acquirement of tone quality and
intonation must logically go hand in hand. and the mastery of each
requires concentrated listening and a feeling for the other.l
Ralph E. Rush, of the music faculty at the University of
Southern California has stated:
Next and equally important to a lovely tone comes intonation as
near perfect as possible. It is not enough to tune-up on a single
tuning note; every tone by each pe.r former must be in the best tune
possible. When this is stressed each day in rehearsal, the results
at the festival will be satisfactory.2
Edwin Franko Goldman, past director of the famous Goldman Band
of New York City, had this to say;
Good intonation is one of the prime requisites of a good band
and it is that to which the conductor should give much time and
attention. He must make it his business to find out if any of his
players are incapable of knowing when they are not playing in tune.
Good intonation and good tonal quality go hand in hand.3
E.

c.

Moore, author of many educational arti·cies saidl

First tone quality and intonation, these go hand in hand. The
beautiful tone quality of individual members is nullified if the
ensemble plays out of tune. Regardless of superior playing in
other respects, a band will create consciou~;ly or unconsciously a
poor impression mf it: plays with poor tone quality and out of
tune.4

lwilliam D. Revelli , "To Beat or Not to Beat?", Etude,
Volume LXXV, Number 6; (June, 1955), 19.
2Ralph E. Rush, 11What Does the Adjudicator Hear In Your School
Orchestra?", Etude , Volume LXXVI, Number a, (August, 1955), 15.
3Edwin Franko Goldman, Band Bet·terment
Fischer, Inc., 1934), P• 72. ----4E. c. Moore, ~ Band ~
Company, l953)•. p. 6.

(New York* Carl

(Kenosha., Wisconsin: G. LeBlanc
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The Associate Professor of Music and Director of Bands, State
University of Iowa, Charles B. Righter,made this statement:
Fundamentally~ the production of a good ensemble tone depends
upon three faetorst correct intonation, proper dynamic balance,
and uniformity of tone quality. Each of these three factors is
important in some other way, but altogether they constttute the
basis of good ensemble tone quality.!

Donald

w.

Stauffer, M.M., who made an exhaustive study of

intonation deficiencies of wind instruments, stated;
When questioned about problems of performance on wind instruments, most skilled professional instrumentalists will quickly
agree that intonation is one of their most important and per..
sistent problems.2
In an excerpt from an article on Intonation, Dr. John Paul
Jones remarked:
Accustomed as we are to musical jargon, it becomes rather easy
to lose sight of many practical values and purposes included in
"shop talk". One word so readily bandied about is "intonation~ a
word so often used and seldom heeded, yet it should be uppermost
in the minds of everyone responsible for musical performance.3
Maurice McAdow of North Texas State College wrote:
Intonation is generally considered as a major worry by most
instrumental directors. Whether we are working with elemen~ry ,
junior high school, senior hifh school or college groups,
intonation presents problems.

1 charles B. Ri~hter, Success~ Teaching
A.Schmitt Music Co ... 1946), p. 161.

(Minneapolis: Paul

2Donald w. Stauffer, Intonation Deficiencies of Wind Instruments
in Ensemble (Washington, D.c.: The Catholic UniversitY of America
Press, 1954), p. 5.
7.

"Dr. John Paul Jones, 0 Intonation Means In-Notation, ~' The
School Musician, Volume XXVI# Number 6, (February, 1955), 60.--4Maurice McAd ow, 11 Intonation l orries and Their Remedies,'~ The
Instrumentalist, Volume VII, Number 2, (October, 1952), 14.
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Director

o~

Music at Oberlin College, George Waln, stateds

Good intonation is vital to a pleasing musical per~orw~nce.
Since listening t o music is an auditory experience, the performer
or the n~ker of the music must develop a sensitive use of the ear.
He must strive to produce and maintain a sound which is in tune
and is agreeable in its blend with other instruments.! - Other indications, in support of the decision to make a study
of the problems

o~

intonation in the band ensemble, are the results

noted in the report covering the "Q.uestionnaire On Bands" in Chapter
10.

In question number one, where the director is asked to indicate

the one item that would most improve his band, nearly half chose
Intonation.

Also those choosing intonation were nearly double the

next closest item which was

~ Quality.

The two together accou.nted

for two-thirds oi' the answers to this ques·i;;ion.

Opon considering more

closely the content of the statements made by famous band direct ors,
as quoted in the preceding pages, there seems to be no great conflict.
Suf~ice

it to say, enough evidence is at hand to conclude that

"A Critical Analysis and Study of the Problems of Intonation in the
Band Ensemble" is worthy of concentrated effort, and is a subject of
paramount importance.

lGeorge Wa.ln, "Careful Listening Means Better Intonation:, ~·
The Instrumentalist, Volume IX, Number 7, ( March, 1956), 53.

CHAPTER V
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL DEVICES FOR TUNING

Electrical Tuning Devices may be considered as basic equipment
for the scientific approach to tuning .

The term "usua.l procedures"

is a plied to a situation where the entire tuning prooess is dependent
upon the ear alone and the consequent matohing of pitch to either some
mechanical device • such as the "tuning bar~'! or to other instruments
in the ensemble .
Questions may ari sa , "How did we get along all of these yeare
with only the "usual procedures?"
tuning devices ' were invented?" ,

"What did

we do before 'elec+;rical

The answer is obvious .

fessional players devote a lifetime to the study of music .
the majority of professional players are a

gr~at

Fine proNo doubt

deal more talented

than most amateurs , at least they develop their talent to a far
higher degree .
instrument .

Much time and care is put into the selection of an

In the case of instruments, such as the oboe and bassoon ,

many hours of painstaking labor, over a period of years, nay be
devoted to slight modification in order to bring the scale o£ the
instrument into a truer pitch line.

·1tr1 all professional musicians

a great deal more time is devoted to all phases of p reparation.
Harmony, solfege, ear- training , tone- thinking, all enter into the
theoretical background acquired .
to listen and trained to hear.

A professional musician is trained
The mastery of an instrument dema.nds

a thorough grounding in the knowledge and playing of scales , arpeggio's
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and intervals.

All alternate finger i ngs are learned and used , and

each is analyzed to determine which gives the best results in a
particular situation, whether the demands be greatest for faci l ity,
tone quality, or intonation .
What is there to say regarding amateur groups who achieve the
rea,lm of satisfactory intonation by using only the "usual procedures"?
Granted there are many s uch

organiz~tians

and i t will usually be

found that other elements of their performance are as equally pleasing
as their intonation.

All reasons influencing results will probably

not apply to all such organizations .

Some bm:ls have a najori ty of

high quality instruments with enough talented members to establish

a basic intonation pattern that makes it easier for

all to match•

There are fortunate situations whAre most of the band members are
particularly enthusiastic about music, and the result is that they
not only acquire very, fine instruments, but study privately, with
competent instructors , and devote cons i derable time to individual
practi ce .

A situation such as this is approaching that of a pro-

fessional nature .

Often times, a director with very high standards

and an extremely sensitive ear, will devote the many additional
hours required to painstakingly uncover the multitudinous causes
that produce such intonational deficiencies and the resultant chaos .
Often times directors may be l ieve they have achieved a quite satis•
factory intonational result, but would be surprised how much better
quality could be realized if some of the instruments on the inner
voices were "tuned-up" better . Muddiness and harshness of sound are
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ma-e--cn'ten caused by pool" intonation than poor quality of tone.
It is maintained that no ne.tter what the situation is, that
with the use of an electrical tuning device, a great deal of time
may be saved and a much higher standard of intonation be achieved.
With the demands placed upon the average band director by the modern
public school system, time is of the essence.

I n ta lking to most

school band directors, it is found that their goals and ambitions
are far above what they hope to attain because there are not enough
hours in the day, or the

~.tudents

the director can work with them.

cannot ''schedule" their time so
This makes it imperative for the

band director to take advantage of every time saving device available,
in order that a great deal can be accomplished as quickly as possible.
The electrical tuning device makes possible a graphic picture
of the inherent faults in the construction of an instrument.

Factual

data. regarding this phase of intonational improvement ia for all
practical purposes non-existent -when using only the ear or "usual
procedures~'·'

With this information at hand, a more. direct approach ne.y

be made to the problem.

The musician knows where to look, and for

what he is looking,which saves c onsiderable time.
the band director will be amazed

~t

By the same token

how quiokly .he becomes familiar

with the de fic iencies encountered by i ndividual musicians , enabling
him to analyze and correct difficulties with greater rapidity ..
The electrical tuning device stimulates an inteTest in intonation
by the students.

It is a basic trait of human nature to be interested
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in the results of perspnal accomplishments or comparative tests .

A

student doing even preliminary work With an electrical tuning device
finds an immediate stimulus to listen in a way that was never before
ancotmtered .
A band that needs a great deal of attention to intonation
will find that an electrical tuning device , when properl y used, is
the first step in directing the instructort and students•attention
to improving many of the fundamentals that affect over- all musical
performance .
Presentation of tuning devices in the balance of this chapter,
follows a format of first , manufacturers description and operation;
second, recommendations for use ; and last, the advantages, disadvantages or comparison With alternate devices.
I . S TROBOCONN

The .Stroboconn is an electronic instrument that indicates
instantly and visually whether a tone sounded is sharp, flat or in
tune vnth respect to the Equally Tempered scale based on the A- 440
standard •

On the uppe.r or scanning unit of the Stroboconn are twelve

windows arranged to correspond with the black and white keys on the
piano keyboard in a chromatic octave from C to B.

Behind each of

the twelve windows iB a whirling disc on which are seven circul ar
stroboscopic bands made up of al terns. te light and dark segments .
Each band represents an octave.

See Fi gure 10.
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Sound picked up by the microphone causes whirling stroboscopic
discs in these windows ta become illuminated by a neon tube whose
rate of flashing corresponds exactly to the frequency of the tone
sounded .
soar~ing

A particular musical tone appears in one of these twelve
windows r.a.s a Visual pattern.

The tone sounded is rf'la-t,' ·,

if this pattern appears to drift tb the left; if the pattern _drifts
to the right, the tone is sharp • . V~hen the ~ttern remai;ns s~tionary ,
the tone is in tune with the Equally Tempered , .A.- 440

standar~ .

By observation of the Scanning Unit, the operato:o..discovers
instantly whether a tone is in tune, sharp or flat.

No mathematical

computations are necessary•
On the lower or tuning unit of the Stroboconn is a pcini.er

and a scale calibrated in units of 1/lOOths of a senUtone - - called
"cents" on the Stroboconn.

This scale is divided from A-440 {center

of scale, or zero), ndnus 50 cents to the left, indicating flat, and
plus 50 cents to the right, indicating sharp, a span of one semitone .
If a tone is indicated as flat by movement of the pattern to the left,
adjustment of the pointer
pat tern to a standstill .

the left on the scale will 'Iring the
The pointer then indicates the number of

cents that the tone is flat .

In the case of a tone that is sharp,

the pattern would drift to the right and the pointer wculd be moved
t o the right to bring the pattern to a standstill .
Measurement is accomplished by means of an electrically
driven variable tuning fork made of a special metal,Connivar , which
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is veiy little affected by temperature.

ThiB tuning forks rate of

vibration varies with movement of the Tuning Knob ( See 17, Figure 10),
and controls the speed of the synchronous motor which 1rives the
whirling stroboscopic discs in the Scanning Unit·.
All twelve Stroboconn Discs are geared together and are driven
by a common power source.

Each disc will measure one semitone through-

out a range of seven octaves (the number of segmented bands on each) ,
and thus twelve discs will measure a complete chromatic octave through
a range of seven octaves.
The range of the Stroboconn encompasses eighty•four semitones,
one·half a semi tone below c-1 (first octave "C" at lower end of piano
keyboard) to one-half a .s emitone above B:...7 (seventh octave

".B" at

upper end of piano keyboard), essentially the entire range o1 the
piano.
Because the Stroboconn is completely non-selective in its
measurement of musical notes, or any other sound within its range,
several :r;a ttern bands rrAy appear simul t.aneously if the tone or sound
is complex in nature.
cause

onl~

A pure tone, such as produced by a flute, will

one pattern band of black

11

spokes" to appear for each note

sounded.
The Stroboconn also will measure each of any number of notes
sounied at one time.

The sUI!llUlti on and difference frequencies

resulting when two or mo.re notes are sounded ' simultaReously will be
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indicated by faint grayish patterns.
Each of the twelve vdndows is labeled as to the note it re•
presents

~d

measures.

These window markings can be changed, however,

to correspond to the key of the instrument whose tones are being
tested.

This is accomplished by use of the transposing knob on the

top of the Scanning Unit.

At the extreme left of the twelve window

labels is a small opening wherein the key signature is displayed.
See 12, Figura 10.

By lifting the transposition knob to different

positions; the Stroboconn windows can be labeled to r ead correctly
in the keys of C1 Db, Eb, F, and

~b,

the commonly used key signatures.

The method of measurement employed in the Stroboconn is stroboscopic in natura.

A familiar example of stroboscopic phenomena is the

one often seen in motion pictures where a wagon wheel appears to stand
still or move backward, while the vehicle is moving forward.

Movie

film is projected at the rate of twenty-four pictures per second, and
because the eye is unable to resolve each picture at this rate of
speed, a continuous motion is seen.

However, when the spokes of a

wagon wheel in a motion picture are revolving at such speed that twenty
four spokes per second pass any given point, the eye no· longer sees
motion but an apparently motionless wheel.

If slightly less than

twenty four spokes per second pass any given point, the wheel appears
to rotate slowly backward.

Similarly, slightly more than twenty four

spokes per second will cause an apparent forward rotation.

A wheel in

motion appe«rs stationary only when the rate at which the pictures are
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projected exactly equals the product of the number of spokes multiplied
by the number of wheel revolutions per second.
The Stroboconn has probably been ontie , market longer than
any other tuning device.

Although there ha.ve been some model changes,

the basic principles of measurement and construction remain the same.
Later models are some•hat lighter in weight and the new 6T-4 model,
first advertised in 1956, reads in cycles per second rather than cents
of an interval as do the previous models .

The frequency range is

from 33 to 4200 cycles per second with a guaranteed error of less than
• 05 per cent.
The Stroboconn is probably the most desirable and most complate all around electrical tuning device available.

For extensive

clinical work and pitch measurement in all fields such as school
and studio, laboratory, shop regulations, analysis of instFQments,
and piano and organ tuning. more rapid and accurate results are
obtainable.
Advantages of the Stroboconn are listed as follows:
1,
2.

3.

The operation is quite simple.
Reading general results is rapid in that any tones,
intervals or scales may be played at a fairly quick
tempo and the pitch tendencies still be noted. This
allows a judgement under more realistic playing
conditions of normal performance habits, in regard to
melodic interval relationships.
Accurate measurements covering a complete semitone may be
determined and marked on a graph for future reference.
This is only possible with a device registering the
full fifty cents deviation both sharp and flat from a
normal standard.
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4.

5.
6.

More than one tone may be checked at a time. Thus the
analysis of the intonation of a complete chord, when
sounded together is possi.ble . This technic is best
used with only three or four musicians at a time.
Overtone characteristics a re made evident by the reaction
.·of scanning di so s to partials other than the basi o note
~ being sounded.
The transposition bar. for use with all normally keyed
band instruments, makes the Stroboconn readily usable ~
by all studen ts Wi t.~out the a s sistance of tho
instructor.

Disadvantage s of the Stroboconn are:
1.

2.

Although the Stroboconn is portable and may be carried in
two separate carrying case s it is t~o heavy to be moved
or carried around without considerable effort. To
offset this difficulty. a tuning room where the Strobo•
conn 'Ifll.y always be "set up 11 and ready to use is
recol!IIl).ended. A handy table with wheels is available
for transporting the Stroboconn from one room to another.
The separate mdcrophone is not as convenient as the built
in type; although the majority of electrical ·tuning
devices do use e.n axterr..al microphone.

The Stroboconn is manufactured by
Indiana and has a catalog list price of

c.

G. Conn Ltd ., Elkhart,

695 . 00.

See Figure 10.
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FIGURE 10
THE STRO BOCONN

l.
2.
3.

4.

Microphone
Scanning Unit
Transposing Knob
Motor Switch
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

9 . ( Tuning Unit Scale
Power Switch
(Sharp Side)
6. A-c Power Cable
10. Tuning Unit
7. A-c Connector
8. Interconnection Cable ll. Scanning Windows
Key Signature Window
Microphone Connection
Volume Control
Tuning Scale {Flat Side)
Tuning Unit Scale Pointer
Tuning Knob

5.
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II.

THE S TROBOTUNER

The Strobotuner is a simplified version of the we lh·known
Stroboco:on.

It was designed to

rovide piano and organ technicians

with an accurate and highly portable instrUlllent for fa s t and accurate
tuning; and to provide teachers of instrumental and vocal music ·wi th
a basic standard Of intonation for improving the performance of bards
and orchestras.

See Figure 13.

T~chnically,

the Strobotuner is an electronic device for

accurate, visual pre sentation ani measurement of sotmd frequencies .
It determines by stroboscopic comparison of a sound frequency with a
standard frequency, whethdr a musical tone is sharp, flat or in tune
with the equally tempered scale based on the standard A of 440 cycles
per second.
The range of' the Strobotuner encompas ses ei ghty-four semi tcnes ,
one- fifth of' a semitone below

c... l

(first octave

nc"

at lower

end

of'

piano keyboard) to one ... f'if'th of a semi tone above B· 7 (seventh octave
"B" at upper end of' piano keyboard), essentially the entire range of
the piano.
The Strobotuner j_s highly portable, in a singl e enc a sed uni t
10 l/8 11 long, 7 1/2" deep and 7 3/4" high • and containing an eight
foot cord and microphone .
The Strobotuner has a single viewing window located in the
center of' t he face panel.

Behind this window is a strobosoopic disc
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on which are imprinted seven circular bands consisting of alternating
light and dark segments.

ch

or

these bands represents an octave ,

the smallest b nd near the hub of the disc re resentin - t h

first

octave, and progressing to the outer- most band which represents the
seventh octave.

A number on the panel coinciding wit 1 e.ch ba:nd

indicates the oetave it represents.
Directly below th:i.s scanning window is a tone selector wi th
a

positi~n

scale.

for e c4 of the tr1elve chrmnatic notes of the musical

In operation, this tone selector knob and t he multiple band

stroboscopic disc in the scanning window work in combination to provide
the Strobotuner• s full,. seven octave range .
Located at the left of _the

vi.ew

g window in the upper le.f't

corner of the face panel are a tuning knob, pointer and

cal e.

The

scale is graduated in five•cent intervals from zero in the center to
20 "cents" left for f'lat an:l to !O "cents" right for sharp .

(One

cent equals one• one hundredth of a semi t one . ) · Use of this pointer
and scale adjustment is made i'or measuring ·the amount a tone is sharp
or flat, for tuning the pitches other than standard A.- 440 , an:I for
calibrating the instrument before use .
Across the bottom o£ ths Strobotuner fa ce panel, from left to
right, are the pcw1er cord (lower left corner) , power switch , ca~~
bration switch, note selector, switch, gain control knob ani microphone input rece·p tacle.
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The method of the Strobotuner 's operation necessitates that it
be calibrated to a known frequency before each use .
accomplished by the following procedure:
as f'ar as

Calibration is

Depress the calibrate switch

it will go . While holding the calibration switch down,

adjust the tuning knob until the pattern appearing on the smallest
octave band in the disc window comes to a standstill .

(A "slip-

pointer" arrangement is used f or the tuni ng knob and pointer in order

to allow the knob to be rotated as far as necessary to produce a
stationary pattern, but still permit the pointer to be set at any
desired position on the scale.)
Next , mo"'te the pointer t o the "zero" position leaving the
tuning knob stati onary.

The calibrate switch can be brought to a

standstill so that both hands can be free if needed to reset the
pointer.

However , after setting the pointer to zero or any other

desired position, recheck the calibration to be certain the tuning
knob has not been moved and the instrument is still in calibration.
The Strobotuner employs the stroboscopic principle in its
measurement of sound frequencies, a principle whereby the frequency
of the sound introduced is comtared visually with a standard frequency

within the Strobotuner .
The Stroboscopic disc is rotated by means of a small synch·
ronous motor whose speed is controlled by the tone selector switch ,

The various motor speeds provi de a frequency standard for each · of
the 12 tones of the scale .

For example , a tone selector setting for
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"A" would produce a disc rotation speed of 27.5 revolutions per
second.

This speed of r.otation.-multiplied by the 16 seg100nts of the

fourth octave band re sults in a frequency of 440 cycles per second ,
the staniard for a fourth octave "A".

Thus when an "A'' of exactly

440 cycles per · second is sounded into the microphone, this illuminated
band of spokes will appear stationary since t he rate of bulb flashes
(tone frequency) exactly equals the number of disc spokes passing a
given point •.
Changing the position of the twing knob serve.s to vary the
speed of the disc from 20 cents flat through 20 cents sharp and
provides correct intervals of the equally tempered scale for standards other than A-440.

A-440 minus 20 cents establishes A...436 as

the standard for obtaining correct intervals of all the tones in
seven octaves.
The Strobotuner used as a frequency standard is set so that a
characteristic pattern is read when a tone affecting it is accurate .
Therefore , a musical tone is altered until it produces a stationary
pattern in its appropriate octave band on the stroboscopic disc.
In using the Strobotuner as a .frequency measuring device,

the operator turns the tuning knob whichever way h
bring the pattern to a standstill.

necessary to

T!::e approximate number of cents

the tone is sharp or f lat is then i ndicated by the pointer.
The ·Strobotuner is most easily adapted to the checking or
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measuring of individual tones or octaves.
checked with the help of
~ntch

anothe~

Chroll'll:ltic scales can be

individual changing the tone selector

for each successive tone .

Each tone should be sounded for at

least four slow counts in order to allow the StroDotuner to establish
at the new standard for each change of the selector switch.
A

strong incentive to students for improvement is the recording

of their intonation readings as measured by the Strobotuner for
comparison wl th la'ber tests to · determine progress.
Printed charts are available for each instrument , er they can
be simply designed by the teacher.

The charts usually consi at of e.

straight vertical lir..e re presenting perfect intonation and the sharp
or flat variations from zero are recorded as dots with. a connecting
line.

For measuring flatness or sharpness of a tone , turn the

control knob and pointer until the
the reading on the chart.

attern stands still then record

Prepare the charts in duplicate, one for

the director and one for the student .

Prepare the charts periodically,

checking each new test against the previous chart to note progress"
The chief obstacles in the use of the Strobotunar as compared

to other electric tuning devicee are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

.An individual testing alone can play only a single tone
or slur to an oetave withnut resetting the Strobotuner
controls.
Setting of the calibration may be difficult to teach the
la:rge number of student.s using the Strobotuner 1 espec•
i111>lly if they will be operatinb lt at infrequl3nt
intervals .
Student$ may not know or may becone confused over the
transposition if they play instruments other
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4.
5.

than those that read C music.
The detachable microphone is more apt to be accidentally
damaged than a built in type.
Accurate checking of sharpness or flatness is possible
only up to twenty cents deviation, while fifty cents
is necessary to cover the range of one semitone.

The Strobotuner is certainly practical and of great value and
is recommended for those individuals or institutions that cannot
possibly afford a greater investment.
To achieve the utmost

val~e

from the time spent in using the

Strobotuner, three students should work together.

Particularly

when running graphs, one student may play an instrument, another
change the setting of the "tone selector knob" and operate the
"tuning

knob~· ~~

and the third may enter the results on the graph.

To facilitate and encourage the operation of the Strobotuner
by students without the assistance of the instructor, it is suggested

that a transposing chart be worked out for the commonly used instruments that are not in the key of C.

This chart would be designed in

circular form to fit over the "tone selector knob. t'

See Figure 11.

It may be more expedient to work out a separate circular chart
for each of the different keys, due to the limited space on the face
of the Strobotuner.

In such case the chart will have to be changed

each time a different keyed instrument is to be checked.

As an

example for Bb instruments see Figure 12.

The StDobotuner is manufactured

bf c.

G. Conn, Ltd., Elkhart,
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India.n.. a.nd retails for $197 .50.

See Figure 13.

FIGURE ll

MULTIPLE TRANSPOSING CHART FOR
STROBOTUNER TONE
SELECTOR KNOB

l.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Tone Selector Knob
Existing Markings for c
Transposed Markings for
Transposed Markings for
Trans posed Marking s for

Instruments
Bb Instruments
F Ins trumen ta
Eb Instruments

FIGURE 12

SINGLE TRANSPOSING CHART
FOR STROBOTUNER TONE
SELECTOR KNOB

For Bb Instruments
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F1GURE 13

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Power Cord
Cover La. tch
Tuning Knob
Tuning Pointer
Tuning Scale
Carrying Hr.r..ndle
Microphone

8.
9.
10 .
ll.

12.
13.
14.

15.

Power Switch

Scanning Disc
Pilot Light
Oc-ca ve Be.nd Numbers
Microphone Connection
Gain Con t rol
Tone Selector Knob
Calibration Switch
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III

THE AUDI 0 VIE'ti'l"ER

The Audio Viewer is probably the newest electronic audio•
visual device on the :uarket.

It is designed to develop the students

control of the pitch, volume , and quality of musical notes.

It mAy

also be used to demonstrate the physical characteristics of musical
sounds .

See Figure

15.

With the Audio Viewer, the music student can tell at a glance
if he is sharp or flat; he can practice maintaining constant loudness
and uniform wave $hape.

The vocal or instrumental instructor can

show how posture, breathing, relaxation, vibrato, muting , attack,
tonguing ani embouchure affect the pi teh, loudness and qua.li ty of
musical sounds .
The music teacher can demonstrate the

pecul~ties

of various

instruments; that some instruments are always flat or sharp on a
certain note; or that l1 owing loudly on any of the brass instruments

will cause the note to be sharp.
The music teacher can show the high harmonic content of the

reeds; the simple -vm.ve form of the flute; the complexity of low
vocal and instrumental tones and the ralati vely pure wave form of
higher tones .
The science or music teacher can demonstrate

ma~

of the

phenomena of the physics of music and sound such as beats, harmonic
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analysis , synthesis of tones, and resonance .
The single , large screen of the Audio• Viewer is similar to
an oscilloscope .

By means of a Pitch Selector switch, any one of

the twelve pitches of the chromatic scale can be produced .

The tone

to be compared with this reference tone is picked up by the micro•
phone .

Its pattern appears on the screen.
If the pattern drifts to the left . the note is sharp.

pattern drifts to the right the note is flat .

I f the

The spead of drift is

proportional to the degree of sharpness or flatne ss.

The amount of

sharpness or .flatness in cycles per second can be Jlle&.sured by adjustment of the Pitch Adjust Control.
Undesirable variations in the amplitude of the pattern reveal
a lack of volume control on the part of the sound source .

The shape

and comple:x:i ty of the pattern is a nanifestatian of the quality or
color of the tone , or , in other words, of the number and relative
str&ngth of the overtones present.

Since the tendency toward the

end of a long sustained note is to change pi tch, volume , or quality,
the Audio- Viewer may be used to detect and correct the usually
undesirable variations .
If' the frequency of the incoming tone is the same as the
frequency of' refer.ance tone , four complete cycles appea r on the
screen , as shown in plata C of Figure

14 ~

If it is two octaves

below the reference note , only one cyc l e of the incoming frequency
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will appear, as in plate A. of Figure 14.

A tone two octaves higher

'than the reference note gives a pattern of sixteen cycles, etc.
feature allows the music

This

tudent to listen to any reference note, and

to practice playing that same note or any of its oc'taves, either
higher or lower.

Thus, by cultivating a pitch oonseiousness

o~er

the

entire playing range, the Audio-Viewer assists the student in the
development of good intonation.
Variations in loudness and qualit,y are shown in a aimilar
nanner.
The music student ma.y hear and see the eff'ect of a change
in the quality of' the reference note by manipulating the color
swi'tch, which will select one of two tone qualities £or the reference
note,
The operator may select an A ranging from 434 cycles per second
to 446 cycles per second by

lll9ane

o£ the Pitch Adjust Control.

The

pitches of' the other tones of the scale are varied proportionately.
The loudness of the tef'erenee note is adjusted by the Volume Control.
The f'oot switch al lows the operator to turn the reference note on or
of'£ at will.
The performance
reading.

o~

the Audio•Viewer is accurate and direct

It is portable , lightweight, simple in operation, and

utilizes conventional 110 volt power.

It my be used as a tuning

dertce which is continuous and audible by an entire organization,
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thereby permitting mass tuning.
The Audio-Viewer is manu.factured by the

v.

Ronald Nelson and

Company, 2301 West 26th Street, Sioux Falls, South Dakota and is
priced at 495.00.

See Figure lS.

Although an Audio•Viewer

was

not available for original ex-

perimental work, its operation and features may be co..npared to other
electrical tuning devices.
An apparent advantage is that the Audi o-Viewer has a two-fold
use; first, it shows a visual pattern ?f the physical characteristics
of

a

tone that is played and second , it produces its own tones trat

may be used for reference and matching in the tuning process.

This

would eliminate the necessity of purchasing two pieces of' equipment
such as the Strobotuner for visual checks, and the

L$~Tuner

for

an audible reference tone.
Another apparent advantage of the Audi o-Viewer is its function
in covering a more comprehensive field of tone analysis.
Disadvantages may be considered as follows:
1.

2.

The variat ion of pitch adjustment is only 20 cents either
sharp or flat while the coverage necessary to account
for extreme discrepancies should encompass a complete
semi tone, a range of 50 cents both sharp and flat.
The pitch selector has the same limitations as on the
Strobotuner. Only the C instrument pitches are indicated which creates difficulties for students playing
Bb, F, Eb~ and Db instruments when they are using the
Audio•Vi ewer without the assistance of the director.
A circular transposition chart similar to that
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3.

4.

suggested for the Strobotuner could also be used on
the Audio- Viewer.
Only one basic tone with its different octaves may be
checked without someone cha:t:Iging the pi toh selector
knob . Although two or more students should always
work together when using any tuning device , readings
may be taken much more rapidly on the multiple scanning
devices such as the Strobooonn and the Chro!IIla.scrop"'e:u
It has been pointed out by one writer that the creation
of independent habits of correct intonation is one of
the important advantages of a visual tuner over tuning
bar$ or other reference tones . Reference tones
supplant ear memory of correct intonation but the
visual tuner supplies no reference tone for the ear to
lean on. requiring instead the correct habit of coordination of nerves and muscles with the tone produced
by the player•

The theory as stated may be only a matter of opinion without
any scientific evidence to substantiate it.

There is reason to believe

that the greatest effort expended toward the improvement of intonation
in the band ensemble has to do with matching a referenee tone, ri ght
or wrong.

Every other player in the band TIB.Y be thought of as a

reference tone and the important consideration is for each player to
be flexible , and willing to give way in the beet intonational interests
of the group.

No one player may consider that he i s right and that

all other players should adjust to him accordingl y.
IV

CHROMASCOPE

The Chromascope is essentially a stroboscope . an instrument in
which a moving pattern is apparently .standing still when synchronized
with an intermittent light .

The pattern on the rotating cylinder con-

sists of a column of marks for each tone of the scale , so designed that
for a given scale tone the number of marks tassing a given point per
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second, as the cylinder revolves, is equal to, or a multiple or
ubmultiple of, t he vi bra tion. per second in the tone.

For example ,

the oolu:m:n in t he pattern f or the t one A has 440 marks oircumscrip ing
the cylinder.

Since the cylinder revolves once per second, 440 mrks

pass a given point i n a second.;

The standard tone A, entering the

microphone, produce$ an intermittent light on the cylinder at 440
interruptions per second , causin§ the pattern to appear stationary.
If the tone is shal"p or f'lat ,

th~

'

pattern will drift

upwal"d or

downward.
The stroboscopic pattemused in the Chromascope is composed
of columns of wedge•shaped · lines..

As these lines apparently double

up in the higher octavos, the left side of the column, or wide end
of the wedge, tends to blurr out.

The points of the wedges on the

right side, reinforced by tho small marks be tween them. show up
more distinctly.
The Ohromaseope has a specially designed circuit which produces a light source consisting of extremely short flashes, one for
each vibra.tion of l;he tone .

With such a source of light, the strobo-

scopic a££aets of tones with multiples or
vibrations

re~rasanted

same basic pattern.

sub•multipl~s

of the

by the cylinder pattern are readable on the

In other words , the C below and the C above

middle C may be observed on the same pattern as that for middle c.
Therefore, only one octave is shown on the cylinder.
hi gher octaves may be

r~ad

from the same pattern.

Lower and
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The light illuminating the cylinder has virtually equal
brilliance; with or without a tone entering t he microphone.

The

normal light results from high- frequency oscillations set up in the
amplifier circuit.

A tone entering the microphone cancels out these

oscillations and produces in their place a light made up of one
extremely short flash of current for each vi br&tion of tone.

The

sig'Pal registers on the stroboscopic pattern as long as it is loud
enough to cancel out the normal oscillations of the amplifier.

The Chromscope is housed in an upri ght metal case with convenient handle, attraoti vely finished in black wrinkle varnish.
Dimentions are 7 3/4" wide, 7n deep , and 15 1/4" high.

Weight is

approximately 15 pounds.
The viewing window is :near the top of the front panel, ~o as
to be about eye.. level, when the instrument stands on a table before
a sea ted performer-.
Controls, near the bot-tom of the panel are, left to right,
the starter button., the on•off switch and light control, and the
"sync" but_ton,.

A transposing knob on the right side of the cabinet

changes the scale to the key of the instrument to be

played~

The microphone is centered in the fromt panel for most effective pick-up of the tone to be checked.
Since the Chromscope motor runs synchronous with the 60 cycle
current , the

instrument~ver

needs

oalibr~tion .

Its accuracy is
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limited only by the control of the 60 cyol~ frequency at the power
supply station.

This frequency is closely maintained in the United

States for the operation of synchronous clocks.
To start the instrument, plug line cord into 115 volt, 60
cycle outlet and turn the center knob (on•off _switch and light control)
to the right..

Press the starter button (left on the panel) until the

cylinder is revolving freely,

Relea se the button..

After a few

seconds the window will light with a n on.. red color.
In case of any doubt about the cylinder revolving evenly, turn
the light control (canter knob) to the left, to ndnimuru bright~ass.
and depress the "sync" button on the lower right of the panel.

wil l cause the column on the

extre~

This

left of the cylinder directly

above the left key i ndication to stand still.

If the column appears

to be moving upwardf the motor has not s:y-nchronized with the 60
cycle supply and should be re-started.
I t the motor is revolving properly, as indicated by a sta.t:ton-

ary '1sync" pattern, the instrument is now ready for use.
Tum the knob near the top an the right side of the cabinet
until tha blocked in figures on each end of the scale indicate the
key of the instrument to be ple.yed.

For. example, if the instrument i.s

a Bb trumpet, the scale blocks should indicate Eb .
etc. would ba read in the key of

Violin, voice,

c.

Playing or singing a tone near the Chromascope will cause· a
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column of horizontal lines , to appear on the revolving cylinder above
the scale indieation closest to the tone being sounded.

The tone . C

will bring out the markings in the column indicated aa C in the scale,
etc.

This eolumn of lines may be moving down, indicating that the tone

sounded is .flat, or it 1!1J.Y be moving up , indicating that the tone iS

sharp.

T~

pitch is exactly correct in relation to standard pitoh when

the column is stationary, that is, drifting neither upward or downward.
!t will be found ·that certain instruments will show a clearer

pattern than others at maximum light (extrema right position in light
control).

Adjusting the light

best possible reading.

cont~ol

will clear up the pattern for

Tones from brass instruments which lave pre-

dominate overtones are generally best read at minimum light tatting ,
with the knob ad justed left until the seaming light begins to dim

out.

A short

~ttern

on the right of the scale directly over the

key indication passes the window exactly once per second and may

used in calculating variations from s tandard pit ch.

b$.

In the octave

from middle C up a drift of one degree (the height of the space between

lines in the column) in one second , up or down, indicates shar pness or
f'latnea~

middle

c,,

of the tone by one vibration par seoond .

th - dr;ift of one degree shows a variation of 1/2 of one

vibration per second from standard pitch.

middle

C~

In the octa.ve below

In the seoo.rrl octave above

t he tones shaw up more d stinctly on the right side of the

column, OQillPosed of fine hor zon-tnl line s.

Here again tl':e d:rift of one

7l.
degree per second indicates a variation of one vibration per second
f'rom standard pi toh-.
The Chromascope is

~m.condi tionally

one year • exclusive of misuse_.

am

guaranteed for a period of

may be returned to the ma.nufactu:rer

at any time during the guarantee period for repair without char ge.
The instrument is manufactured by Roel Products

COlllp~WY ,
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w.

Diversion St., Rochester, Michigan , and the suggested retail list
price is $295. 00.
The Chromascope offers the advantage of the complete scale
sequence being readable wi. thout changing the setting of the instl'u:mant.
Rapid checking of the full range is possible even by an individual
working alone .
The pa.ttern is clear

am

easy to read .

The machine is simple

to ope:rate ani highly portable and the low price puts this piece of
equipment Within the realm of possible ownership by any school..
The disadvantage of not being able to alter the pitch reading
from the standard of A..440 nakes the Chromascope umu s~able for strictly
scientific work.

Howev-er ,. a fairly accurate estinata of sharpness or

flatness f rom the A.-.440 standard rre.y be determined comparing the de gree
of d>ri.ft to the pattern indicating the aecond intervals•
When using the Chromasoope at temperatures ranging f'x-om 68
degrees to 72

degree s~

a little experience in reading r esults makes
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possible the construction of: a valuable graph indicating the pitch
tendencies of an instrument!
Due to th

fact that the majorit,y of tuning desired is in

close proximity to the standard of A-440, the inventive operator will
be able to arrive at various and worthwhile conclusions, with decided

improvements in intonation
V

resulting.
LEK~O.TUNER

The Iektro.• Tuner is an electric, audio. tuning

devio~

only.

Its function is to establish a reference tone to "Which an individual
. or band rrAy tune quickly and easily.

Tlw Lekt:ro'!"'l'uner sings out an

absolutely acoUl"ate a.nd continuous A or Bb in a choice of either a

flu:t:e ....!.:!2. or reedl tone by the simple flick of a. emitch.
of tone h
filling

o.ompletely adjustable from a soft

:intensity~

whi.S~r

The volume

to an auditoriUJll'-

The pitch tone is adjustable t·lat or sharp with

standard A• 440, from A-435 to A-445 .

It is very lightweight, only

6 3/4 pounds and is extremely portable.

A suggested use of the Lektro-Tuner ie to set the tuning

oontrol for the most desirable pitch and have the tone sounding at

a strong volume while the band is assembling for
may

then~~

re~arsal .

Musiciane

at mezzo- piano level and check their tuning note for

accuracy-.
Variation of' the pitch setting both aha.t-p and flat of' the !ektrc-

Tuner is a dj.stinct advantage in order that changes in temperature rrAy
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be compensated for.

However, any alteration from A-440 that is con-

templated should be cheeked with the average or most reliable source
in the clarinet section.

The basic tuning of the clarinet section

should be used as the pitch standard for the entire band.

The reason

for this is the inflexibility of the clarinet pitch and the disastrous
results to internal tuning in case the tuning barrel of a clarinet
is over-extended.
Needless to say, the practice of tuning the entire band to a
single pi toh source does not assure the best results.

The average

tuning of certain instruments may not be at maximum as a result
-mean
of their concert :Bb being "matched-up".
This criticism would apply equally to any medium of single note
tuning whether it be a tuning bar, an electrically produced sound or
a clarinet.

The method of analyzing and compensating for the varia-

tions in the internal scale by use of a visual electric tuning device,
plus the use of chords for tuning in the full band rehearsal Will
assure the best results.
The model LT-4 Lektro-Tuner is manufactured by

c.

G. Conn,

Ltd., Elkhart, Indiana, and has a catalog price of $59.15.

See

Figure 17.
• VI

AUDIO AND VISUAL TUNER

The purpose of the Audio and Visual Tuner is similar to that
of the Lektro-Tuner.

It is a precision electronie pitch analyzer,
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designed to elindnate guesswork in tuning musical instruments.
Audio stage produces a constant A-.440 and Bb-466 .. 2 need of tuning bars and forks .

The

laminating the

The visual stage is an added means of.'

checking tlw accuracy of the aud io comparison as the electronic eye
will detect the slightest off tune condition.

The Audio and Visual Tuner is stable and factory adjusted to
naintl:l.in an accurate concert A and Bb indef.'ini tely with normal

handling .

It is equipped With individual adjustments for both A and

Bb, and housed in a compact metal cabinet 4-r by 6" by 8" with a s ix
foot cord that can be used in any 110 volt AC outlet.
The operation of the Audio and

Vi s. ~l

Tuner limits its use to

the matehing of a single audio reference tone J either A-440 or Bb466 . 2 a.t a

tE~mpera.ture

of 68 degrees to 72 degrees Farenheit .

At any

higher temperatures it could not be used .f'or a continually sounding
reference tone during the "warm... up" period of the bani .
D u~

to the fact that a concert Bb t v.ning note Qllly is not necessarily

the best tuning note fo r all in tl;'Ullleilts, this gives the Audio and

Visual Tuner,. .for all prac-tieal

purposes ~

tages in compa.r ison to a tuni:ng

~·

These advantages are a aontin-

uously sounding tone, and the electronic
any deviation from the standard pitch.

only t'no additional adva.n-

eye.

~ieh

will detect

See Figure 18.

The Audio a11rl. Vi sual Tuner is distributed by Carl Fischer • Inc.,

306 s~. Wabash Ave ., Chicago 4 , Ill., and tha catalog price is $49 .50.
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AUDIO and VISUAL TUNER
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VI I TUNING BAR

The Tuning

~.

prQbably more than any other single mechanical

tuning device , has been the primary source

of a referenoe tone

employed by exponents of the "usual procedures" tuning system.
The Bb Tuning Bar pitched at a set 466 . 2 vibrations per second
no doubt offers the most primitive means of establishing a pitch for
the purpose of a tuning a band .

Its advantage is singular, in that

it may be set into motiQn by the phenomena of sympathetic vibration
induced by a tone, correctly pitched, fram an outside source .

This

must be accomplished at an approximate temperature ranging from 68
degrees to 72 degrees Farenheit .
Taking advantage Gf the phenomena of sympathetic vibration is
especially moted, for the Tuning Bar may not even be considered ae
the best source of a single standard reference tone due to its peculiar
quali t,y .

A bar lacks an adequate complement of higher overtones With

a resultant strong fund amen ta 1 tha. t i s j ud gad by the human ear to be
flat.

Cansequently, even though a player on an instrument may be

tuned correctly to the tuning bar, he judges his own instrument to be
out of tune.

A further complication is that a clarinetist With an

instrument that also la,c ks certain of the upper partials will judge a
tone differently than will a french hornist or oboist.
As has been mentioned before , the greatest single handicap of
using only one standard Bb reference note in tuning

a band is that
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FIGU P~~ l9
'l\JN :NG BAP.

FIGURI\ 20

TUN I NG FCR...i\

eo
this is not neces saril y

the best note for tuni ng all of the different

types of band instruments .
The most a ccepted standard Bb Tuning Bar manufactured in the
United States is Model No. 3241, manufactured by J.

c.

Deagan, Inc.,

1770 West Berteau Ave ., Chicago 13• Illinois and is priced at $ 18.75.
See Figure 19.
VII I TUNING FORK

The Tuning

~

h

used very little when working with instru-

ments of the band ensemble.

Its lack of carrying power makes it

difficult to hear and the method of setting the fork into vibration
makes it

~ifficult

to use.

Other limitations would be similar to

those encotmte:red when using a
No. 171

B-466 .2 pitch manufactured by J.

ended and is priced at $3 . 60.
IX

For band work the Model

Tuning~ ·

c.

Deagan, Inc., is recomm-

See Figure 20.

THE DEAGANOMETER

The Deaganometer is a precision tone- producing devi ce with
greater scope and usefulness than either single pars of
it, the phenomenon of beats may be clearly shown.

forks ~

With

It is ideal for

class room demonstration of beat frequencies and for various scientific
applications.

One, two, three, four or five beats, or multiples of

beats , may be demonstrated by sounding two or more of the chromerlateJ special alloy steel bars which are tuned one vibration apart.
The six bars are mounted on one multiple resonator base .

The dimensions
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of' the base are 12 1/2" wide • 11 1/2" high and 4 l/8" d ep.

It weighs

nine pounds and is supplied with a felt-covered striking mallet.
model No. 248Deaganometer is manufactured by the J.
and retails at $90.00.

c.

The

Deagan., Inc.,

See Figure 21.

The. Deaganometer is IJ:I$ntioned in this chapter as some instruQtors specializing in the teaching of intonation use it

tary device.

s a supplemen-

It is particularly helpful in the reo gnition of be ts

caused by the crossing of sound waves.
X

The tape

recor~er

ment of intonation.

TAPE RECORDER

is ind<ispensabllt as a device for the improve-

Apparently the tape recorder amplifies

r em1arges

beyond all re son, the slightest fault, distortion, or indasoretion.
This is not tru • however,

The recorder plays back exactly what it

hears without the advantage of unn.atural room acoustics, or a few
good players covering up the faulty

pe~for.manoe

of the inner voices.

When listening to a tape playback the director's
not diverted, and if the tap

ttention is

is studied with a critical attitude.

a direct approach to the source of the difficulty may be made at the
next rehearsal.

Hearing a tape is similar to the technic of the

director listening to the band from the rear of the auditorium.
entirely new perspective is experienced.

An

Faults rarely recognized

from the conductor's podium are immediately disc v.ered.
To take full

a.d~tage

f

study and improvement through us

of
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a tape recorder, the best quality recorder is recommended.

Partie•

ularly when recording such a complex organization as a band eusemble,
a good quality recorder with distortion free playback is essential.

Tape recorders on a whole have improved immensly in recent years
and there are a number of satisfactory recorders being manufactured.
A recorder similar to the quality of the Ampex Model 600 is
recommended~

It is easy to operate, highly portable, and will make

a fine quality recording that plays back with undistorted realism.
It is precision built to give many years of trouble free service.
The net institutional price is

545.00 and is available from a distri•

butor or the Ampex Corporation, 934 Charter Street, Redwood City,
California.

See Figure 22.
XI

CONCUJSIONS

An electrical tuning device, if used properly, can make pos-sible

tremendous improvements in the intona tion of the band ensemble.

The

band director should not question "Shall l purchase an electrical
tuning device?" . but rather "Which electrical tuning ·d evice shall I
purchase?"•

An effort has been made to give the description, operation,
advantages and limitations of each, along with the price.

With

directors who already use such devices, there are personal preferences
and various reasons for choosing one rather than another.

Completeness

of function as well as speed of operation is usually desirable, yet
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there may be situations where speea of operation is not as important
as the consideration of initial outlay of capital.
Regardless of limited budgets that handicap mo at music

depart~

mente , the primary reason for so few bands using an electrical tuning
device i e not that of money • but the lack oi' understanding on the
part of the band director as to how much good can be accomplished
with such

device.

Cost-wise if a

200.00,

300.00; $500.00 or even

$ 700.00 price is pro .. rated against the number of instrumental students

profi. ting from use of a inning device each year - and for ever
period of ten to twenty years - the cost per pupil will be found to

be very small indeed.

Compare this with a $ 200 . 00 to $ 700.00 invest..

ment for one band instrument, such as a baritone or sousaphone , which
is generally used by not more than one student e ch year.

The

supposedly high cost of an electrical tuning device is simply an
illusion.

What does it profit a school to spend thousands of dollars

on equipping a fine band with instruments and then fail to furnish
the necessary tools to take full advantage of this

investment~

Students considered individually will profit educationally and
musically at a ra.ti

that far exc eeds the dollars and cents involved .

The rapid improvement of the band 1 the time saved by the director.
and the final results heard by the public will be enjoyed long after
the initial cost of an electrical ttUJ.ing devic

is forgotten.

CHAPTER VI
GENERAL FACTORS AFFECTING
~etors

INT~~ATION

of a general nature 1 which influence intonation to

varying degrees, are herein presented for consideration.

To approach

a goal of perfection requires the fulfillment of all of the laws physical, mental, and spiritual - that govern the aot of a musical
performance.

To al low a weakness in any ene part is t

produce a

condition that will influence the final result in direct proportion.
Intonation, probably more

tr~n

any other aspect, is dependent upan

various basic fundamentals being properly developed.

This very

dependency places g0od intonation high on the list of possible
attainment and ms.y account for the fact that many teachers do not
attempt to teach it at the

arly stages of learning.

Herein lies the

fallacy of such an attitude, for music is sound, dependent on sa ti s•
factory tone, and for

a

student tG understand the importance of the

correct physical adjustment which influenoes tone, he must first of
all have an understanding of what good tone is , and have the desire to
produce it.

Ther efore , any devi ce, method. or suggestion that will

incite an interes t in listening and hearing
~

eoncept

~f

jS

the first s:tepincreating

good tone on the part of the student.

To develop such

an interest in careful listening and hearing means simply that if the
beginning student has something to listen for, such as intonati on, it
will l ead him to be more

acut~ly

aware of the sounds he is producing

as well as those of musicians who surround him.
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Both physical and psychical elements enter into the discussian

or

intonation.

Included amoRg these are attitudes on the part of both

the director and students.; aspects

or

hearing, factors influencing

tone production and physical conditions affecting

THE LISTENING ATTITUDE

I
The

Direoto~

int~nation.

Attitude

E. C. Moore said, "Great teaching awakens a desire to do

som.ethi'ng and be s~thing" •1 This is. the beginning, this indicates
with whom the responsibility lies.
director.

Intonation will be good

A band is only as good as its
~nly

in proportion to the demands

made by the director, according to his sensitivenel!s, his background
and knowledge, and probably above all , the scientific attitude
approach made to the problem.

To

rA

chieve good intonation there must

be consistent_. never :·ending eff ort on the part of the director from
the very beginning.

There must be a vigilant attitude every step of

the way, from the elementary students to the advanced barrl ensemble.
No half..wa.y measures

or half... hearted attitudes on the part of the

director o:i: the students raay be tolerated.

Sufficient technical

baokgr·ound and lmowledge are essential , followed by a systematic,

planned approach,. based upon positive thinking and action.

A frontal

attack must be made proceeding from the simple te the complex.

lE.

c.

Moore, ~Band ~ (Kenosha., Wisconsin! G. LeBlanc

Company, 195$). p. 7.
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Extreme intonation disturbances must not occur in the advanced band
ensemble" thereby;

cau~ling

a state

~f

chaos which inV'ites only

criticism, sarcasm and a feeling of' frustration •.

~ jer diffieulti~s

are usually apparent because proper teaching and effeeti ve action was
not taken in the early stages of a student's

traini:~ag.

The scientific apprG>ach: te the study and teaching of intonation
should be similar to the approach for the teaching of correct posture,
breathing, rhythm, or fingerings.

A director assumes that a student

whe seeks ad:mi ttance to the advanced barJd has an aci.e'luate f'e>undation
and working knowledge of these acce pted fundamentals,

How difficult

it wGuld be to a ·tte pt the study of a symphenic band number if tha

director found it neces ary to instruct each player in regard to the
basic fingerings am rhythms .. just a.s though they had never been
previously taught,

Yet, thi

is exactly tbe status that exists in

many bands 'When it comes ·be intonation.

No broad be.si.o concept h.a.s

been established. n4) general working knowledge can be called upon .
no understa.niing of the inherent fa.ul ts of the par-ticular instruments
is at

ham.

A~ctempting

basic principles
may a familiar

to play in tune wi thou.t an understand ing of the

in~olved

land~rk

point of de:p:lrture.

is like groping in the dark, only

_ ccas±Q~lly

be recognized aEd then probably more as a

The time consumed in "tuni ng... up" in s uch an

·unsatisfactory situation is intolerable and even then the results
are of dou])t.ful

consequence. ~
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The Studentt Attitude
Intonation must be the issue from the very first blow note.
The big problem is one of gett ing !iltudents to try to play in tune.
This places the emphasis on attitude rather than ability and. impresses
upon young players the idea that achievement does not end with just
playing the note~

Careful attention to good listening for the best

intonation obtainable can became an interesting and challenging game.
The attitude of the individual is all important • he must train
himself to hear • to

Pe

tone conscious as well as pit~h conscious.

The concept of.' hearing is the result of listening.

When a musician

really hears theta is an impression made upon his mind and a change
takes place.
Correct intonation must stem .f'l"om the desire of the individual
to play in tune.

Following this. proper training. good equipment. and

his ability to ultimately master the mechanical deficiencies inherent
in his particular instrumeut ia eaeential.

The ne.xt step is to tmder-

stand the more ol:r11ious faults usually found by othe;r players who perform
on like instruments.

A common effort must be made to improve the

tuning within specific sections o£ the ensemble.

Going to the more

comple.x 1 a player will experience difficulties that affect the more
inclusive family of instruments such as either the woodwind family
or the brass family.

Finall~

the effort is made to bring together

the full band ensemble into perfect harmony;
Intonation is largely a

sciena~.

Professor Frank Mancini has
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always maintained that, "Music is 95 per cent science and 6 per cent
artttl, and intonation is certainly one phase ef the pursuit of the
muse that will be greatly benefited by a systematic and scientifie
approach.
No instrument is actually built in tune anci there is little
prebability of ever achieving perfection of scale in
ment .

Each must be given special attention.

a~

wind iLstru-

Every instrument, even

within the same section, has intonation problems peculiar to itself
ani needs to be treated with that fact in mind .

Identical brands 1

types, models and systems of instruments give no assurance that they
will be the same in intonation difficulties.
II

ASPECTS OF HEARING

Vfuat are the aspects of hearing?

listening?

Fer what is the student

Is there a standard that may be used as a check?

In

case a musician desires to i mprove, haw is the best way to proceed?
Vertical and Horiz ntal Hearing
There are basically two concepts of hearing intonation.

One

might be called vertical, which is the idea of intervalia progression,
or the relation of one tone to the next following tone.
when performing a solo melody.

This we have

The other is termed horizontal, or

1Frank Mancini , Director Emeritus, Modesto City Schools, Bands
and Orchestra, 1921 to 1951, Modesto, California.
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hearing two or more pitches, unisons or otherwise, which are sounded
simultaneously.
Vertical hearing should be the chief concern of the elementar,y
band student and could be the foundation for greater awareness and
understanding of horizontal hearing in la·t er ensemble performance.
Most band instruments will respond With a close -· 'proximJ;ty to the
correct pitch if the proper fingerings are used and the embouchure
and breath set are fairly good .

Herein

l i es the reason for such

slight attention to intonation on the part of many teachers when
dealing with beginning band students.

Attention is directed to

neither vertical hearing nor horizontal hearing.

Such a condition

could not possibly exist when teaching string instruments, due to the
fact that if a seale or melodic line is going to be established, the
performer must be the sole judge in determining the results.

The

string teacher can get nowhere until he brings the student to a
point ef awareness in regard to pi toh and the establi alunent of sa tis~
factory intonation..

The band instrument teacher, on the other hand,

may have a student developed to the level of a fairly competent per•
former without once mentioning the act of hearing 1 relative to in•
tonation.

The terms whole .. step. half-step, fifths and many 0thers

are in connno:n usage among elementary string students and the concept
of the meaning of intervals is developed early ani consistently.
Attention of the beginning band students should be called to
the actual results of their efforts .

Too many are concerned only with
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what they are doing behind the instrument and are not conscious of
what is being produced in the
Solfege

~ teachi~.

~y

of sound.

Immediate awareness to good tone qualit,y

and a study of intervals through singing, matching tones, and notespe~ling

work are the preliminary steps to the comprehension of

intonation.

Edwin Franko Goldman said :
The study of solfege (or solmisation) is highly to be recomm•
ended for the development of an accurate musical ear. Certainly
the training of no musician can be called complete unless he is
able to recognize intervals, and to judge them accurately. To
this end solfege training shpuld occupy a small amount of the rehearsal time of any amateur band. The results will be immediately
apparent in the band's performance.!
The practice of asking beginning students to sing their parts
or to drill vocally on various fundamentals of solfege will lead to
the concept of making their instruments sing and will more rapidly
bring about correct listening habits,

This in turn makes the use of

certain vocal technics simpler to use in intermediate and advanced
groups.

The students come to accept singing as a normal procedure,

thereby, overcoming self-consciousness and reluctance to participate.
Another procedure recommended highly for the development of
conscious hearing; is the memorization and playing of various scales,

l Edwin Franko Goldman~ Band Betterment ~ (New Yorka
Fischer, Inc., 1934 ), p. 73.

Carl
)

·. -

..

\
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intervals,

r melodies by rote.

This transfers the attention of the

student to thinking of music as live, expres s ive sound, something to

be heard, rather than notes written on the printed page.

Notas are

only directions, st.mlethi:ng like a map, the fulfillment ef these
directions is to cr$a.te or recreate - to produce a li vi:ng art in
t

ne.

At certain stages, the full and complete interpretation of th

directions leads to perfect revealment ef the beaut,y and spirit in
musical sound.
awareness

When the teacher brings the student to a conscious

f . this concept:. real progress will have been made towards

interesting the student in actually hearing what is being played.
Some teachers believe in this procedure so strongly that eve:n
the first few lessons, when training a beginning student, are aecomp•
lished without the prin"J;ed page.

No attempt is made to write anything

down, theref re the pupils attenti n will not be diverted to written
symbols.

The entire attenticgn may then be given te correct positio!l,

embouchure# manipulation of the fingers and the hearing of

t~ne.

To carry on simultaneously an< elementary course in note
reading and s lfege,-using written exereiees and voice is recommended.
A small part of the lesson period should be used for this and an
auigmnen.t for home study indicated.

~hen

the time is right the

instrumentalist may then apply the playi ng teohnie to the wriM;en
notes, but the focus of attention will be on the tone produced, for
that is what has been learned first.
~ssured .

r.taximum progr.ess Will then be
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At more advanced stages, the playing of simple meledies by
rete is valuable, as well as the t:re.nsp sition f such melodies inte
a number of keys.

This is bQ.sieally used for the devel pme.nt of a

sense of intervals, and the application of solfege.

Scales, chords

and special interval studier, "in all keys should first be learned by
rote then later applied to the printed music.
The teach r will find that whatever time spent using this
procedure , will be well worth while in achieving the listening attitude
on the part

f the student, resulting in a perf r:nance with better tone

qu lity and int nation.
Listening for beats.
ensemble playing is

The f"irst and foremost requisite of

tching the unison.

the entire principle of reinforcement
natural harmonics is disturbed.

ith ut perfect unisons,

f tone through the system of

T match UDis ns the musician must

understand the pr cedures for eliminating

e~r

preventing BEATS.

Beats

will occur because of the irregular cr ssing of the sound waves ard
appear at the rate of one per second for each degree of frequency
the unison is separated.

For example, if one tone is sounded at A-440

and another at A-441, Beats will ooour at one per second.
There are many complications that often times make it difficult
for some students to hear the Beats.

Needless to say, if the student

does not hear the Beats, he will make no effort to eliminate them and
the ensemble will suffer.

Same

lack of hearing Beats include:

f the contributing causes to this
the variety of tone coloring because
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f the different sources producing sounds, poor qualit,y of tone, unbalanced voicing of instruments, too loud a tone, and an unsteady tone
due to lack of breath and embouchure control.

¥urther difficulties

are encountered when playing in the large ensemble as a number of tones
when sounded t

gether~

but a t slightly different

pitch~

create a

condition f ebscurity, whereby the Beats defy detection.
in the musician believing that he is not subject t

This results

Beats .

Regardless of all difficulties, if a band ensemb le is to play
with good intonation, then each musician must learn to hear Beats ani

to develop the ability to control the pitch of the tone and sustain
the pitch properly.

This requires what is termed the "humoring" af

the tone, that is the ability to make the tone sound slightly higher or
lower than the natural tendency with which the instrument seems t
respond.

This is done with proper breath co.ntrel, and the correct

set and flexibility

or

the embouchure.

Recommendations for systematic teaching of the elimination of
Beats will be found in chapter eleven.. "Systems of
The reenforcement of overtones.

Teaching:~

The result of the eliminati n

of Beats , if perfection could be achieved, would lead to a perfect
resonance among the mixed tones of the large ensemble because of the
theory of reenforc ement of overtones.
of

th~

At least

s~e

of the partials

harmonic series (as explained in chapter three) are pre sent in

every tone of eaeh instrument. and the principle of the reenforcement
of overtones is based upon the fact that the natural overtones
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p1·oduced by on

i nstrument serve to reenforo$, or str&ngthen, either

the fundamental tone
the ensemble .

or the overtone

Thb phen

tu~g

~

th· tic vibration.

tion produo s just the oppo ite effect and the

over tone sari e of each of these funda.m ntal tones
eonfliotin~ ~o les

is a

nt in

maat be sci ntifically

Approxi!n!'lt& pitch mll not produce-

In fact thie approxi

instru~n

non vnly oocur when the in trutll nt., are

in tune 1t'i. th one another and this
accurate .

of evoty other

r

vibr ting in

thr ughout th audible pitoh range .

ve of s ound whi<:h is not recognit ble a
" ny di r otors of e.ateur bo.nds · re

of their orga.nh ti®.

A

nd th

result

musical 'tone.

conoer~d

bout th& sound

1 ok of quality is attributed to many things ;

immature player , physical und r-d vel pment; poor 1n truments, lack
f breath support, overblowing and maD;Y oth r •

True, the e

11 have

a be r ing on tha fin 1 mu ieal r sult, but on the other hand, the
fa.l

bel

f that th.&y

~v&

done e. goad job of tunin£ as a J'e$Ul t o£

oheekiniS a tun' ng note or p ss bly getting

few of the more .obvioua

passages "tl.Uled.- upu., ie the chief' contributintr tactor of over-all
p .or quality ,

uaici

n~J

lAck of' understanding intonation on the part of the

mo pla.y the more obscure parts • th

baase , oontr ibut
The rerault

or

to poor

~uality

inner voicee

than any other

ingle e use .

s · mars of indistingai h blc sound. a rumblin

or noise. r pres nting
It is not poesibl

com oeite of

lld the

u.ndertotl.e

ditso~nee.

to tune an organization With sufficient

accuracy to aohieve com lete sympatey

n:l perfect resoranee . how ver.
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the intonational statu

of a band may be est" ated by the degree of

tonal clarity and r e .:gona.nee that is achieved.
The affect of dynamic balance.

The element of dynamic balance

deeerves consideration relative to intonation in four

diffe~ent

aspects.

First. the variatien of volume by an.: individual must be carefully
controlled at all levels in order to insure stable intona. ti on.

Such

variation in volume according to dynamic markings in a composition
must be treated equally by all members of' a section in order to assure
the most uniform i ntonation variance .

For example, one player over•

doing a crescendo as compared to other players in the section may find
his tone going considerably mere flat or sharp than the others.
The .. eoo:ad aspect is the dynamic balanc& of two or more harmony
parts within a section, or the full ensemble.

If some in$truments

play one tone of a chord too strongly • the apparent resultant sound wi 11
be primarily influenoed by the stronger tone .

This stronger tone is

more apt to be in pitch variance wi t.h other members of the ehord.
assuming the other members are equal. and this in turn adversely
effects the reinforcement of overtones as previously discussed.
more disastrous affects result

fr~

Even

the fact that other players

cannot hear and judge their tone accurately if some who play a
icular tone of the chord play too loudly.

part~

Any unbalance in a chord

resulting from too weak or too strong a tone will not only advereely
affect the intonation but also the

toP~

quality,

A most effective

analysis of the situation may be xoo.de during sectional rehearsals when
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proper chord balance may be checked among instruments of a particular
section.

Each player mu t be able to hear his own tone as well as that

of others if sati factory intonation is to be achieved.

Lack of

balance in either direction. forte or piano, Will make this impossible.
The third asPect to be considered is solo line balance relative
to instruments of different sections.
counter melody, or

anti~henal

If this is achieved each mel ody.

figure may be heard in proper dynam1c

balance by the solo players or groups of solo players so they can hear
to match their int onati on with greater perfection.
The fourth consideration is the proper dyna.mio balance between
the playera of the background harmony and the predominate solo line .
Too often the background

ha~ony

overpowers the solo line so that the

musicians playing the harmony cannot p4operly hear the solo line and
judge their intonation accordingly.

Neither can the solo player hear

his own intonation, or if he plays so that he is able to, he may be
forced to bring his dynamic level up to a peak which results in undesirable intonation.

Overblowing, particularly of the higher register,

creates a psychical sensation in the player of apparent rlatness, he
automatically compensates for this and consequently blows sharp.
Tuning the whole range.

With the majority of amateur band ,

the fallacy of assuming that an instrument is tuned•up when a single

tuning note 'such as A-440 is matched to a standard, is still in vogue.
In fact, the psychical effect of this type of tuning may do more harm
thalll good.

A player ms.y just relax assuming that he auto:uatioally
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plays in tune throughout hiS whole range just because his tuning note
is correct .

Nothing could be farther from the truth.

The fact is

that under such circumstances the musician may actually play better in
tune throughout his entire range if his tuning note were higher or
lower.

The entire range of t:M instrument must be taken into consider•

ation when determining the

~- tuning

for the adjustment of tuning

barrels, slides , mouthpieces, or head joints .

The proper set t ing of

the tuni ng slides, or barrels must be done carefully for further
tuning requires adjustment of the embouchure and the results of such
adjustment affects the quality of tone as much as it does the pitch.
A looser embouchure needed to lower the pitch to any considerable degree will also result in a more open, uncontrolled toneJ by the same
token

1 .'

the extreme tightening of the embouchure to raise the pi toh

will create a pinched muted quality.
The tuning of the entire range must be taken into consideration
when determining the set of the tuning slides or barrels.

Individual

musicians must learn the disc.repancies of their particular scale .

In

the sections, tuning unisons, and the tuning and balance of complete
chords in all ranges must be checked.

This must be carried over to the

full band rehearsal with the use of scale chord and chorale ma. terial in
all ranges .

Rete playing of scales and chords is effacti ve, allowing

the students to concentrate on careful listening.

Partieular trouble-

some chor ds fran the actual compositions being studied should be
isolated and tuned.

A sequence of special tuning chords should be

learned by memory and used in the warming up procedure, being played
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at

va~ying

in the full

dynamic levels.

bam

Tuning procedures are quite ineffective

ensemble unless the proper preliminary work has been

done with individuals and in sectional rehearsals.
Pi toh spread.

Pitch spread between one sectiQn and, another

may be a controversial point, but the fact remains that all directors
are desirous (If that which sounds best.

Prebably the best m,ethod of

approach is to organize quartets, quintets or ensembles among the
first chair players of each section.

From these groups a better

understallding of tr.e pitch standard to be used ma:y be derived.
should be considered a flexible point until more

eomp~ehensive

This

re•

search brings to light facts that would be of general benefit to all
bands.
Some band directors believe that all instruments in all s·e ctions
ahould be lined up as closely as possible to a fixed standard such
A~440

throughout their entire range.

as

On the other hand , there is

positive evidence that a better procedure may be to establish

~aeying

pitch sta:rrlards for each section and in addition allow a flatter pi toh
in lower ranges and greater sharpness in the higher range.

As an

example, auch 'a prooedure may tune the middle registers of the oboes
and flutes to the standard cf A-440 while the basses would be A-438,

the bassoons, baritones, horns and saxophones A-441,. the trumpets
A-442. and the clarinets to A-444.

Psychical f'aotors influencing

apparent pitch have a bearing on this latter theory and are discussed
in chapter nine.

Regardless of information derived by analyzing the
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the intonati nand playing habits of professional bands or others _ a

study and analysis should be made of eaeh particular
order to determine the beat· intonation standard

o~ganizatian

in

n:l to set up a :Ma. ~ter

I ntonation Pr ·ofile for the whole ensemble.

III
Phy~Jical

TONE PRODUCTION AND INTONATION

Factors ... Per$onal

Pos t ure .

Correct posture. the position and manner of holding

the instrument a:nd the proper angle and curve of the fingers ar ·
factors of paramount importance influencing intonation.

Although

. these essentials should be taught from the very first lesson,

bser-

vation has been made of advanced students who are woef1.1lly lacking in

this respect .

These simple fundamentals are usually only a matter of

the will and attitude of the iildividual student .

A directel' who

t l erates any deviation from what he knows is correct cannot expect

satisfactory tonal and intonational results , neither

do~s

he deserve

them.
.Breathin~

and speed of breath.

The manner of breathing.,

proper breath control and the ,speed of the breath, have an effect on
intonation , and are primarily dependent on one of the fundamentals
just mentioned , posture .

The lungs cannot be filled to eapaeity, nor

the diapbram. muscle used effectively unless the correct posture is
assumed .

Complete breath support is necessary for the production

pianissimo as well as .fortissimo tones , and int0nation is directly
affected by the degree of this suppert

s well as the speed of the

f

l02
breath.

Beginning students should first of all be taught to produce
Late~.

a full sounding, healthy, forte tone with gsod embouchure set.

and only much later than is usually done , should a piano tone be
attempted and then with the same feel of breath euppert as used for
a full tone.

The varying factor affecting a pianissimo tone is the

speed of the breath only.
Warming the instrument .

Before checking the tuning, the

instruments should be warmed thoroughly.
tubing

This means that the entire

f the instrument should be filled with the warm: b reath as the

internal temperature of the air column, particularly on the smaller
instruments, ini'luences the

into.t~ation

over the entire range .

For

example , on the clarinet - if the tube is only partially warmed, too
throat notes may s und sharp while the third spaqe C may still be
conside+ably flat .
It should be mentioned that with the larger instruments such
a~

the basses and bai"itcnes , the ehange of room temperature has a

greater effect than the internal tempera ture of the tubing because of
the breath.

This is just one

f the factors minor

r major, that bas

to be taken into account when trying to solve the pr blem

f bam

intonation.
The .respiratory tract .
probably les

Of the factors affecting intonation.

is known ef the influence made by the size and shape of

the respiratory tract of' the player than of all the ethers .

w.

Stauffer ~

Donald

has contributed a great deal to this study and is an
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exponent of the theory that it has much more to do with tone quality
and intonation than is generally realized.

Mr. Stauffer's theory is

as followsa
It is here stated as a fundamental theory concerning all of the
wind instruments, that the tone producer. creating invariably an
antinode condition by nature of its motion, must be supported by a
state of full and free resonance within the existing air cavities
on both sides of it, to produce the optimum resonance and therefore
a tone of desirable characteristics. These oscillations of
pressure waves on both sides of the reed (lips) must be in ?hase
wit each other to produce perfect synchronization. ·.L'oT in rea.li ty
·t.hey are two halves of one and the same thing; a half component of
the complete sound wave or double vibration (D. v.). The oral
cavity or respiratory tract of the performer is in reality a part
of the complete resonator, and in most cases represents a volume
equal to approximately one-fourth of that required for the complete
double vibration. It is identical with backing up the standing
wave within the outer resonator which is an open pipe with another
standing wave in a closed pipe behind the vibrator or point of
antinode.l
Evidence supporting the respiratory tract theory, was discovered in various places.

In order to resonate in phase with the

vibration in the outer resonator, the change in the column of the
oral cavity must vary directly with the wave lemgth, or inversely
with the vibration frequency.

Particularly among brass players, this

can be taken care of with the tremendously flexible throat and
tongue muscles and this factoT of change was observed and verified
by Mr. Stauffer in interviews and experiments with twenty five

skilled musicians.

It is a common practice in the teaching of brass

instruments to suggest that the tongue moves from a position of "eee"
through "oo" - "oh"• "ah"• 11 aw'' 'Wilen descending from high to low tones.

ls tauffer, op. ~· , P• 12~ ~
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Proper use of the aral cavity affects tone quality and there is
a posi ti 'lfe relati nship between quality and pr per intonation · of a
given tone.

Qualit,y is related to the presence and proper distri-

bution of overtones as constituents of the fundamental tone .
rich in harmonics will always sound sharp campared to

~

A tone

pure tone of

the same frequency. therefore , the proper regulation of the oral
cavity of wind instruments has a ve-ry important influence not only
up n the quality of the tone but upon the consequent ap arent intonation.
A mechanical device for blowing a trumpet was developed in
the laboratories at

c.

G. Conn, Ltd .

The wind barrel or air chamber

behind the mouthpiece was of fixed dimensian and because of the fact
that it was inflexible it could pr vide maximum resonance reinforcement for no m re than one of the frequencies s unded on tne trumpet.
Physical Fae t rs ·- Mechanical
C ndition and quality of the instrument.

An instrument of

good quality and in top playing o cndi ti on is imperative to the
success of a program designed to impr ve intonation.
fessional mus ician finds it necessary to be

cont~ly

If a fine proon the alert to

play in tune when performing on the best instrument he can possible
obtain , what rtJay be expected from an amateur using a medium er po r
quality instrument?
A good instrument does not necessarily have to be the most
expensive mode l available although as a genera l rule it is a dis-
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advantage to get into too low a price range.

The important matter is

to cheek a new instrument carefully for standard pitch and internal
tuning.

This is best done with an electric tu.ning device, however,

if one is not available, compare the scale to that of an instrument
that has been used in the band for some time and has proved to have
satisfaatory intonation.
All instruments that are already being used in the band should
also be "checked out" for possible imperfections and then corrected
accordingly.

If satisfactory result

cannot be obtained they saould

be di$carded in the intere sts of better quality and intonation .
Many times instruments may be adjusted to play better in tune.
For example, a new tuning barrel of either lesser
may clear up many faults in a clarinet scale.

r greater length

For instruments of a

standard brand it is usually better to obtain a new barrel of correct
length than to play with the barrel pulled out to any great extent or
to attempt to have too long a barrel cut down.
Clarinets, flutes, oboes and bassoons often times can be
impr~ed

tremendously with the assistance of a competent repairman

and a stroboscope,

A key may open too far, or not far enoughJ a

thicker cork here or the trimming

f a c rk somewhere else; the re-

seating of a pad or a little tuning fluid to make a tens hole amaller;
11 or some of these minor adjustments may do wonders with a minimum
f effort and expense.

lOG
A change of mouthpieces wi 11 sometimes be beneficial on either
woodwind or braes instruments .
Check the position of the c rk in the head joint of the flute
to see that the marker on the cleaning rod cQmes at the center of the
embouchure h le .
Oboe and bassoon reeds should be the correct length f r best
intonation and will probably vary somewhat for the most satisfactory
results on a particular instrument .

Another very simple matter that

is quite often overlooked is that of keeping instruments absolutely
clean.

On woodwinds particularly the slightest dirt or grease im-

pairing the opening of a tone hole will alter the pitch of the part...
icular tone

in~olved .

Dirty mouthpieces or a dirty or rough bore will

affect both quality and intonation.

Elementary school students and

some high school students are notorious :for the neglect of their
instruments. A periodic inspection of all instruments , by student
helpers assigned with this responsibility would soon check the careless habits of some students.
Quite often brass instrumentt lead pipee are all wed to be
partly filled with saliva. sediment Qr dried food particles.
'

..,.

·rhe

smAller the lead pipe the more likely the pitch will be altered to
noticeable degree as a result of this neglect.

Mouthpi,es often

corrode and the acid eats completely through the walls of the tubing
requiring an expensi1·e repair j'ob .

Brushes are available at all

leading music st res for the proper cleaning of all types of mouth•
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pieces and tubing.

Valve slides and tuning slides must also be kept

free. clean and lubricated.

All instruments cleaned and in good

playing oondi tion are es ential to the production f satisfactory
intonation and it is the r6sponsibility of the director to insist that
such practices are carried out.
The tubing of all brass

instr~ents

is carefully constructed to

a given diameter or to have a specific taper in order to insure the
best possible intonation on all tones.

jor dents or at times even

minor ones may affect the intonation of a specific pitch if they
happen to be at a vital place .

Such dents should be removed without

delay.
Awriliary .fingerings.

Assuming an instrument is in as aatis•

factory condition as reasonably may be expected, the next step is for
each player to learn the peculiarities of his own instrument.
are pitch tendencies of the various registers?

What

Which specific tones

require considerable adjustment either up or down? What auxiliary
fingerings may be used in order to achieve greater perfection?

De-

tailed procedures for each type of instrument will be found in the
chapters covering specific instruments.

IV ADDITIONAL FACTORS AFFECTING INTONATION
Tone

Qua li~

Tone. quality is no doubt the primary facto!" in establishing a.
cri tericn for judging the effectiveness and acceptance Qf an artist .
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Without good tone q1.1ality all other elementa may be discounted,

Music

peing an aural art must be acceptable to the ear and the ear is the
final judge of what it deterra.ines is good or bad.
Assuming that a good instrument is being used, if a tone is of
good quali"t;y it is usually following the set centers of .response for
each tone of the scale and will sound with better intonation than it
would otherwise.

A pinched, small tone is likely to be the:1 result of

a tone being pulled· sharp out of the normal tonal center, or a loose,
open tone probably will be on the flat side.

If a tone is of good

quality and characteristic of the instrument being considered# then
it is no doubt being blown with the proper breath support and embouchure
set which results i n more favorable intonation.
Ensemble tone is a result of good individual tone plus the
blending of the individual tones through proper intonation and balance.
This assures the maximum reinforcement of overtones as previously
mentioned.

There is no denying that all elements of a musical per•

formance must be developed to the highest possible degree, and eaoh is
inter~dependent

upon the others to varying degrees.

Vibrato
To use or not to use vibrato has been a controversial subject
among some directors, but it need not be.
whether it results in a better or more

The final judgment rests on

aoc~ptable

musical perfor.mance .

Some instruments are adapted to the use of vibrato while others are
not.

Also there is a proper time and piace to use vibrato if it is
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going to be used,
Band directors who usually achieve excellent results do not
allow the use of the vibrato in ensemble parts .

Such use is not

necessary, for there is enough warmth and coloring resulting from the
mixture of in t r uments a s well as the reenforcement of tone produced
by multiple performance of unisons.

Add ing vibrato under such circum•

stances would oply create insur.mountable, intonational difficulties
that could not help but detract from the ensemble tone.
The vibrato on solo parts is highly recommended when demanded
If a solo line is to be heard, evon

by the character of the music.

for a few measures , and the ensemble obviously should be relegated
to the background, then the brightening of the tone by the solo player
is

desirable~

This may be done through the use of increased air speed ,

which creates greater intensity; and a judicious use of the vibrato
which adds individual coloring.

Care should be taken that the i n-

tonation of the focal point of the vibrato tone is in agreement with
the balance of the ensemble,.

Instruments that !f§)..y use the vibrate

effectively a.re the flute, oboe,. saxophone , bassoon, trumpet; trombone
and baritone .

It is not recommended for the clarinet• french horn and

bass .
Rh~

A

CaJIIIian practice among amateur band directors is to unier•
distraction caused by the improper playing

estimate the

intonati~nal

of rhythms .

The more modern com;posi tions with their short . rhythmio .
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sequences

nd rapid change or close r.d diesonant

harmsni~s,

reqtires

even greater skill in the reading and interpretation of rhythm to
prever-t the overlapping of harmonies.
Musicians should be conscious of note separations.
spacing not only

contribut~s

Proper

to improved i ntonation but also to better

style, spirit and interpretation of the composers intent.

All players

of a similar part should hold ·the notes exactly the same length.
Accented notes particularly should be separated, and the ends of
phases, sluxred or otherwise, should often times be shortened .
A conscious effort in the proper spacing of rhythms requires
careful listening which is of two-fold benefit to better intonation.
~

First, the elimination of the overlapping of harmonies,

nd

second,

the ability of the playerto hear better, the part he is playing as
related to the parts of others.
Seating Arrangements
Seating arrangement no doubt is a factor arrecting intonation
although recommendations as to what procedures should be followed

oan he n o more than suggestions,

A variety of problems influence the

decision of the director .o f-an amateur band.

These may include the

'

overall size of the organization, the instrumentation available. the
nUl;llber of players within a section, the varying capabilities of these
charged with the rusponsibility of the lead parts. and the size or
dimensions of the rehearsal room or stage where performances are
usually given.

lll
Seating a.rrangementa used that may offer the best reaul ts for
ensemble tone and blend may not be the most desirable from the stand·
point of intonation.

Neither may they be the best for another of the

basic ensemble requisites, balance.

lliether er not risers are used

vrill a lso have a bearing on the resultant effect of all four; ensemble
tone, blend, balance and intonation.
When considering the performance of conc$rt compositions that
have delicate solo passages; which are passed back and forth between
the principul players of the various sections, it i
such players have the advantage of proximity.

important that

It will then be possible

to obtain a blend ef tone,intonation, spirit and proper balance.

Prine•

ipals of all sections, have the responsibility of maintaining the proper pitch level.

The sections must be inter-related as well as being

''in tune" among themselves.
A single seating arrangement would not be acceptable to all
directors as there ar

two schools of thought resarding the purpose

of the brass tone in the band ensemble..

The advantages and disad-

vantages of both methods Will. be mentioned so the director may eheck on
the conditions that have a bearing on his particular situation.
One theory of the use of the brasses is to subordinate them to
the , oodwinds.

The :main purpose in full band passages being to blend

with and reinforce the roodwind tone.

To achieve this the cornets

and trombones are sea·ted in flank :ftormation so they blow across the
stage and not forward.

See Figure 23.

This not only makes it

lUeasier to achieve a more satisfactory balance between the woodwinds
and ljra.sses 1 but the brass tone blends better with the woodwinds.

The

flank. seating arrangement also reduces the possibility of the tone of
certain individual cornet or trombone players, "standing out" from the
rest of the section.
Principals are at less of an advantage for the best hearing of
intonation but this may be overcome by the natural blending tendencies.
The theory of a predominant "mean" tone also works to a better advantage.

Such a theory is based on

t~e

principle that the ear do s not

discern with any great fidelity the minor variations from the t•mean'*
pitch.

The dominant pitch produced by the

majo~ity

of the instruments

playing in absolute or approximate unison is usually acceptable.
Mention must be made that the flank arrangement makes it
difficult for the second and third cornets to hear the first cornetSJ
the same applies to the trombones.

Because of this, a unit,y of in•

tona tion• quality and balance is harder to

a.chie~

Within the section.

The alternate theory of band brass tone is that the cornet and
trombone is constructed so that the sound comes from the end of the
bell and it is meant that the

listene~

should hear it accordingly.

In other words the listener is not hearing true brass quality unless

he is in front of the instrument.
The cornets and trombones are facing toward the front of the
stage 1 and to take full

adva.n~ge

of this method, they should be
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arranged in tandem formation.

See Figure 24.

Seconds are behind the

firsts and possibly the thirds are behind the seconds if the sections
are large enough to requi re this.

The horns are treated in somewhat

the same manner if there is a double quartet.
This tandem method concentrates an entire section in one block
and many claims are made for the resultant advantages.

The musicians

on the second and third parts can hear the first part to a greater
advantage making for truer intonation, balange. blend and a fe eling
of section spirit that results in "more solid" playing.

The focus

of the entire section. from the position of the dire.c tor,. makes it
easier to judge the components requisite to sectional

stabili~

well as its relationship to the balanee of the band.

A negative

as

condition that at times results to an advantage, by using the tandem
method, is in the case of weaker players in an amateur ensemble.

Some

players on the second and third parts benefit the band more if they
are not heard so well.

Being i'arther back on the stage and being

somewhat hidden is an advantage to everyone concerned.
The Figure 24 arrangement places all of the woodwinds to the
fore part of the stage in a fashion that simulates the placement of
the strings in a symphony orchestra.

The brass players then have to

blow, th.Tough or over the wqodWinds which creates a natural physical
arrangement inducing a normal balance.

Neverthelese , care must be

taken not to let the brasses overblow, particularly if risers are
used .

It must be remembered that the predominance

f brass players
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as compared to the number used in a symphony orchesbra is still
excessive.
How well each section can hear the others has a great bearing
on the overall intonation pattern.

As will be discovered l a ter, there

are many psychical factors as well as physical ·factors to be considered when determining the course to pursue in achieving the finest
ensemble intonation.

Proper seating arrangement may be found to be

a definite advantage in achieving this goal.
If the asterik markings (•) are noted on the seating charts in
both Figures 23 and 24,the positions o£ the principal players may be
located.

In some instances, there are hardly any advantages of one

over the other but a few examples are mentioned as an indication for
possible experimentation.

In both Figures 23 and 24, the principal

clarinet, flute, oboe and bassoon have an equal advantage.

In Figure

24 only, the principal cornet; horn, trombone baritone and bass would
have a greater advantage.

Also the leaders on each part of the first

cornet, second cornet and third cornet should be able to hear each
other better.

The first alto saxophone is a little closer to all of

the other solo woodwinds and the principals of the clarinet choir are
represented

~

the outside chairs.

The first bass is located next to

the tympani allowing some advantage for tuning.
It is suggested that the director do some experimental work with
the principals only, having them play various passages.

Each should

be listening for all the others to determine balance and intonation.
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Each individual should kn
other s "ound is coming.

from whom and from which direction the

It may be naoessary to indicate this in the

parts until better listening habits are established.

VI

TEMPERATURE

There are two types of temperature influencing the intonation
of band instruments.

Both must be carefully analyzed regarding theil"

resultant effeat en band ensemble intonation, as one type will have
greater influence on the smaller in; ·trumenta ani the other on the
larger.
These include first, air column temperature and, second, roam
temperature.

Both raise the pitch of

an

instrument, however, the

dif.ference in the ratio lies with ·the fact that the players breath
will affect the air column temperature of a small instrument to a
greater degree than will the breath of a player on a larger instrument.
By the same token, an increase in room temperature will affect the
temperature of a large instrUillent to a greater degree than it Will
that of a small instrument.
In either circumstance ;, , the only appreciable reason for the

raise in pitch is that the speed of sound varies directly With
erature.

tem~

When the temperature is lowered, the speed ef sound is

decreased• and when the temperature is raised the speed of sound is
increased.
The for.mula for determining the relationship of frequency

X

-..---:--
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(pitch), to the velocity of sound and the wave length of a sound is
seen in Figure 25.
FIGURE 25
FORMULA FOR DETERMINING FREQUENCY
V (velocity of sound}
F (frequency)

--------------~----~-(wave length of sound)

The wave length of sound is determined by the effective length
of the resonating air column of an instrument.

There is no appreci ble

change in the wave length of a tone because of the affect of temperature on the contraction or expansion of the materials from which the
instrument is constructed.

In fact, it is so small that any possible

change can be completely disregarded.

We oan assume then that the

fvndamental wave-length of the instrument will be the same at all
temperatures that are usually encountered.

Again it is stated• the

only factor that will vary will be the velocity of sound which is
influenced by the change of temperature,
Two hypothetical problems showing the effec·b nf a temperature
change on pitch are seen in the following example which uses the
effective wave length of a Bb cornet of 9.67 feet and a temperature
of 68 degrees Farenheit with a later change to 98 degrees Farenheit.
The increase in freque?cies w.hich is 3.5 cycles per second is the
difference between 116.5 and 120.0 and accounts for the raise in
pitch at the higher temperature .
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1159.66 ft. per sec. 120 cycles per
9.67
see.
Instruments are nanufactured to play in tune at A-440 when the
roQm temperature is

be~Neen

68 degrees and 72 degrees Farenheit.

For

optim:um. results of internal tuning • this standard should prevai 1 vri th
possibly only minor changes to compensate f'or variations in tonal
characteristics of different types of instrllll.lents.

Quite ef'ten

liberties are taken by certain instruments which result in variations
from the standard.

This is often done through carelessness or ignorance

and the results are just the opposite of What soientific methods show
to be goad practices.
Basic intonation analys·is of the band ensemble should be done
at room temperature of 72 degrees.

When higher temperatures prevail

the average mean pi toh of the band sheuld be allmwed to rise aec ordingly.

If a stroboscope is not available, along with correct infor ...

mation regarding its proper use, the pitch should be derived from
the clarinets who have left their instruments adjusted in the same
ll»).nner with whi ch they were played at 72 degrees.
Too much emphasis cannot be put on the f'a.ct that instruments
must be warmed thoroughly before tuning, by blowing the breath through
them,

The entire air eolumn must be warmed and under conditions wher

the room temperature is sub-normal, care must be taken to blow warm
air into them during extended rests.
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The clarinet is chosen as the tuning instrument a s it is the
least

~lexible o~

all

o~

Most of the smaller wood•

the instruments .

winds and snaller brassM will vary because
about the same degree as does the clarinet.
should not necessarily be altered because
ature.

o~

o~

temperature changes to

Their tuning slides
changes in room temper-

The larger brasses on the other hand , being

af~ected

to a

greater degree by changes in room temperature, should re•aet their
tu.ning slides.

It is suggested by Donald

w.

Sta.u~~er

that the

baritone and trombone tuning slide be pushed in one-ei ghth of an inch,
and the BBb bass

three-~ourths

of an inch when the room temperature

has dropped 10 de grees to a low of 60 degrees.

1'he exact c pposl te is

to be done if the temperature rar aee lO de grees to a {;igh of 80
degrees, meaning the trombone and baritone will pull their tuning
slides out one-eighth of an inch and BBb bass three•fourths of an
inch.

During this time the clarinet which i e the tuning standard,

t¥111 leave the barrel at the same set position for 60, 70, or 80

degreee.

1

The

e~~ect

of temperature on mallet played instruments, sueh

as the glockenspiel, marimba, xylophone and vibraharp is just the
opposite of what it is on the wind instruments.

Although the change

is not great, it is the r oom temperature that causes the change and
the higher the temperature the flatter the instrument,

At the same
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time the large brasses are sharping because of room temperature ani

the saller instruments are sharping at a diff'erent rate due to a.ir
column temperature.

The piano likewise has a tendency to flatten

when the r0om temperature rises.

Good intonation during concerts is sometimes imperiled due to
a cold auditorium or stage at the beginning of' the concert with a
continually rising t .e mperature during the course of the concert.

This

may be caused by the release of anima.l heat fran the people in the
audience or on the stage, the heat given off by stage and auditorium
lights, and the contillued £'uncti oning of the audit ri um' s heating
plant.
VII

CONCIIJSION

It is no deubt realized by now that an effort t

impreve in-

tonation in the band ensemble is by no means a simple matter of'
lining everyone up to a single standard.

In .fact, the complex! ties

are so extensive that a band director must continually be a. student
of the problems with which he is confronted.

Every new band member,

every new instrument in the band requires detailed and exhaustive
analysis if the best possible results are to be obtained.

This means

that each new year requires a fresh appro ch to an everlasting problem.
To a degree though, a part of the ef'fort am results have a cumulative
effect so that the job is a little easier

af~er

the first year.

If

students are taught intonation, and learn to hear properly from the
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very beginning of their training, satisfactory results in the advanced
band ensemble will be easier to achieve .

CHAPTER VII

INTONATION OF ·ooDWIND INSTRUMENTS
The woodwinds should not justly be termed a fami l y.

The great

variety of materials from which they are constructed as well as the
dissimilar vibrating media , which are the sources of sound , produce a
variety of tone qualities and colors that are aD¥thing but related .
The instruments of the string family· have similar means of
producing tone with the resultant blend and balance from the lowest
tone of the orchestral range to the

hilg~st .

By the same token, the

brass instruments may be said to have similar characteristics_, &w·
ever , with the woodwinds each choir would of necessity have t

be

considered separately in order to achieve anywhere near a likeness of
color and quality.
C nsider the ob e , a d uble reed instrument constructed of wood;
a flute wi th the vibrating medium a disturbed air column, and the body
made of metal; the saxophone a single ree.d instrument with a metal body;
and the clarinet and bassoon with the tonal characteristics that match
none of the others.

Of course , from the standpoint of usefulnes ,

herein , lies their great va l ue .

They do not match, but they complement

one another, ani are truly coloring ins trum.ents of the orchestra, with
some taking on the added function of furnishing the body of sound in
the band ensemble .

With this diver sity of color and tone productionJ

the individual characteristics of the woodwinds create . a condition
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that causes a disturbing problem when considering intonation.

Natural

tendenoiee of the flute and oboe to play flat in their low reg1star
creates an opposing condition with the clarinets whose tendency is to
More differences are encountered with

be sharp on these same pitches,

the flute playing the opposite of the alto saxophone fr m C#~s ~ to. F-5
and with the clarinet in the high register.
Fine woodwind in trumants are a result of many years of experimentation and production by master craftsmen.

Features of con-

struoticn that prove to be satisfactory are retained, whi le less
desirable ones are discarded.

The greatest problem encountered in the

manufacture of woodwind instruments is in the placement of the speaker
hole , due t

the fact that it must serve the

multipl~

purpose of pro-

ducing a scale tone in the low register, as well as the high, and at
the same time be placed so other tones in the high register will play
in tune.

The clarinet adds to this complexity due to the fact that

the speaker hole ma.kea the instrument respand to the interval of the
twelfth rather than the octave.

A discussion cf the technical problems

encountered in the m9.nufaeture and improvement of instruments is net
within the scope of this thesis.

Suffice it to say that no perfect

instrument has yet been created and it is the responsibility of the
teacher and student to make every effort to select the best possibl
instrument available.
Minor alterations of poorly tuned woodwind instruments m9.y be
accomplished by a competent repairman.

To do this work, he must have
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proper tools, an understanding of the nature of the instrument and how
to proceed, plus an electrical tuning device for accurate measurements.
Usual methods for sharping include enlarging the tone hole,
working as much as possible toward the mouthpiece side, which is
similar in effect to cambering the bore.

This will not only raise

the pitch but help te "clear up" the sound of certain tones.

A special

precision tool is needed to accomplish this undercutting, and though
soma repairmen claim that it will not influence the intonation of other
tones, it is wise

t~

proceed cautiously and continually check pitches

throughout the entire range.

Pads should also be checked to see that

there is proper c learanoEh
To flatten a tone, tuning liquid may be applied inside the tone
hole on the mouthpiece side.

This in effect makes the tone hole smaller

as well as placing the opening farther down the tube.
littl~

Seating pads a

closer often times helps, however, only a limited amount of

correction may be accomplished or the particular tene will sound
t' stuffy" •

The player may alter a pitch while playing

~adding

certain

fingers farther down the instrument if' it needs to be nade more flat or
opening

h~les

if' shal:"ping is necessary.
I

ClARINET

In the oonsidel:"ation of' woodwinQ intonation, and for that matter

band intonation, the clarinet is given top priority for manifold reasons.
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The greatest number of single musicians appear in the clarinet section ,
and with recent emphasis en the balanced clarinet choir, apparently
even more will be joining the ranks.

The clarinet choir forms the

broad base for the rich tonal quality

f the entire band, and the

ultimate is only realized when intonation of professional standards is
attained .

The clarinet as an instrument , due to its peculiar acoustical

qual ities, is the least flexible of all band instruments in regard to
pitch fluctuation or "humoring" , along with the simultaneous retention
of satisfact ry quality.

F r this reason the clarinet should be used

for setting the tuning standard f r the entire bandt
Prior to the use of the clarinet as a tuning standard for the
ba l ance of the band , it is necessary to ascertain the best tuning set
f r the clarinet within itself and wi thin the s etion .

A concert "Bb"4

(third space C-466. 2 vibrations for the clarinet) is not necessarily
the tone that is an indication
instrument.

f the best internal tuning of the

In fact, this tone , on most clarinets , is usually sharp

relative to the best setting ffiJr good intonation throughout the entire
range of the instrument.

Consequently. this tone should pr bably be

lipped down slightly when passing the tuning note to other sections if
the customary concert Bb is used .
Careful adjusting of the tuning barrel is necessary if overall
sharpness is deteeted in the instrument .

Extreme alterations may also

require the slight pulling of the middle joint and the bel l joint.
Student quality instruments are

ften bui l t to A• 440 stan:lards , with
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the manufacturer subsequently including a shortened barrel to preclud
the possibility of the instrument sounding flat when blown with an
incorrect embouchure set.

The resu.ltant effect, when the instrument

is played properly and with good t ne qua.li ty, is that the entire
instrument plays sharp, particularly the throat tones.

Under nearly

all circumstances the pulling of the barrel joint lowers the throat
notes three to four times as much as it does the notes produced at the
far

nd of the pipe.

For thi's reason the clarinet should be tuned t
'

"F''4 (first space), pulling the barrel joint the necessary amount.
Foll w thi,s pr cedure by checking the "G"5 just above the staff.
it is sharp, pull the midd l e joint slightly.

If

Next cheok the third

space 1'B"4 , if' it is sharp, pull the bell joint.

Finally recheck all .

of these tunings alld test pitches throughout the entire r nge .

Tuning

rings for the clarinet are· available and serve to fill up the space in
the side channel, caused by the pulling of the joints.
reduce excessive flatting of the throat tones.

They help

They may also serve to

establish the correct setting of the joints upon subsequent assembly of
the instrument.

Tuning can only be accomplished With an adequate

electrical ~uning device and at this stage requires individual effort
outside of the full band rehearsal.
One of the primary factors
the mouthpiece.
chambers.

affecting clarinet intonation is

Within the clarinet section, a variety of facings, tone

r materials from which the mouthpieces are made will result

in a variation of

qua.li~

and intona in.
--
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Too close a lay will make a clarinet play sharp.
by the shorter arc or pendulum .f the vibrating reed,

This is caused
Too long and

open a lay makes it difficult to control the reed because of the ex•
cessive swing

the reed blade, resulting in a loss of control of t ne

f

and pitch.
The shape of the tone chamber and ma tohing of the inside bore
are eften times neglected when selecting a mouthpiece not designed by
the manufacturer of the particular brand of clarinet.

Use of an

electrical tuning device is practicall y a necessity if various traits
are to be di so overed without delay.

The "usual procedures" require a

long period of use aDd periodic attempts to ma toh with other instrumentalists before final results may be ascertained .
Materials from which mouthpieces are made include plastic.
crystal and bard rubber.

The mAjority of clarinetists playing on first

qualit,y instruments use a hard rod rubper mouthpiece so a safe recommendation would be that all players obtain this type, if
is desired.

unif~rmity

This will add seme to the consistency 9f quality and

intonation of the sectian.

The mouthpiece should have a medium tip

opening, and be used with rathet' a medium reed .
the- lay, the ton

When the reed matehes

is clear, resonant in all regi stars, and brilliant in

character.
The proper reed must be matched to the mouthpi ece lay.
that seems to

A reed

f fer resistance when used on one mouthpiece may play

easily on another .

The slightest variation in embouchure set, or the
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physical make up of the individual player accounts for varyi ng rasp nse .
For best results a medium reed shou ld be used .

T~o

stiff a reed

creates sharpness and makes certain tone s that are -.lr·eady high- b cause
of the nature of the instrument , infl exible and difficult to

,!!R. down.

The real trouble comes when playing soi'tly in melodies and harmonies
involving notes that are just naturally sharp.

Too soft a reed makes

for cons is tent flatness in the high register .
Band instructors are more and more recommerding the practice
of having the entire clarinet section use exactly uniform mouthpieces
and uniform reeds .

A combination of the Vandoren 2RV mouthpiece and

the Vandoren 2! reed should give satisfactory results .

Other standard

mouthpieces include the Selmer HS* , and Woodwind K-9 .
Even the finest of clarinets have natural out of tune tendencies
such as being sharp at the bottom and flat at the top .
cre'ate a practically

unsurmoun~ble

tuning situation.

Cheap clarinets
A r eal eff'ort

should be put f rth to select the finest instrument wi. th the best
possible tempered scale .

Even though a student cannot afford the most

expensive models, the teacher can be of real service in the seleoti on
of an instrument , i f the school has available an electrical tuning
deVice .

The· instrument my then be checked for tuning before a final

selection is made .

The teacher will be benefiting himse l f , his band

and the student .
The current practice of beginning students having tha pr ivelege
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of renting an instrument offers an excellent opportunity for the tea•
char to carefully check the instrument for intonation prior to purchase.
The theory of ensemble benefits derived through the use of
similar brands, and models of instruments is being tried in some of
our higher institutions of learning.

An overall adoption of this

theory no doubt is impractical at lower levels, however, a limited use
in smaller sections• or groups 'Within sections, may be feasible.

For

example, the solo clarinet section of the clinic band referred to in
chapter nine all used the same model instrument.
The reasons supporting this theory are nicely brought out in
an article by George E, Waln,. when referring to an experience of
participating with the First All-American .Bam:master' s Band under
Lt. Col. William Santel:mann.

Regarding fine players with excellent

instruments coming together for the first time; but with limited
rehearsals, Mr. Waln stated a
Within the section of solo clarinets alone, I noted at least
five different makes of clarinet. This consideration of different
makes of clarinets had a direct bearing on the pitch of our unison
passages in any and all registers. Each clarinet manufacturer has
. his awn dimensions of bore, taper, tone holes, etc. which in the
end lead to conflicting trends of pitch and quality on certain
notes in certain registers. Whe ther in tune or not, the clarinets
of a given make are more likely to have similar pitch tendencies
and hence lead to more accurate unisons when playing as a section.l
A correct embouchure is essential to the production of good tone

lGeorge E. Vialn• "Are You Intonation Con.s cious?" The
Instrumentalist, Vol. x. Number 6 s (February,. 1956), 34.
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and intonation.

Loosening the lips too much will result in an uneon•

trolled, open tone, flat in pitch.

A pinched setting of the lips will

cause a sharpening of the pitch and a thin, colorless tone.

The throat

should have an open, :relaxed feeling, not too much lower lip is to be
brought over the teeth and the chin should be pGinted.

The posi tian

of the instrument should not be too high or too low as the correct
angle in relation to the jaw affects both tone

quali~

and intonatioL.

a

A firm embouchure allows for the humoring of the tone

wnward, wbich

is the easiest to accomplish.
The tendency of clarinet pitch is to go flat when playing forte
and sharp when playing piano.

This situatian would not be so serious

except for the fact that all oi'iher instruments i .n the band, With the

exception of the saxophone, do just the oppesl. te.

~'hen

blowing harder

for more volume , the clarinetist senses the ohek:ing of the reed and
instinctively relaxes his lips to let more ai.r through.
laxation lengthens the ;pendulum o£'

~he ~eed.

This re-

the arc it muat travel :i,s

greater. which takes more time. thereby reducing the number of vib•
rations per second.

When playing pianissimo the $pposite is true •.

The player pinches the lips to control the finer vibrations of the
reed and the pitch goes sharp.
To overe·ome these te1:'Jd$nciee resulting in pi toh variation.
exercises on leng tones. malcing _a crese>endo followed by a diminuendo,
~

etc., ·s hauld be studied .

The embouchure should t-emain constant while

the speed of the breath varies.

Particularly at pianissimo levels ,

use the diaphram muscle to control the speed of breath and refrain
from pinching.

The medium and low

register~

of the instrument . ehould

be developed first, as it takes strong and controlled lip muscles to
produce the tores in the higher range and still retain satisf'a.ctory
playing

habits~

Because of the inflexibility of the clarinet tone every mechanical means must be utilized to bring the scale closer to pitch.

Two

devices not yet mentioned are opening or closing of additional vents
or holes, and the use of alternate fingerings.

Band directors should

insist that the musicians make greater use of this technique.

It is

not in tended that deta:iled inform.a ti on should be presented in this
thesis as the study of fingerings is in the :realm of methods.

Suffice

it to say that the most used corrections are the adding of the second

and third fingers ?f the left hand (more with the right hand if
necessary) for lowering the throat notes, and adding the

"6i key",

little f'inge'r of the right hand f'or shal'pe.ning high 11D"6, "Ebu6, etc.
above the staf'f'.
The adjustment of pads and keys to the proper level will assure
the best intonation as well as improve thu quality due to the reflection of the tone by the pad.

A pad set too close will contribute

to flatness and if too open to sharpness.

Particularly check the

setting of the pads affecting the throat notes "A" and "Abu.

As

discussed previously, regarding the correction of tone h<i>le-openings
of

woodwin~,

this process may also be applied to the clarinet.
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Olde r band arrangements frequently utilized the extremely
high registe:r of the clarinet expecting a large complement of players to sound in tune.

Although more discretion is used in recent

publications; it is still advisable to divide the solo clarinetist into octaves.

Some of them, pos sibly half, should play one

octave lower on passages approaching the high "E"6 and"F"S.

With

young bands particularly. the high "E"6 should be the upper limit,
and then only the players that can prove themselves capable of
playing with a good quality, controlled tone, and in tune, should
be allowed to play in the upper octave.
Good playing babits must be taught from the very beginning.
The fundamental hand position which allows the fingers to lay
directly over and close to the holes vnll have a bearing on the
intonation.

When the fingers are r.a ised too high not only is t,he

speed of the fingers retarded, but the scale and pitch of the
instrument is distorted.

A·concept of intonation and critical listening must be
taught from the very first lesson.

This is accomplished by having

the student play by rote until at least a few tones can be produced with good quality and vdth the proper hand position.
progress is made a few tones:

As

rts of scales, or complete scales

should be assigned at each lesson in order that the student will
have something to play vdthout the distraction of reading notes.
Concentrating, with complete attention upon the results, makes the
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student aware of intonation.

His ability to eventually play well

in tune"depends upon whether or not he hears faulty ii..ntonation and
is thereby disturbed.
Good intonation is the best blending agent there is.

Even

if a great variety of tone textures are present the resultant blend
will usually be pleasing if they are sounded in tune.

Likewise the

perfect blending, or unisons, of different types of instruments
will result in a new single color only when perfect intonation is
realized.

When listening to a fine professional aggregation,

sometimes it is difficult to recognize just which two or three
instruments are playing on a beau"t:iful unison melody.

This is due

to the fact that the perfecx blend, dependent largely on perfect
intonation results in a quality that sounds like a newly invented
instrument.

As a result of research and an

a~alysis

of the pitch of

a

number of clarinet:J.sts the following "Clarinet Intonation Tendency
Chart" is offered.

The tendencies indicated cannot be accepted as

positively applying to every clarinet manufactured,

and

should

only be used as a guide in the approach to an analysis of each
individual's intonation.

See Figure 26.
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FIGURE 26
HlTONATI OH TENDHi CIES OF THE ClARINET
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FllJT'!

Good flute intonation 1a the reault of good tone production
.nd control, carefUl listening and adjusting, and an adequate
kna.ledge of the oharaoterietios of the particular instrument
beiAg play

•

The beat twrl.ng note tor band h

the ataft).

• 1.1)•5 (two a paces abo-ye

The tone ahould be played straight with the head set,

wind direction, flexibility of e bouohure, and
s
1'

e&a

int~nsity

of air

Aa near average or normal as oan possibly be determined.

h ad joint should then

ltere. to mtch the tl.Uling etan arci.

r

- ing in if thq pi 'tch
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is too low.

Immediately following the preliminary adjustments,

finger the flute f'or the lo fest Eb, but overblow the instrument
an octave and a fifth to produce the tuning note

11

Bb"6 again.

This should match the pitch of the Bb5 as played with the regular
fingering .
If a check reveals internal tuning discrepancies, the cork
in the head joint may be misplaced or pads and keys may be out of
adjustment.

The cork in the head joint, if moved backward toward

the top end of the flute will result in flattening the instrument,
while moving it forward will cause the instrument to play sharper.
The approximate recommended setting is 17~ millimeters from the
cork to the oenter of the embouchure hole.

Flute cleaning rods

have a mark on them indicating the proper measurement of this
spa cing.

To check this , tune the flute so that both octaves of

Bb4 and Bb5 (the main tuning note) sound in tune.

Next try the

three octaves of Din order to mental ly establish ,their relationship, then check carefully the high DB (above the staff), if this
note is too high or too low adjust the cork accordingly.
As in all the woodwind instruments the pads and keys m\..st
be adjusted so that the
realized.

c~rrect

A pad fitting too

clearance above the tone holes is

clo~ely

the tone play flat or if too open it

to the tone hole will make
n~y

the seating of the pads must be perfect.

be sharp.

Naturally,

A leaky pad will not

only cause the instrument to blow har4, but the tone quality will
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suffer and the intonation may be disturbed considerably.
The correct head, body, arm, and hand position probably have
more bearing on flute intonation than on any other instrument.
lowering of

th~

under too far,

The

right elbow, grasping the flute with the right thumb

a

slouched body position all may slightly alter the

position or angle of the embouchure plate on the lip.

This results in

the instrument blowing lower if the embouchure hole rolls in, or higher
if it rqlls out.

Of course this is a useful function for tuning and

must be used at times. but with discretion.

A position of the

embouchure plate on the lip that is too distorted will result in lack
of quality due to tne

fa~t

thE.t the b.ir stream will not strike the

embouchure hole at the place that offers the maximum resonance.

Poor

body position generally results in inadequate breathing and breath
support, thereby making it impossible to produce a beautiful. centered
tone with intensity and fullness.
Too much roll i ng of the flute or ducking and raising of the
head to alter pitch is sometimes used.

Greater flexibility of the

lips should be realized, this will make for a more consistent
tone quality in both pianissimo and fortissimo passages as well
as improving the extil"eme low and high registers.

Relaxing the

lips while playing forte will not only result in better intonation
but will

gi~e

a larger and fUller tone just when it is needed.

To adjust downward on the flute is much easier than to raise
the pitch, therefore, if the lips are relaxed and the pi.t ch
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is low enough in the forte passages, an extreme tightening of the
lips will not be nece·s·sary when it is time to play piano.

Exercises us ing the crescendo and diminuendo are useful in
developing flexi bi lity and control of pitch.

Gradually relax the

lips as the crescendo is made and tighten them for the diminuendo.
Probably the most challenging intonation problem for the
flutist is the fact that the low register of the instrument just
naturally blows flat and the hi h register blows sharp.
low register c a

contin~al~

In the

battle is waged in the effort to pro-

duce a big sounding; luscious tone and the necessity of having to
make the embouchure as firm as possible in order to achieve the
desired sharpness of pitch.

In the. high register which is quite

inflexible; due caution must be taken to use every means avail•
able; breath support, cor rect lip tension, and best head position
in order to play with brilliant and pleasing tone quality, but not
too sharp.

More thought and use should a lso be given to the air

stream direction, that is to the different angles in relation to
the embouchure, plate or hole, that may be used for varying
purposes.
As

with most of the woodwind instruments, an adequate

know~

led ge and understanding of false or auxilliary fingerings, may be
beneficial to intonation as · ell as allowing the flutist greater
flexibility.

Figure 27 shows the general intcma tiOll t ndeneie
notes or register

of oe""

in

of the flute.
FIGURE 27
EN CIES OF THE FUJ'!'E

INTONATION
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every band director should make a decided effort to learn everything
possible concerning reeds. tone
that the information

~

production~

and instruments, in order

be passed on to the students.

Think how much

effort is expended to bring a large band to the peak of concert perfaction only to have the final performance marred by one or two
poorly trained oboe players.
The basic tuning note for the oboe in band is "Bb"4 (third
line).

The tone should be played with no humoring, and the position

of the reed in the well of the instrument adjusted accordingly.
Adjustment by moving the reed is used only when the instrument blows

sharp.

Reeds must be made and fitted to the particular oboe.

Some

instruments are constructed to play sharp, in such case, a longer
reed, as measured from the tip of the cane to the end of the tube,
should be used.

To pull a reed more than an eighth of an inch 1JfiJ.y

cause the lower tones to bubble as well as play extremely flat.,

In

any case the internal tuning of' the oboe is al tared when the tube ia
pulled too far.
An

interesting approach to the consideration of all Double-

Reeds, oboe, english horn and bassoon, is made b,1 Bob Organ in
articlae that were written for the School MUsician, "Double Reeds
are Mouthpieces" .·l

1 Bob Organ, "The Double Reed Classroom", The School Musician,
Vol. XXVII, No. 2 (October; 1955); 66-67 and Vol. XXVII, No. 3 ,
(November, 1955), 58·57 • .
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An oboe player must learn to make and adjust his own reeds.

The ever•changing qualities of a reed necessitates the knowledge and
ability to scrape• cut and adjust the reed as these changes take
place.

Individual needs of the instrument and player require that

the reed be "tailored" to fit.
If the oboe is flat; a small amount cut off the tip of the reed

will noticably raise the pitch.

Another means of sharpening the

instrument is to carefully narrow the reed.
There are a number of ways the reed may be treated to flatten
the pitch.

The surface may be refaced, lengthening the lay by a bit

of careful scraping.
middle C and
ingly.

~

If the reed is too

th~ck

at the tip, a sharp

will result and therefore should be scraped accord-

Also cutting the very smallest bit from each corner of the

reed usually will flatten it.
Too heavy and thick a reed makes the tone blow sharp, makes
for loss of flexibility both of quality and pitch, is difficult to
make play piano, and the low notes do not respond easily.
The reed must assume the correct position on the lips and
the right distance in the mouth.

To check this make sure the pitch

relation between the tuning Bb and B natural is exactly a semitone
and between Ill and C a whole tone.

If these intervals are too wide

it usually indicates the reed is in the mouth too far and general
sharpness in the hi gh register and genex-al flatness in the low
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register will be experienced.
Biting or squeezing the reed vdll cause the tone to become
sharp and thin.; particularly in the middle and up er registers.

The

embouchure set should be more like a smile with the chin smooth and
ba.ck under the face.

A good "non-biting" embouchure will bring the

flat notes up to pitch, reduce the sharpness in _the middle register,
and give substance and body to the high tones.
Jlean Hedlund suggested the "Trombone Technique" of altering
the position of the reed in the mouth:
To rai.s e the pitch push the oboe farther into the mouth. Do
not let the reed slide in and out on the lips. Keep the lips on
the reed as in normal playing. The only difference is that when
you push the oboe in to raise the pitch, your lips also go in. In
other words, the lips are pushed in and over the teeth as the reed
goes farther into the mouth. The opposite is true when you try to
lower the pitch in this manner.l
The method as suggested

~J

Mr. Hedlund follows the idea of

pushing the instrument upward with the thumb in order to vary the
pressure of the reed on the lower lip, thereby altering the pitch.
Care must be taken in releasing the tone.

The breath should

stop the tone • but the ,Pi toh c•f the tone must not drop.
Improved intonation may be achieved .qy use of alternate

1Jean Hedlund, "Improving Intonation of the Obo~/' The
Instrumentalist, Vol. VII, Number 5 • (March-April, 1953), 317

·- ~
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.fingerings.

Some oboes will play sharp on fourth line J'F" and tm

release o.f the Eb key ttill sometimes help lower the pitch.

The

greatest dif'i'erence is found in the high register among the harmonic
fingerings above high

c.

These are based on the third partial or

twelfth of the overtone series.
~

or of G will give high D.

~

will give high

The proper breath pressure must be

used and the pitch may be lowered
the instrument.

The fingering of

b~·

closing pads farther down on

Generally the low C key is used for this purpose 10

For the best intonation aptateaQX system oboe is absolutely
essential.-

The

obo~

more than any other woodwind instrument, requires

the proper clearance of the pad seat above the tone hole in order to
control the pitch of the particular sound.

This applies not only to

the usual openings that must be operated by keys or levers, but also
to the top tone holes that are played with the finger pads.

A

student will very definitely play in better tune and with better
tonal quality than he will on an "open ring" instrument because the
travel of the covering holes is r egu lated and permanent.
Of all the instruments it must be emphasized more concerning
the oboe, that a student can11ot be e:x;pected to play well on an
instrument that would cause trouble for even a professional.
The oboe must be maintained in perfect mechanical condition.
A competent repairman

~~th

the assistance of a stroboscope, and the

student musician playing the instrument should carefully regulate
the opening of the pad clearance and if necessary alter the opening

-

s i lo ..
Internal tuning, pe.rticul rly · t

ne r the top

ne~s

of the obcs are eff9ctad oouaidere.bly "oy i

musician mua t J.istsn carefully as it !!lAY be

lghtly after playing and

reed
fl'it

l"llled

•
oe&sa y

~o

p ll t e

~

up".
Out of tune tendencies of the oboe are shewn in
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IV

Tr~

BASSOON

bassoon is no doubt the most complicated of all woodwind

instruments used in the band ensemble.
are

~o

Differences in instruments

great that a performer must become thoroughly acquainted with

one particular instrument in order to play in tune.
stroboscope may be of unestimable value.

Here is where the

Tones which cannot be made

to play in tune after all mechanical adjustments have been made•
require special alternate fingerings and these must be readily found,
particularly for use in more delicate passages.
The basic tuning note for band is

"~'

(fourth line bass clef).

For most bassoons the selection of the correct length bocal must be
determined to establish the "Fn to the tuning standard.

Some bassoons

are manufactured with an elnngated vent key so the booal may be adjusted outward in order to compensate for temperature increases ..
Af'ter the tuning note uF" is properly established the instrument
should be tested on C (second space bass clef).
sharp, the tenor joint should be pulled.

If it is found to be

Next check lowE (one line

below the staff), if it is sharp, pull the long joint.

The purpose

of this procedure is identical to the pulling of the middle and bell
joints on the clarinet.'Care must be taken to always re-assemble the instrument in the
same way.

A

ring insert may be used at the conneotion if the amount

of pull warrants.
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As d;i.scussedunder the oboe heading, the Double•Reed must be
thought of as a mouthpiece.

The length of the

reed~

the length of

the lay and the cut and stiffness of the reed all affeet intonation.

The length of the lay probably has the greatest bearing on the tuning,
this requires,therefore, careful selection and consideration when
changing reeds .
The embouchure eet is considerably different than that re ...
quired for the obae.

The lower lip should be folded in over the

lower teeth to a considerable extent with the upper lip reaching
forward slightly.,

The lowest notes which are frequently played

sharp may be corrected

~

dropping the jaw and using very little

pressure on the reed.
The G on the fourth space is the note that is most frequently
· out of tune.

Some bassoons are equipped with a supplementary key

for this tone and the adjustment screw should be set so the tone
wi 11 be in

tune~

Notes most frequently played out of tune are in the middle
register from

~

(fourth line) up to C (one line above the staff).

These are the ones tha·t require patience in discovering the best
possible fingerings.
The bast mechanical adjustments and the settings of the correct
pad clearance are imperative.

Some work on the tone hole openings may

be necessary if a competent repairman, familiar with this sort of work

14rT
i l a.'ft.ilable.

Ou·t of "b.1ne tendenci91 are ahown in Figure 29.

FIGURE 29
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adjustment o.f the mouthpiece outward will be necessary,
The saxophone, as with the clarinet, will go £lat when playing
fortissimo and sharp in pianissimo.

This tendency is the opposite of

the other instruments in the band ensemble and an effort must be made
to compensate f or this,
The saxophonist should realize the pitch tendency of :flatness
in the low register and sharpness in the high.

Most of the instruments

in the band• except the clarinet, follow the same pattern.
Care in selection of a mouthpiece should follow the same pro•
cedure as the clarinet.

A medium or

mediu~long

medium reed gives the most flexible, conttohhle
most satisfactory intonation.

French lay with 'a
ton~

resulting in the

A Selmer C• or a VanDoren Number 2V

will be found to be quite reliable •.
The use of supplementary keys for tones most usually out of
tune are as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.

If
If
I:f
If

law "Dw is :flat, add the low C sharp key.
second space "A'' is .flat 1 add the G sharp key.
"D" (fourth line] is sharp, add the low B key.
high 1'A" (one line above the sta.ff) is sharp, add the
F sharp key.

Supplementary and alternate fingerings are not expected to be
used in rapid passages, but reserved .for the long tones where the best
intonation is imperative.
Stability of the mouthpiece on the lips

~st

be watched.
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CHAPTER VIII

INTONATION OF BRASS INSTRUMENTS
Important considerations of a. general nature are here dis•
cussed in an introductory

manner~

however, most technical matters as

affect the trumpet and cornet should also be applied to all other
valve brass

instruments~

Brass instrument tones are based on the overtone series or
seale of nature.

The principle of natural harmonics as applied to

any tone produced by any instrument is here used as the foundation
for building a scale throughout the entire range of the instrument.
The first intonational difficulty is hereby created.

The scale of

nature introduces what is considered pitch discrepancies as compared
to the scale of equal temperament.

Equal temperament is the arbit-

rary equal spacing of the twelve semitones of one octave, in order to
have a system for the construction and
types

or

~nstances

I

{

/

instrumen

p~ct'~n~

og·e thet: of all

~;;;;:;;:.ound to be minor in~

and major in others.

Of the first twelve harmonics, only\

the octaves one, two, four, and eight coincide; three, six and

\

twelve (fifths) are about thirteen per cent sharp; nine ( a second)

J

is twenty five per cent sharp; five and ten (thirds) are seventy sif
per eent flat which is a serious problemJ and seven and eleven a r >/so
they are unusable, requiring a switch to an alter
-~----~- .harmonic series.
~ ~l~pi~~ es then will become a different
number in the sequence of overtones.
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The .fi.fth harmonic being the 3rd o.f the chord in the second
usable octave, is a .frequently used and important tone.

Manufacturers

design their instruments to overcome its exceptional flatness and the
result is that almost every ma.kea:nd .model of instrument has a
harmonic table.

~ben

differ~nt

constructing a valve instrument so as to make

the fifth harmonic higher an oversharpness is often created in the
sixth overtone , (6th o.f the chord in the second usa.ble octave), which
is already high.
There are seven basic fundamental tones, each one
own harmonic series · available.

ha~~ng

its

This requires theoretically seven

di fferent instruments in one, or seven different lengths o.f fundamental
tubing.

The problem is to achieve the correct length of tubing for

each when there are only three valves with which to work.

In addition

to the open tone series, if there were only three fundamentals to
consider, it would be simple to construct ·the tubing of the seeond
valve to lower the pi toh exactly one•half step, the first valve a
whole step, and the third valva one-and-a-hal£ steps.

!t is not as

simple as t his for in order to play the other three fundamentals
required~

the valves

length of tubing.

h~ve

to be combined to achieve the required

It is here that the first and foremost f ault of

construction is disco"'lered .
inadequa~e -

The coupling together of t\tbing results in

length of pipe in the larger combinations.

The one-

three combinations are usually quite sharp and the one··two-three
combinations are very sharp.
is the

re~ult

False intonation from the valve system

of the place of the notes in the ladder down from any
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open tone.
octave.

The relative faults will occur in the aame place in

~y

If, for example. low A flat played with the two-·three valve

combination Js flat it will also be flat in the middle and hi gh
registers except where other intonation factors enter in.
The ratio of the vibration frequene; y of any pitch t o one that
is one-half step below is !U ways the same whether it be at the top or
bo·ttom of the range of · sounds.

Thia holds good for intervals in any

register as long as the ratios of frequency only are being considered.
The difference in the length of the

~~vas

increases as a descent i&

made chromatically from any pointJ in faot it doubles itself every
octave downward.

This principle of ratio is violated in the const-

ruction of a valve instrument when the same length of tubing

s~ch

as

the second valve slide serves a multiple purpose.
In the three valve system, the second or half•step valve is
used in four separate functionsa (1) to lower C to B. (2) with first
valve to lower the Bb to A. (3) with the third valve

to change A to

Ab• and (4) in combination with the first and third valves, to lower

G by a

l~lf-step

to

~.

This is shown in Figure 31 using treble clef

notation for the trumpet although all valve instruments are similar.
he tubing for the second. val vo is expected to perform the
impossible; that is, add to the instrument, rhich is really a trumpet
in the key of Gas used ' in case (4) of Figure 3l, sufficient tubing
to result in the same ratio as it does, in case one
added to

c.

Fi~u:re

31, when
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FIGURE 31

.MULTIPLE FUNCTION OF THE SECOND VALVE

r i r

1

0

If the second valve slide is built the correct length for
ease one. it will be short for case two, shorter yet for case three
and far too short for case four, making the normal response of all
of these tones too sharp.
The common practice among musicians is to prefer tr.e first
and second valve combination to the third valve.

The manufacturer.

therefore takes advantage of this fact and builds the third valve
considerably flat in order to help lower the pitch whenever the flrst
and third, or first, second and third valve combinations are used.
»any band instrument companies also lengthen the first and the

second valve slides a very small amount in order to help lower the
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larger valve eombinations.
Manu£aoturers of band instruments vary in the degree which
they flatten the valve slides.

In such case, different brands and

models of instruments would have different scales.

Because of this,

some band directors say it is best to have all the same brand and
model of instrument i n a section.
Intonation is a relative thing, no instrument can be or is
built in tune,

It is therefore not a question of whether an instrument

---

is in tune, but whether it can be played in tune. This will then
............
depend upon the quality of the instrumenta is it built as accurately

as possib e according to all scientific, technological data; and also
upon the ability of the performer:

is his musical judgment and

teo1mical facility adequate?
Manufacturers of high grade instruments believe that with
proper calibration of the bore a three valve instrument can be built
so that it may be played in tune.

Using a correct mouthpiece and

the mobile third valve slide, a player with a trained and flexible
embouchure may achieve satisfactory results.

I

CORN T AND TRUMPET

The basic tuning note for ths cornet h

C (third space).-

The

tone should be played with solid, sustained breath support at about
forte level.

The tuning slide should be adjusted so the C is in tune.
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Ordinarily no adjustments of the valve slides are necessary in order
to tune the tones produced through the use of valves.

These are often

built a little on the flat side by the manufacturer and temporary
compensation by use of a mobile third or first valve slide is intended
for momentary adjustments only, when using the

one~three

or one-two-

three combinations.
Although the fifth mode (fourth space E) of the harmonic
seale is low as compared to the equal temperament scale this

~~1 1

not

necessarily be found to be the actual result in the performance o:Q, a
cornet.

The compensating factors built into an instrument overcome

this tendency in the majority of cases.
The sixth mode (hi gh G) is apparently 'the tone that is sacrificed, allowing it to be quite sharp in order to assure the best
intonation for the E. ·This added to Qther factors that result ih
high notes responding too sharp, make it a tone to treat with con•
siderable care.
In order to produce the best possible tone quality, every
tone should be played at the point of greatest
minimum of"lippingn or "humoring" of the

pita~

re~onance

with a

in either direction.

A good quality instrument i s built with the proper diameter,
taper and calibration of the bore to afford the maximum resonance
for each tone to be produced.

Reflections other than at the bell are

not desirable and are caused by a sudden change in the cross section
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in the air column, or bore of the instrument.

Irregularities due to

leaks, solder, dents, bad joints, poor valve match, or poor design can
cause

th~se

unwanted reflecti ons.

The seriousness o£ such irregularities

depends upon their magnitude and where they are located in the

inst~ 

ment,
The mouthpiece must be considered a part of the instrument
although it is detachable.

Too often we find musicians changing to

one mouthpiece or another without giving any cons i deration as to how
the taper of the shank fits the lead pipe, or how
inserts into the instrument.

fa~

the mouthpiece

Cup mouthpiece instruments are designed

to produce the optimum results for the best tone, intonation and response from a given cup-mouthpiece volume, and overall relation to
the instrument.

Changing this relationship or the cup volume either

way will affect all of these qualities.
A larger cup is generally considered to give a better quality
of tone and greater volume, but some players do not have strong
enough lfps to keep up the tone in the higher register.

If there is

difficulty in producing the higher tones, flatness will result.
A more shallow cup allows for easier response to the higher
frequencies and the tone will be a little brighter.

The overall

pitch of the instrument will be raised but research has shown that
the internal tuning will not be effected•
A factor not generally given enough considerat i on when
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selecting a mouthpiece is the size of the tl>:r..:ifiee or opening of the
hole leading from the bottom of the cup into the throat.

The i m•

portance of precise calibration of' the back bore or throat is another
argument for acquiring the best possible mouthpiece from a reliable
manufacturer.

Some well known brands of professional instruments de

not have a lead pipe taper that will receive properly the shank
taper of another top brand mouthpiece by a different manufacturer;;
This is menti oned so that care vnll be taken regarding this point if
a change of mouthpiece is contemplated.
Brass instrument players have a tendency to blow sharp as the
volume increases and flatter as it decreases..

The sparpness is mainly

caused by the increased support of the air eolumn, the speed of the
breath and the intensity.

This creates for all practical purposes

an overloading of the air column and increases the harmonic content
of the tone.

Unless great care is taken this over sharpness in

fortissimo passages will create a very dissonant. harsh sound in
the band ensemble.

Many directors interpret this as poor qua lity

when it is simply poor intonation.

To magnify the already disturbed

condition the large body of clarinets and the saxophones have a

tendency to flatten on fortissimo passages.
Playing in the higher range will create a condition of extreme
sharpness that is even more notifcsable than that caused by greater
volume.,

Quite often these two are coupled together, particularly in

large climaxes where the brasses are asked to play louder and higher
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producing disastrous results.
Numerous reasons contribute to the sharpness in the higher
register.
the high

The natural soale CJf harmonics affect some tones, especially
"G~.

As mentioned previously, this is made even higher

because of the manufacturers efforts to bring the
up to pitch.

"E"

(fourth space )

High frequencies travel faster than low frequencies in

a given tube making the harmonics progressively sharper as they ascend.
On the high tones a playert lips protrude farther into the cup of the
mouthpiece, thereby shortening the effective length of the tubing of
the instrument,
The flaring bel l of a brass instrument is necessary for the
best radiation of the low frequencies into space, and these low fre •
quencies reflect outside of the bell.

The higher frequencie.s , on the

other hAnd, reflect from inside the bell making the effective length
of the tube shorter, therefore sharper.

A psychical reason for sharpness in the high register is that
the

an:e.teur ~ player

is afraid he will not be able to hit the high tones;

therefore, he assumes that the pitch will be flat if the tones do
respond.

Consequently; the student pinches , pre£ses the mouthpiece

too hard on the lips , and overblows.

This all results in over sharp-

ness .
rhe first and third valve slides, when added into the effective
length of tubing

a~.e

of necessity cylindrical and do not fit properly
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into the desired proportions of cylindrical and flaring tube, thereby
affecting intonation and tone qua.lityot
The trumpet is cylindrical for about three quatters of its
length, but the cornet having the greater length of its tubing of a
conical nature has different tonal characteristics and seems to
alleviate slightly some of the undesirable f eatures , such as over
sharping in the extremely high register.

A predominance of cornets

as compared "to trumpets in the band ensemble will contribute not only
to better blend with the woodwinds but also to better intonation.
The best way to test a brass instrument for internal tuning
is to play either scales or arpeggios with the regular fingerings.
This is most efficiently checked with an electrical tuning device;
but if the ear method is used,. test the middle intervals of G
( sec'ond line) up to C#=, then G up to D, G up to

D/F ,

and G up to E,

followed by the two octave arpeggios with valves one•two, one alone,
and two alone .
It is a fallacy to check an instrument by playing octave
interva.ll:l when the lower octave combines the valves of one•two•three.
one-three. or one-two as the lower tones are too sharp.

Neither

should false or alternate fingerings be expected to match up, if an
instrument is designed to play in tume with the regular fingerings;
it should not necessarily be expected to play as well in tune
the Wlternate fingerings .

~th
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Compensating devices to assist in better brass i ntonation are
coming to be in more common usage,

The absolute minimum equipment

should be a mobile third valve slide with an easy to operate lever
that can be squeezed to extend the valve slide.

A musician may have

a perfect ear and the maximum of control, .but the tone quality and

color will suffer if the tone is forced too far either

v~y

from its

nonnal resonance pattern • • In fact, a fine musician ha s even more
difficulty than an amateur in forcing the instrument away from the
point that affords the most satisfying tonal result.

This makes a

compensating tuning device an absolute essential if both the best
tone and intonation are to be achieved.
1Wmy top professional instruments now have a tri gger mechanism
for extending both the first and third

~lve

slides.

In addition to

this, Mark Hindsley of the University of Illinois has developed a
mechanism for the manipulation .o f the main tuning slide.l See
Figure 32.

This is now available on certain models of instruments

manufactured by the Buescher 1 Holton and Reynolds band instrument
companies .
To improve brass intonation the long tone must be practiced
faithfully.

The individual mus t develop control, then practicing in

pairs, the long tones must be balanced and matched carefully.

A

~rk Hindsley 1 "Tune As You Play~ 11 'rhe Instrumentalist, Vol. 5
No. 4 (January, February, 1952), 7•10.
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weaker player will learn to blow more and bring the tone into balance
and pitch.

Practicing in pairs. the players will learn to hear what

they are listening for, then a larger group of brass players can
improve rapidly in the art of playing in tune with each other through
daily practice in unison and harmonized scales.
Out of tune tendencies of the cornet or

t~pet

are seen in

Figure 32.
FIGURE 32

INTONATION TENDENCIES OF THE CORNET
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II

FRENCH HORN

The best tuning note for French Horn is third space

c.

This

, affo rds a cheek on the main tuning slide, and assuming the proper
preliminary work has been done with the valve slide settings, it
should assure the most satisfactory results.

Many amateur band

directors ask their horns to tune to 'concert Bb which is a transposed

".F4' for the horn, requiring the use of the first valve.

This does

not result in the proper tuning of the open horn, in fact it seldom
results in any tuning as quite often the valve slides have been left
completely in and the relative use of the main and F

~

tuning

slides is a mystery.
The first step in tuning a double horn is to determine the
proper setting of the tuning slides and valve slides.

This is an

individual problem and should be done outside of band rehearsal.
A truly accurate adjustment requires the use of an electrical tuning
device, otherwise there is too great a dependence on other sources
that may not of themselves be true.

Other instruments may not be

consistent and the player may follow the dictates of' his ear, thereby
"humoring" the tone, which is not what is desirable during the process
of adjusting · the slides.
A double horn is purposely constructed so the valve slides
must be pulled for proper tuning.

This makes possible the best

matching of both· the F and the Bb side of the instrument according
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to the playing habits of the individual.
The open "C" on the Bb side of the double horn s hould first
be t uned by adjusting the main tuning slide•

Students are sometimes

confused as to Which is the main tuning slide on the double horn.

The

simplest method of finding it is to trace with the finger from the
start of the mouthpiece lead pipe until the first adjustable part of
the pipe b :-eaehed.
Following the tuning of the
slide, check the same pitch

11

11

Bb" horn with the main tuning

C" on the F horn.

The F horn tuning

slide must then be adjusted in ord·er to match the "C" as sounded on
the Bb horn side.

The tuning slide for the F horn may be determined

by folloWing the tubing to see where it leads into the F horn side.

The F horn valve slides are the longer and on the top or exposed side.
Do not alter the main tuning slide.
To double check the original setting of the main tuning slide
is recommended, but the F horn tuningslide must always be IIRtched to
the min tuning slide 1 which is the only means of' tuning the Bb horn.
When the open horns are matched on the main tuning note "C",
the next step is to adjust the individual valve slides of the Bb
horn.

The second valve slide must be adjusted so that the tone

responding is exactly

one~half

step lower, check C down to B natural.

The first valve slide allows a response exactly a whole step lower,
nett

down to ''Bb" 1 and the third valve slide exactly

one~nd-one - hal£
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steps lower, which may be checked from

nc"

down to "A" • and "?' (f'irst

space) played with first valve down to "D" played with third valve.
· The F horn must now be tuned in a similar manner but vii th a.
.slight change in checking the third valve slide.
should

sound~ ~xactly

The second valve

one• half step lower• the first valve exactly a

whole step lower, but check the third valve slide using a two•three
valve combination resulting in two whole steps

lower~

-

This is from

"C" (third space). played open. down te "Ab" (second space), played
two and three.
All references thus far have been to the double horn.

However,

tuning of the single F horn or the single Bb horn should follow the
same careful procedures in determining the best setting of the valve
slides.
range~

Under any ¢onditions a check of the entire scale and in all
is recommended before a final decision is made as to ·the best

settings.

Even then the musician should continually be on the alert

for possible improvement.
The undesirable large valve combinations found necessary on
other valve instruments do not have to be used on the french horn.
The tubing of the french horn is essentially doubled in length for
the range in which it usually plays.

The F horn has a length of

tubing c0mparable to the F tuba and the Bb horn to

baritone horn.

The response in the region an octave higher is the1 esult of the
mouthpiece construction and the small bore of the tubing.

The large
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valve combinations • therefore, do not occur in this octave.
This same construction that eliminates the difficulties
created by large valve combinations is responsible for the hazardous
tone relationships in the upper registers.

This is due to the fact

that so many tones i n this range are member s of t he aatural harmonic
series and will respond to the open horn.
A considerable alleviation to this problem is realized by the
use of tr..e single Bb horn and the elimination of the single

1<,

horn.

An amateur player will not only produce a better tone but will be
able to concentrate more on intona t ion if he has confidence in his
ability to produ.ce the correct tones.

He will breathe deeply, attack

the notes without hesi tati<m, and ha. ve more surety of purpose.
Claims are made that the tone quality of the single F horn is
superior to the Bb horn. however. behind the screen tests have in•
dioated that judgements substantiating this claim are inconsistent
and invalid.

The fact remains that a Bb horn tone properly played

and in tune is more satisfactory than an F horn tone on the wrong
pitch.

There is enough variation in the comparable register. that

-

makes the tones so much easier to hit and control on the Bb horn,
that a recommendation for a switeh to or use of the single Bb horn
is warranted.
The double horn. oi' eourse, is by f'ar the best horn to use and
to resort to the use of the single horn would be justified only by
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economical factors;
With the proper setting of all t uning and valve slides
established,the next most essential and necessary factor in tuning
the horn, as well as producing a. characteristic horn quality, is the
proper use o the right hand in the bell.

The right hand serves

three basic purposes; · it helps to darken the tone, it helps control
intonation, i"!:; is used

fo~

special muted effects.

The hand JJJRJ.y be inserted into the bell with the backs o£ the
fingers against the far side of the bell away from the player or it
may be placed palm up, against the bottom of the bell.
seems to produce a somewhat darker tQne than the first.

The latter
A more

closed position of the hand in the bell flattens the tone while a
morecpen position raises the pitch and brightens the tone • .Regardless
of the fact that the setting of the slides was mentioned first in
tuning procedures» the position of the hand in the bell should be set
in a normal playing posi-tion in order that the pitch of the tone may
be controlled both higher and lower by the

re~adjustment

of the hand.

Although the gradual insertion of the hand in the bell will
flatten the pitch, when a certain point is reached, if the lips are
kept the same, the standing wave will slip ever to the next higher
mode of vibration and thus play a half note higher than the original
tone.

This is the

techmi~

sed in muting or producing the

st~pped•

a transposition by use of the valves to a.
-born e f fect and requires
half-step lower.

A player tvith a small hand must guard against

l 7
inserting the ha.nd too far into the bell or over sharping of the
muted tone will result.

By

the same token a player with a very large

hand may tend to play a little flat.

in the Bb hol"ni the

s~oppine;

Because of peeuliari ties found

of the horn raises the pitch nearly three-

fourths of a tone rather than only one-half.
muting valve then becomes
retained,

essenti~l

An extra valve, or

if correct intonation is to be

This muting valve is a re.quirem.ent on the single Bb horn,

otherwise the possibility of

stopEed-~

effects are eliminated.

Non-transposing french horn mutes are available.
The player of a double•horn has at his disposal a range
greater than any other brass instrumentalist, with the playable
harmonics ranging nearly to number sixteen • . The quality is rich in
overtones, and the pitch1Catl be controlled to a gl"eater degree than
most band instruments, thereby

reduai,n~,&

the probable sharpness re-

sulti:ng from fortissimo passages and playing in the high register.
Limitations of amateur performers in school bands is generally
the result of' lack of' knowledge and ground.work on the part of the
instructor.

With a reasonable effort and attention to the horn:

playere and their

equ ipment~

phenomenal results can be achieved.

A

student cannot usually be expected to displ~y the amount of interest

.

'

and endeavor required to master s·uch a diffic1..!-.1P <~nstrument unless
he is inspired and assisted by an enthusiastic and informed instrue tor.

Intonation tendenoies of the french horn are shown in Figure
33.

FIGURE 33
INTONATION TENDENCIES OF THE FRENCH HORN
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For the convenience of the instructor, procedures for tuning
the double-hom slides are presented in outline formJ

•c•

1.

Tune Bb Horn to

2.

Tune! Eorn to "C" with F Tuning Slide

3.

Tune Bb Horn talve Slides
a. 2nd valve - Exactly One-rAlf Step lower "c• to ·~
b. 1st valve - Exactly a Whole-Step lower "C" to "Bb•
c. 3rd valve - Exactly Or1 e~d-One-half Step! lawer •c•
to "A", also check first space·~ (first valve) down
to "D" (third valve)
Tune F Horn Valve Slides
a. 2nd valve - Exactly One-half Step lower "C" to • B"
b. 1st valve - Exactly a Whole-Step lower •c• to "Bb•
c. 3rd valve - use 2nd and 3rd combination and tune
exactly' fwo-Whole Steps lower "C" to "Ab"

4.

with Main Tuning Slide
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II I

TROMBONE

Careful tuning on Bb does not assure correct intonation on
the trombone • anymore than it does for other brass

instr~ents.

Much

has been said about the trombone being a near perfect instrument and
comparable to the strings in regard to ease of playing with proper
intonation.

This may be true in theory • but is not readily "dis•

earnable in practical application.

A clinical

su~y

has shown that

the scale of the trombone is generally played with as great a variation
from standard, both sharp and .f'lat as are the valve brass instruments,
and even to greater variance than good quality woodwinds.
Intonation deficiencies that result from construction involve
primarily the harmonic series of the scale of nature as opposed to
the equal tempered scale.

Although the same diffic\.l,lties oecur in

the construction of all brass instruments, the trombone player is able
to more effectively qvereome this fault if he understands thoroughly
the problems involved.
'Xhe trombone is based on the overtone series and involves

seven different positions.
partials above may be

On each position a fundamental tone and

p;r¢d~ced.

These are shO-wn in detail in Figure

34 and are to be used as a. basis for the study of alt'4r nate positions.
Technical facility as well as better intonation are dependent upon
proper use of the alternate positions.
Improvement in technical

facil~ty

is not within the scope of
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FIGURE 34
TROMBONE FUNDAMENTALS AND USABLE OVERTCNE SERIES
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The Pedal Tones are the Fundamental or First Partial

the present discussion ,

however~

on the trombone the move

the slide is allied with both facility and intonation.
of the number of

~ternata

t of

An analysis

positions tPAt may be used for a single

note must include the direction that the slide must be altered when
using these positions.

A more extensive use is made of alternate

positions in the higher register because of the increased proximity
of the partials.
In Figure 35 is shown tones up to high Bb that may be produced
with alternate positions.

The arrows point the direction that the

slide snould be altered in order to

imp~ove

intonation.

··.

FIGURE 36

TONU PlROOti'C. ~l'fR ALT.A'RNA'l'E POSI'l'IONS
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Tones Jaarked with a

'

*

in Figure 36 are fifth partials w:hieh

tend to be flat requiring the slide position to be shortened somewhat.
~ufaoturere

st&.i'f}

as a rule try to build the High D (two epacoa abovG the

in tune and as a result the High "F" . ·or si.."'tth p#Artia.l may be

T~e~

marked with" in Figure 35 are sixth,partials

normally sharp and must be played with slightly longer
Th~

sixth partial varies on each make of instrumsnt.

poaiti~l$.

On

High F (three spacea above the. staff.) :ts sharp, on others
som.etimes it is in

·tune~

Some

inutru~nts

whi~h ~*

so~

model$

flat~

t!I.M

"tMt pla.y t'le:t,; or in tune

•:
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upper range, probably as the result of over correction of intonation.
Numbers encircled in Figure 35 are positions of the seventh
partial which are extremely flat.

The High Ab is so low:it is unusable

and the other positions must be played very short.
Numbers set in a square in Figure 35 are positions of the ninth
partial and are inherently sharp to a very slight degree and must be
played slightly long.
Facility in the use of alternate positions should be developed
in order to arrive at a reasonable proficiency in the performance of
technical passages.

A smoother all around performance and a

~autiful

legato can be developed if the player is able to follow the principles
of contrary slide

otion.

This means that on slurs the slide travels

in the opposite direction of the note whenever possible.

Intona~ion

will also improve as the performer will more closely judge the degree
of slide movement needed. and the lip itself will alter certain notes
resulting in finer intonation.
The most usual mistake of trombone players is to move the slide
too far when changing positions.
the slide toward firs t
seventh position.

This causes a sharpness when moving

p~sition ~d

Another

noti~ble

a flatness when moving toward
fau lt is the tendency to play

the seoong, third and fourth positions flat and the
positions too sharp,

si~th

and seventh

l7S

The method of tone production will also .have a bearing on the
intonation tendencies which means no fixed general rule can be laid
down for all players.

The distance between the

i;wo

slides will vary

with different models of instruments and will .have a 'bearing on the
spacing of the positions.

An extreme extension of the tuning slide

may alter the entire partial system of the trombone to the point that
good intonation is very difficult.
When cutting in the extra tubing on the Ba.ss Trombone. the
interval spacing is altered censide:rably because o£ the extra pipe.,
The playing of the extended range from low F (first space below the
staff) down through the positions to low "C", sixth position requires
a progressively

~dar

regular Bb trombone.

spacing of the positions as compared to Jhe
This additional spacing that is required

eliminates the seventh position when using the F trombone tubing.
The sixth position will come at nearly the same place as the usual
seventh as played on the Bb Trombone,
The trombonist must be familiar with general tendencies found
in all trombones, develop an awareness of the characteristics of his
own particular instrument, and above all else be aeutely aware of the
fact that careful listening is essential.

See

Figu~e

36.

FIGURE 36

INTONATION TENDENCIES OF THE TROMBONE
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BA..RI TONE

All factors disturbing the intonation of valve brass instruments previously discussed under general considerations and oornet,
apply also to the baritone horn.

In addi~ion, peculiarities of tube

construction create mew difficulties and magnify

exiatin~

tandenoiea.

The main tuning note • Bb• is derived from the open pipe and,
because of the size of the horn, will be affected more 'l:zy"roan: temperature

1'15

than are the smaller instruments.

A temperature as close as possible

to 12 degrees should always be maintained for best tuning results.
All but nine notes of the Baritone Horn range must be favor ed
in tune (to a greater or lesser degree) by the player.

The notes of

the second partials, low Bb, (second line), K and Ab, are extremely
flat, probably due to a tubing bend or flare essential to the design
of the instrument.

This coupled with the extreme sharpness of second

line B natural, caused by the one•two-three valve combination makes
an i mpossible interval spread of nearly a whole

s ~sp

in place of the

desired half-step.
Instruments with a fourth valve are sometimes used to compensate
for the badly intoned notes of the larger valve combinations.

These

are not too practical for use in an extended range below the low E
natural, as the tubing of the valve slides as built for the Bb horn
is too short to give the proper interval relation in this low range.
The baritone horn must have a compensating mechanism if it is
to be played in tune with good <pality throughout the entire range.
More instruments with tuning mechanisms are coming into existence
each year.

One such mechanism as seen in Figure 57 has been developed

by Mark Hindsley and is available on special models manufactured by
the Holton, Buescher and Reynolds Band Instrument Companies.

1
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FIGURE 37
COMPENSATING TUNING W~CHAN IS M
FOR BARITONE HORN DEVELOi ED
BY MARK HlNDSLEY

A device ca lled the M. P. Tuning Mechanism is the result of
an extensive research program jointly developed by Heinrich Roth.
President of the Roth-Reynolds Instrument Company and Hugh McMillen,
Director of Bands, Univeristy of Colorado.

The device moves the

main tuning slide by a trigger and rod operated with the left hand.
See Figure 38.
Out of tune tendencies of the Baritone are seen in Figure 39.

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~11,

FIGURE 38

MP TUNING MECHANISM FOR
BA.RnONE HORN BY

ROTH AND McMILLEN
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FIGURE 39

INTONATION TENDENCIES OF THE BARITONE
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V

BASSEp

:
The

bas~more

than any other instrument of the band, is
:

'

acutely subject to pitch deviation because of changes in room temperature.

~

For a rise or fall of ten degrees from 70 degrees; the

:

'

tuning slide will have to be altered as much as three-quarters of an
inch although the clarinets and other small i.nstruments may leave
their tuning set unchanged.
The best tuning note for band is second line

u Eb".

Discrepancies encountered in the construction of other brass
~lve

instruments are also inherent in the basses. ,,To add to the

existing dilemma, the lower pitches of the bass instruments are sometimes more difficult for the players to hear accurately or to control
satisfactorily,

The lowest tones generally

~sed

on the basses are the

second partials (not the pedal tones) of the normal

~ge

of the inst-

rument and these will usually be played flat by the careless student
as they think these are real low tones and difficult to produce.
Consequently, they relax the embouchure and breath support far too
much for best production of these tones.
A player must become aware of the intonation tendencies and
then be taught to remedy the out of tuneness by ftlipping'it down or up
as needed.

If the tone is sharp., drop the jaw slightly.

Players who

flat the tones probably over relax the lip tension, lessen the breath
support, or enlarge the opening between the lips too much.

-

!80

The tendency for some playors to employ an explosive type of
attack seriously affects both pitch and tone quality.

This can be

counteracted by .practioing starting the tone amoothly without using
the

tongue, employing the syllable tJhoo" or "poo41•

After the player

has learned to use the breath properly in this way,. he should then
practice starting the tone, using the tongue to release the breath;
continuing to avoid the explosive attack.
The majority of band music depends upon the basses to

pr ovid~

the basic support in the bass line that gives an adequate foundation
for the entire musical and harmonic structure.

Deficiencies and

omissions radically alter the harmonic content, resu lting in incom•
plate . or changed harmony.
Bass players are notorious for not keeping their instruments
in good playing condition.

The fact that a bass player seldom owns

his ow.n instrument, and knows that some other student may also use it,
results in an att itude of irresponsibility.

The size of the

inst~

rument makes it more difficult to clean both inside and out as
adequate facU;ities are not always available.
usually left for the instructor to care for.

NeceJ.sary repairs

ar~

The director must set

up a system for periodic inspection and see that mouthpieces, bits,
and lead pipes are kept clean and free.

The tuning slides must also

be lubricated and the. inside of the instrument washed out at least
once a month.
fhe orifice or diameter of the throat. of the mouthpiece where
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it continues from t he cup has a positive relationship
f latne ss of the pitch.

to the general

The depth of the cup is not a significant factor

in p i tc h level and the internal tuning is not affected significantly.

The .fil. ch 7 and the Conn Number 2 Bass Mouthpieces can both be
recommended as probably allowing the mast stable internal tuning.
The tones below the bass ole£ as shown in Figure 40 usual ly
cause intonati onal disturbances.
FIGURE 40

TROUBLESOME TONES CAUSED
BY DI FFERENCES OF

Eb AND BBb
EJ,
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F - BBb basses satisfactory; Eb basses sharp because of lst3rd valve combination.

E - BBb bas ses satisfactory; Eb basses very sharp because of
lst-2nd-3rd fingering.
Eb - BBb's satisfactory, Eb's likely to flat.
C- BBb's sharp because of lst-3rd fingering} Eb'B may flat

182._
a little.

B - BBb's very sharp because lst-2nd-3rd valve combination ie
req~iredJ

Eb 1 s probably satisfactory.

Bb - Here its the BBb players who are apt to flat while Eb 1 1
sharp because of

th~,

lst-3rd fingering.

A - EBb' e flat; Eb' s very sharp.

An acoustical factor in£luencing general flatness of the basse1
is due to the fact that the actual reflection of the air wave outside
of the bell is in direct proportion to the diameter of the tube of
the instrument.

The bass having a large tube will have a lower

fundamental sound than a narrow tube of the aa.me length.
Usual out of tune tendencies are given in Figure 41 and Figure

42.
FIGURE 41

INTONATION TENDENCIES OF THE HBb BASS
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FIGURE 42
INTONATION TENDENCIES OF THE Eb BASS
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CHAPTER IX

CLINICAL SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF A
TYPICAL HIGH SCHOOL BAND
I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this clinical survey was to enter into a typical
situation

o~

an average high school band and discover where and why

fa.ul ty intonation is encountered.
Certain facts should be established regarding the organization
used for this analysis and survey.

A high school band of recognized

ability, with a history of successful accomplishments and a record of
having given serious attention to the problem of intonation, by what
might be termed usual procedures, was deemed the best situation in
which to work.

By using the stroboscope, if results showing positive

improvement could be established with this type of a group, then there
was reason to believe that even more marked differences could ·be
determined in organizations showing greater intonation disturbances.
The band

~s

from a class B high school that had received seven

Superior ratings in class A competition at state festivals. and once
received a plaque as special recognition for being the outstanding
organization in the event.
The initial

appro~ch

to establish a scientific system of

teaching intonation was one that would probably have to be used in
the average situation where a teacher was converting from usual

- - - - - -.-
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procedures to the scientific method.
what already existed.

A beginning had to be made with

Students at all stages of development had to

be initiated into this new concept of intonation thinking.

Pre•

conceived ideas that were false had to be overcome as well as
lethargy and difference on the part of players of more or less hidd$n
parts who are sometimes of the opinion that what they play neither
helps nor detracts to any considerable degree.
A course of procedure was then followed to assist students in

detetmining the intonation faults of their individual instruments and
playing habits,. thereby. encouraging them to greater ensemble awareness and more oaretul listening. ·
Methods used were on a practical plane in order that they
would remain in the realm of possible achievement by any school band.
Only tuning devices, . equipment and

sug ~ested

alteration of instruments

or accessories were used that would be economically feasible by the
average band. student, or school.
II

PROCEDURES

All band members were asked to complete an "Intonation
Questionnaire and Analysis Chart"

(See Figure 43) • and indicate

knowledge concerning their particular instrument which they had
already acquired from past experience.
ructions being

give~an

Without any special inst-

analysis was made of each player's intonation

according to the customary setting of their tuning slide or barrel

186
and their usual playing habits in the pand ensemble.

The internal

tuning of each instrument was determined, the average of each pitch
calculated and the mean pitch of the section established.

The purpose

was to establish as closely as possible the facts concerning the
existing situation, so as to make possible an analysis and comparison
at the termination of the survey.

These findings are recorded in the

Graph A of the various charts.
The next step

v~s

to use the stroboscope to establish an

arbitrary master pitch standard for the several types of instruments
in the band.

This standard was based on the best tuning note for

each type of instrument, not a single pitch Bor the whole band.

The

purpose was to determine the best mechanical adjustment of each
instrument in order to assure the closest adherance throughout the
entire range to the standard of A-440.
The result of this analysis as indicated in Graph B of each
chart was then used by each musician as a basis for marking the
ttindividual Chart for Analysis of Intonation".
46.)

(See Figures 45 and

This chart was then used for study in correcting tones of the

instrument which were in variance with the master pitch level.
Memorization of the embouchure set necessary to bring about such
adjustments was recommended,
A further survey was conducted to determine Whether or not
the use of identical mouthpieces within a section would have a bearing
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FIGURE 43

INTONATION QUESTIONNAIRE AND ANALYSIS CHART

No.

Nwne

Age _______
--~-----------------------------------

School

-------------------------------------

Member of What Organization

Year

(":::S._e_no:-io-r-.-e~t-c-."(!")

--~(A~d~va--n_o_e~d~~~nd~,-I~n~t~e-~--~d~i-a~te--.-e-t~c-.~)~-

Play What Type of Instrument -----r::::-;--:"'-.--:::---:---:-~---
(c~rinet, Cornet, etc.)
Brand of Instrument
Brand of Mouthpiece

Model

------~(~n-am--e~)---------

-------------

-----...,---r--~---Model

________

(name)

Material
Estimated Age
App. cost $
(Wood, Composition, Metal, Etc.)
---------How many years have you played this type of instrument?------

What part do you play in band? -.,o::-:--~~--r--oo:::-~~~:--~--=---r-
{lst clarinet, 2nd clarinet, etc.)
Do you take private lessons?--------On an average, now many mi nutes a day do you usually devote to
individual practice?------------According to your present information,

~rk

the column under

TEST in a manner that best indicates the Intonation of each of the
various tones on your :inatnunent.
F ... Flatt

I - In

Tune; s ...

Sharp;

MAke only one mark fo:r each tone.
? • Don't Know
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nm !VIDUAL

~5

CHA.RT FOR ANALYSIS OF INTONATION

Mark ~his chart so as to indicate the intonation correction
needed for each individua l tone according to the la. test results shown
on your 11 Campara ti ve Intonation Chart".

+
'f •
+

-f
-

Use the f oll owing si gns:
~ • Sharp
Very Sharp

J,...::. Very Flat

•

-=Little Sharp

"=Little Flat

=Fla. t

The direction the arrow points indicates the direction the tone
actually has to be altered to bring the pitch better in tune. (Note 1 This is the inverse of the result s a s recorded on the Comparative Intona tion Chart as there it indicates the deviation f rom a standard.)
It will be helpful for you to mark with arrows certain offensive
notes i n your regula r band parts. Particulara.ly ones to which the
director calls your attention .

.,,.,

"•" Denotes best tuning note.
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FIGURE 46
INDIVIDUAL CHART FOR ANALYSIS OF INTONATI ON

Mark t his chart so as to indica t e the intonation correction
needed for ea ch individual tone according to the latest results shown
on your "Comparative Intona tion Chart".

+-

1'

+

J...

Use the fol lowing signs:
:.Ve ry Sharp

"r

:Sharp

"~Fla t

z Very Flat

1" • Little Sharp

-J..

:Little Flat

The di rec tion the arrow points indicates the direction the tons
ac t ua lly nas to be altered to bring the pitch better in tune. (Note: This is the inverse of the results as recorded on the Comparative Intonation Cha rt as there it indicates the deviation from a stand~rd.)
It will be helpful for you to mark with arrows certain offensive
notes in your regular oand part5. Particularly ones to which the
director calls your attention.

,.
't

"•" Denotes best tuning note .
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on more uniform internal tuning and better sectional tuning.
III

THE SURVEY

The Clinical Survey and Analysis of a Typical High School Band
was conducted over a period of approximately six weeks and required
··.ft'

an average of four hours per day to complete the questionnaires, the
individual graphs, and the necessary instruction to the ensemble and
individuals.
The initial approach was to explain to the clinic band the
purpose of the survey and analysis and express the hope that
notfcreable improvement might be aacertained.

All students were asked

to complete the "Intonation Questionnaire and Analysis Chart" as
seen in Figure 43.

At the same time each student received a copy of

the ''Comparative Intonation Chart" (See Figure 44), in order to
partially complete the information in the heading as well as to
indicate their present knowledge concerning the intonation tendencies

of their instruments.
under "TEST".

This was marked in the far right hand column

Each student was assigned a number, roughly grouped

in instrument sections, which they placed in the upper ri ght hand
corner of the "Intonation Questionnaire andAnalysis Chart", the
"Comparative Intonation Chart", and on their band folder.

This was

done as a matter of convenience and expediency in keeping each
student's record when running individual graphs.
Results of the "Intonation Qu stionnaire and Analysis Chart"
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are as followsc
Total number of students • ~·
Age

Number o£ Students

Year in School

Number of Students

14

12

Freshman

9

15

24

Sophomore

31

16

19

Junior

17

17

21

Senior

23

18

4
All students were members of the adw.nced band.
Play

vmat type of

InstrUIIlent.

Type

Bra.nd

Model

4

Flutes

Wm. S. Haynes

Regular Model

:;

Oboes

1 - Selmer Signet

Plateaux Model

2 ... I.a.r.i lee

Plateaux Model

4 - Selmer Paris

B-15

12 • Selmer Bundy

Resonite

Total

22

Clarinets

4 • Assorted

Wp~

and Rubber

Medium Priced

2 - Metal Clarinets

Low Priced

1

Alto Clarinet

Pedlar

Wood

4

Eass Clarinets

2 .. Selmer .Bundy

Rasonite

1 ... Pedlar

Wood

1 • leblanc

Wood
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Total

1

6

2

1

12

1

1

Brand

Model

Clarinet

Selmer Paris

Wood

Alto Saxophones

2 • King

Older Models

1 ... Selmer

Older Model

l •

Student Model

Type

Eb Contra

Bass

Conn

i - Elkhart

Student Model

l • Pioneer

Student Model

l ... Selmer

Older Model

1 - Supreme

New French Model

Baritone Saxophone

Martin

First Grade

Cornets

6 ... Olds

Ambassador

5 ... Reynolds

Professional

1 • Ki.n g

Master

3 • Assorted

Student Models

Trumpet

Olds

Ambassador

Double Horns

2 .. olds

First Grade

3 .. Reynolds

First Grade

l - Pan American

Student Grade

1 • J:aoh

Stradivarius

1 ... Olds

Super

1 ... Olds

Special

2 - Olds

Ambassador

Tenor Saxophones

Trombones

1 - Conn

1 - fundy
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Tetal
6

Type

Brand

Baritone~

4 • King

Model

1 • Conn

Ambassador

1 - Olds

4

BB'b fusses

2 • Conn

2 ... Holton
The brands and models of.' mouthpieces were mostly first grade
with Ba.eh and Olds predomillant in the brasses

a,nd

the Selmer and

Goldentone in the woodwinds.
The average estimated age of the instruments was six and

one-halt' years with an extreme wriation from one to twenty five
years.
The total

estimat~d

cost of all instrwments was $19 ;316.00

with an average ol' $241.44 per

instrument~

The average length of time each student has played. his
instrument is 3.9 years with a spread of from one to nine years.
Two students take private lessons and seventy eight do

not.
It is believed that the question on daily individual practice
was answered quite conscientiously and honestly.
follows~

An

apalysis is as
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The average nlllllber of minutes per day devoted to individual
practice was 13.8,
Number of Pupils

Minutes Practiced Per Day

26

0

4
10

5
10

I8

15

11

20

2

25

12

30

3
2

. 45

60
Of the fifty•

Twenty eight students do not practice at all.

two who do practice the average number of minutes per day is 23 l/3,

with thirty five doing less than twenty five minutes per day and
seventeen doing thirty minutes or more.
An analysis of the answers to the TEST; indicating eaeh

student'' s knowledge in regard to the intonation of' the various tones
I

of <.(;)ac'li- instruments , can only be interpreted loosely.

Certain

students evidenced definite information as presented in the followingt
Out of' twenty one cls.rinets completing the TEST as to their
opinion of their ovm intonation in various registers, nine evidenced
some

corre~t

knowledge.

Four indicated that they played flat in the

high register, and three flat on the lowest three tones.
Of the four flutes, three knew that they generally played sharp
in the high register and flat on the lowest tones.

Two of them knew
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the third space

~

was too high.

Of the three oboes, two indicated that they were flat on the
lowest four tones, but knowledge of other parts of the scale was not
evidenced.
Five bass clarinets, alto clarinet and contra-bass clarinet
indicated their knowledge with one correctly stating t}lEl.t they were
playing flat in the medium high register.
Ten saxophones indicated their opinions with three evidencing
some correct knowledge.

One lmew,:that she played sharp in the high

register, another knew that low D was flat and middle D/1: was too
high, a third was correct in judging both middle D and
Thirteen cor.nets marked their

~EST

D1

as ~ too

high.

on intonation. Five knew

positively that they played sharp in the high register, two indicated
that the 0/1= (one line' below the staff was sharp), and three the low
~

was too high.

Six showed no correct knowledge regarding the

intonation tendencies of their instruments • .
Three out; or six f1·enc:;,h horLs correctly indicated that they
played flat in the high register and one of these three also knew that
they played flat on the first space F and

~.

Out of seven trombones there were three that seemed to be

positive in their correct knowledge regarding the sharpness of
certain tones in the high register as well as ori the notes produced
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by 6th and 7th position, low Band
Of five baritone

pla~ers

c,

and lowE and F.

there was no indication of knowledge

concerning intonation tendencies except for one player who marked
low

B 'nat~ral•

the 1•2-3 valve combination as sharp.

·:~,

\

Of fbur BBb basses one correctly judged the first line G and

ofF

as being too high.
As an indication of' how much can be accomplished with proper

planning, during the same school · period that the clinic baud was
familiarized with the plan of the survey and analysis, as well as
completing the nrntonation Q.uastionnairen and the "TEST" of existing
knowledge, there was

t~.me

for the band to play a

~·~

number and

make a quick tuning check according to the usual procedures.

Each

student was then asked to carefully cheek !J':I:.i g; tuning slides or
barrels and have them set where they were customarily placed,.

This

was followed by each student individually playtng the concert Bb

tuning note while a reading was made and recorded according to the
stroboscope.
After tabulating the individual readings, the results of the
average of each section as compared to the standard of A•440 were as
follows:
Full Band+ 13.3
Flutes
+14
Oboes
-+27
Clarinets
10
Alto Clarinet-ts

+

oent;s
cents
cents
cents
cents

Bass Clarinet+ 26 cents
Col?.tra. :Bass Cla.n+l5 cents
Alto Saxophone +7 cents
Te:nor Saxophone+ 20 eents
!Bri tone sax. -+15 cents

Cornet +ll
Horn . -t- 31
TrQmbone-to26
Ba.ri tone+l2
Basses -10

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents
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In order to l'ecord as accurately as possible the intonation
tendencies as they existed at the start of the survey, the Graph A
for all students was :recorded first.

'l'his required a period of two

weeks using three to four hours per day usually vo rking w:lith four
students in a group. · Although no corrections or ins truetions -were
given before the students recorded their Graph A. they ware taught
to read and operate the stroboscope and each assisted in ma.rking the
graph for their fellow student.
The detailed results is e-vidence whe:a. studying the Graph A of
the various charts front Figure 47
line represents the standard

tm~ough

Figure 60..

The dark vertical

itch of A-440 and each square to the

right a sharpness of f ive cents or eaeh square to the left a flatness
of five cen·bs.

The results as gh"en for each note represents the

average pi toh of tha total number oi' instruments in each section for
·v.hat particular
fo\l~

typ~..

ee:nts represe:p,t$

It mu.st be kept in mind that a variation of
111-PPrt;>:::;;~tely

Qne vi-b;!;"s.tion per second so sueh

a discrepancy one way or another is not too serious.
The most interesting observation among the woodwinds is

~he

considerable variation of the internal tuning caused by the general
s~rping

of the n0te used for the tuning standard.

Certain registers

were thrown completely out as can be seen by comparing the r.asults of

Graph A with G::-aph B,

The .flutes and oboes went lliUch sharper than

normal in the higher register and the elarinets sharper 'in the throat
notes.
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FIGURE 47
FLUTE SECTION COMPARATIVE INTONATICN
Average deviati on
Graph A
Preliminary Survey
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FIGCRE 48
OBOE SECTION C01PAkATIVE INTONATION

ca~RT

Average dev i ation of ~itch according to items listed.
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FIGURE 49

CLARINET SECTION COM?ARATIVE INTCNATIJN CHART
Average deviation of pitch acco rdi ng to i tern!! lis ted.
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Prelimi nary Survey
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FIGURE 50
ALTO

Eb CONTRA-BASS CLAR INET SECTI ON
COMPARATIVE INT ONAf i O~ CHART
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i' lJCRE bl
bASS CJ.AHn\E':' SECTION :-;c;\.J-ARATIV"' INTCK ATI O~ Cf)\.RT
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FIGuRE 52

ALTO A!\D &J{HCNJ<; :.:iAXClJHON E SECTION CCNJAP.ATriS INTONA:!' ION Cf.ART

Avera 6e deviation of pitch accordin [ to items listed .
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FIGURE 53
TENOR SAXOPHONE SECTION CJ.:v:PARATIVF. INTG};A.'.:ION CliA.RT

Avera[e deviation of pitch ac~ording to items listed.
Graph C
Graph A
Graph B
Using uniform
Preliminary Survey
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Fllr<-RF. 54
CORNET SECTION

COMPARATIV~ lNT~,.

YA.TIC·N Cr.AHT
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Average deviation of pitch accordirl to
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FIGURE 55
FRENCH

HORl~

SECTION COMPARATIVE INTONATION CHART

Avera ge deviati oL of pitch accordin~ to i terns listed.
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FIGURE 56

TROMBONE SECTION COMPARATIVE INTONATION CHART
Average deviation of pitch according to items listed.
Graph A
Graph B
Graph C
Preliminary Survey
With reset
Using uniform mouthtuning s li de
pieces Bach 12C
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FIGURE 57

BlRITONE SECTION COMPARATIVE INTONATION CHART

•

II

Average deviation of pitch according to items listed.
Graph A
Graph B
Graph C
Preliminary Survey
With reset
Using uniform mouthtuning slide
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FIGURE 68

BBb BASS SECTION COMPARATIVE INTONATION CHART
Average deviation of pitch according to items listed.
Graph A
Graph B
Graph C
Preliminary Survey
With reset
Using uniform mouthtuning slide
piece• Bach 7
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FIGURE 59

FULL BAND COMPARATIVE INTONATION CHART LOWER REGISTER
Average deviation of pitch a.ocording to i tem.s listed.
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Graph A
Graph B
Using uniform
Preliminary Survey
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FIGURE SA
FULL BAND COKPARA.TIVE liT ATI011 CHART HIGHER REGISTER

21$

FIGURE 60
ALL SECTIONS COMPARATIVE INTONATION CHART AVERAGED ACCORDING TO THE
FULL RANGE AND SHOWING DEVIATION FROM THE STANDARD OF A-440
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The cornets and baritones apparently are inclined to be come
considerably sharper in the medium•high register if the tuning note is
only a little sharp.
Two Figures, numbers 59 and 59A are required to cover the
complete range of the full band.

The tones of all transposing inst-

ruments were r e solved to match the C instruments in these figures.
The

ext~emelbw. range,of

course, represents only the bass section and

discrepancies normal to these instruments follow the same pattern
as seen in Figure 58.

~

the same token, the five highe s t tones are

those of the flute section.
The aver age pitch level of each section and the full band as
seen in Figure 60 varies from the results of the single tuning note
pitch as given on page 197.

Figure 60 takes into account the complete

range of each instrument in each section.
The improvements as evidenced in all Graph

~·a

were the result

of using the best tuning note for each type of instrument, mechanically
setting the barrels, slides or mouthpieces to match the standard of
A-440~

and offe ring to the students some elementary instruction

regarding pitch tendencies of the various types of instruments.
Two rehearsals with the full band were devoted to instruction,
demonstration and tuning

in

order to familiarize the band as a whole

with what they should listen for, and the more obvious tendencies
that were in opposition.
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An explanation of the best tuning note for eaoh instrument was
given and the sequence for passing the tuning from one section to
another was taught by rote.

This is given in Figure 61.

Beats and their causes were explained and demonstrated.
Intervals of untsons, octaves, fourths and fifths were explained and
tested.

A chord tuning sequence using I·V7-I, (see Figure 62), was

taught by rote and used and checked at various dynamic levels.
Factors most frequently causing intonational disturbances in
tutti passages were discussed and tested.
tendencies noted were as follows.

A few of the more obvious

With an increase in volume,

the

clarinets and saxophones tend to go flat while all other instruments
go sharp.

In the extreme high range the clarinets will flatten while

all others go sharp.

6i key

Most of the clarinetists found the uee of the

to be an advantage in sharping the pi tchea from High D on up.

Specific registers such as the lowest notes on the flutes and oboes
are usually flat.

The larger combinations of the valve brass, 1-3

and 1•2•3, as well as the seventh position by the trombones are
generally played quite sharp.
Although the approach and explanations were rather general
and covered a broad field, it was a start on the part of the students
toward a more critical listening attitude.

It gave them something

concrete to listen for and established thought processes that could
anticipate

probabl~

intonation

fault~thereby,warding

them off or
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FIGURE 61
BEST TUNING NOTE AND SEQUENCE FOR uSE AT FULL BAND REHEh.RSAL
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helping to reduce them.

It had been noted in past performances of

the clinic band that the more delicate passages were usually quite
well in tune but the organization took on a rather harsh and dissonant
quality in the fortissimo tutti passages.

The understanding and

application of the elementary principles as ennumerated in the
preceding paragraph resulted in immediate improvement.
The "Righter-Grabel Tuning Method" was introduced and used for
a few minutes each day and a concentrated effort was made . b,y the
director to tune and work at a

sl~wer

in the concert music being prepared.

1

tempo, the passages and chords
Students were constantly

admonished to carefully listen to their own playing, their own section,
as well as the other instruments in the full band.

With the

truer mechanical setting of the instruments, many of the more
obvious discrepancies were eliminated w:hich made it possible to work
on the fl.ner points.
Graph C was primarily intended to determine whether or not
uniform mouthpieces would make any appreciable improvement of the
intonation within each section.
Graph B was used for Graph

c.

The same tuning note setting for
This made for a truer comparison as

to just how and where the mouthpiece itself would effectively alter
the internal tuning.

Both Graph B and C were played by each group '' t

lcharles B. Righter and Victor Grabel, Righter-Grabel Tuning
Method for Band (New York, N. Y.: Remick Music Corp., 1932).

2l9

at the same tuning session in order to minimize variation of
uncontro~le

factors.

Results of individual performance would

sometimes show improvement, but on the other hand just as many found ·
a change of mouthpiece to be detrimental -to the intonation of their
instrument.
Conclusions reached from this particular phase of the study
indicate that uniform mouthpieces could only be of value if all other
factors were also carefully matched and controlled, probably the most
important of these being uniform brands and· models of instruments
to go along with.the mouthpieces.

Results made it quite obvious that

the more important relationship to the mouthpiece was that of matching
the instrument properly rather than having unifurmity of mouthpieces
among the players.

A good quality mouthpiece; suitable to the

playe~s

embouchure, but at the same time properly matching the taper, bore
and dimensions of the instrument will make possible a more even scale
and better internal tuning :f'or the incii vidual, which in turn will

result in improved ensemble tuning.
Mouthpieces used for the uniform mouthpiece survey included
the

follo~ngz

Clarinet
Saxophone
Trumpet
Cornet

.
.....

VanDoren 2RV
Selmer C*
Each 7C
Each 7C

lt"' reneh Horn
Trombone
&ritone
lasses

...
...

Reynolds 6D
Bach 12C
Inch 9
Each 7

The flutes could not change mouthpieces so as an experiment
each player used a different Reynolds Model 210 Flute to see how the
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s~ale

s.

of a top grade student model flute compared with the William

Haynes .
In some respects the Reynolds responded with a better

intonation line than the Haynes although the
highest ~ were considerably sharper.

01,

third space, and the

If a student was using the

Reynolds regularly the normal sharpness of these two tones could be
overcome,

However, in selecting an instrument for an advanced player

there are a number of other qualities to consider along with
intona t i on.
The oboes used a different reed and played at a later date
when running Graph

c.

Extra mouthpieces were not available for the alto clarinet,
bass clarinets, and Eb contra bass clarinet, so their Graph C's were
run at a later date in a different room and under altered circum•

stances.

There is no question but what results may vary slightly at
different testings .

The condition of the embouchure , the strength

or quality of a reed, the tone sequence being used, the general
physical well being or menta l attitude of the performer all may have
a bea1·ing on

th~

results.

For this reason it is recommended that a

stroboscope be available to use at intervals over a long period of
time.

Results may be averaged out and more accurate recomlliendations

be made.
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A "Master Tuning-Direction Chart" was devised for use by the
conductor, indicating the probable direction a specific tone would
need to be altered when played on a particular type of an instrument.
This was helpful in checking ahead of time for
caused

~

probabl ~

same instruments having opposing tendencies.

difficulties
The general

tendencies caused by range, registers and fingerings, are more readily
discernable.

In transferring this chart to the size

pa~es

required

for this thesis a total of six pages were required as seen in Figure
63 to Figure 63E.
the direction"

It must be kept in mind that the arrows indicate

tone must be altered which would be the opposite of

the results as recorded on the Graphs.

This then follows the same

plan that the individual students used in preparing their

11

Individual

Chart for Analysis of Intonation". (See Figures 45 and 46. )

IV CONCUJSIONS
The one most important conclusion reached in this analysis
and study is reflected in the comparison of Graph A and Graph B in
all the Figures from 47 through 60.

Further evidence was gained from

a limited analysis of another organization as well as general
observation of many bands.
It is evident that band instrument manufacturers construct
brass instruments to play sharp when the tuning slides are completely
in.

They are intended to be played with the tuning slide extended

somewhat in order to tune to A-440 at a temperature of 72 degrees

222FIGURE 63

MASTER TUNING-DIRECTION CHART
The arrows indicate the direction the tone should generally be
played in order to compensate for usual deficiencies encountered in the
construction of a certain type instrument. Certain particu lar instrum.nts
may vary from thi~ pattern. In such case it is the responsibility of the
individual musician to discover thia.

-

'
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FIGURE 63A
MASTER TUNING-DIRECTION CHART, CONTINUED
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FIGURE 63C

MASTER TUNING-DIRECTION CHART, CONTINUED
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MASTER TUHIIG-DIRECTION CHART, CONTINUED
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FIGURE 63E

KASTER TUNING-DIRECTION CHART. CONCLUDED
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Fahrenheit when playing the open tubing.

In general, however, ii!"" the

tuning slides are pulled at all they are not usually pulled suf£•
iciently.

On an average the cornet slides should be extended

anywhere from 1/16 inch to 9/16 inch which is a matter of adding au
average of approximately 11/16 inches to the effective length of
tubing.

The trombones tuning should be extended 1/2 inch to l 1/4

inches or an average of 7/8 inches which adds an average of approximately 1 ~/4 inches to the effective length of tubing.

The

french horn must be tuned first of all to the open pipe using C
third space, and not to some tone requiring the use of a valve.
With the proper pulling of the main tuning slide, the F horn tuning
slide and the valve slides on either the Bb or F horn side, the total
amount of tubing added to the effective length of the instrument
averaged a little over five inches for each player of the horn
section.

The brass instruments must be tuned down to the woodwinds

rather than the woodwinds being tuned sharp.

The shortening of the

tuning barrels; or the purchase of shorter barreis by the clarinet~sts,

throws the whole internal tuning of the instruments off and

especially makes the throat tones unbearably sharp.
the other woodwinds are also affected adversely.

The scale of

The proper mech-

anical setting of all instruments to match the A-440 standard as
closely as possible will eliminate at least fifty per cent of the
intonational disturbances.
The excessive and persistent intonation problems in the clarinet

-
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and woodwind sections were recognized by the large majority of
directors in their answers to Questions 2a find 2c in the "Q,uestionne.ire on !Bnds" as presented in Chapter teD.

This bears out the

conclusions reached as a result of the clinical survey but it is
probable that many directors do not realize that their problems with
the woodwinds are indirectly caused

qy

the incorrect tuning of the

brasses,
The author is well acquainted with performances of the clinic
band over a period of many years, in fact recordings both on disc and
tape are at hand for careful comparison and study. · The public
performance and evidence as noted on a tape recording following the
work done, as reported in this chapter, was very gratifying indeed.
There was obvious positive improvement that was unquestionable.
From exposed pianissimo passages to tutti fortissimo climaxes the
beauty, color, clarity and pleasantness of sound prevailed which
proved without a doubt that harshness and dissonance which so many

directors interpret as poor quality ar...a in reality only a .form of poor
intonation.
The experience of attending even one concert whe1·e improvement
in intonation made such a decided contribution to the over all beauty
of performance was in itself reward enough for the time and effort
expended i.n preparing this thesis.

It is also gratifying to know that

other organizations may be helped if principles outlined are employed.

CHAPTER X
QUESTIONNAIRE ON BANDS

A Questionnaire

I

INTRODUCTION

~

Bands primarily related to the problem of

intonation was sent to one hundred schools.

(See Figures 65 and 65A.)

A return of fifty four with fairly complete answers was realized.
Directors of college • junior colle ge, hi gh school and elementary
schools represented a fair cross section of school band activities,
some from out of state but the majority from California.

After

studying the returns, there was reason to believe that a pproximately
half of the band directors considered intonation as their most
persistent problem.yet

1

very few of these made a direct effort to

develop method s in order to alleviate the s ituation.
Slightly more than fifty per cent of the directors considered
some item other than intonation as needing more

attention~

However,

this does not necessarily mean that the director was not acutely aware
of the need for improvement in intonation.

It is possible that a few

directors have organizations that do play exceptionally well in tune
and it nay be true in some instances that what is really good inton•
ation is not within the scope of the director's Qoncept.
II

ANALYSIS OF RES PONSE

A copy of the letter sent to one hundred band directors along
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with the

questionnaire~

questionnaire

~ Ba~s

Bands is presented in Figure 64, and the

is presented in Figures 65 and 65A.

In the following, each question is enumerated, the results
or answers are tabulated and an analysis and interpretation is
offered:
1.

If you ware to judge your own band at the time of a par-

formance or in a concert or festival,

heck the one item t hat' you

feel would most improve your band, making it sound more like a fine,
professional organization.

12 - Tone

11 - Balance
3 - Interpretation
3 - No Answer

~uality

23 - Intonation
2 .. Rhythm

Intonation accounts for the greatest number of answers.
Tone quality, when interpreted in relation to ensemble sound, which
has been shown to be greatly dependent on intonation, is in second
place.

These two account for nearly two-thirds of the answers.
2..

In each o£ the following groups, which type o£ instrument

gives you the greatest intonation difficulties in the band

ensemble~

a. Cheek only one:
13 .. Flute

28

4

Clarinet

13 • Saxophone

Clarinets being in the majority is normal because of the
numerical strength, too many poor quality instruments. the custom of
trying to tune the instruments to too high a pitch and the lack of
understanding in developing a proper embouchure set.
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FIGURE 64
LETTER ACCOMPANYING

"Q.UESTIO}I~AIRE

ON BANDS"

1208 E. Morris Ave .
Modesto, Calif.

November 2, 1955

Gentlemen,
In partial fulfillment of the requirements for Master of
Arts Degree at the College of the Pacific, I am ~rking on a
master thesis. If you will complete the enclosed survey sheet,
it will be very helpful in the development of a portion of this
thesis.
I will greatly appreciate your assistance and hope that you

will fill out this questionnaire at your earliest convenience and
return it to me in the self~addressed, stamped envelope.

Yours very truly,
Harold H. Bartlett
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FIGURE 65
~UESTIONNAIRE

ON BANDS
Director's Name

-----------------

Organization~-----------------

School
Ci~ --------------------

1.

If you were to judge your own band at the time of a performance
in a Concert or Festival, check the one item that you feel would
most improve your band, making it sound more like a fine, pro•
fessional organization. Check one onlys
( ) Tone Qualit.y;

( ) Intonation; ( ) Rhythm;
( ) Interpretation.

( ) Balance;

2.

In each of the following groups, which type of instrument gives
you the greatest intonation difficultiea in the band ensemble?
a. Check only one:
( ) Flute, ( ) Clarinet; ( ) Saxophone.
b. Check only one:
( ) Cornet or trumpet, ( ) Horn; ( ) Tromboner
( ) Baritone; ( ) Bass.
c. Check only one:
( ) Woodwind section; ( ) Brass section.

3.

Which of the following instruments do you generally use to
eRtablish the tuning note? Check only one,
( ) Oboe; ( ) Clarinet; ( ) Cornet; ( ) Tuning Bar,
( ) i.0ktro-t\Uler; ( ) Other (Name)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4.

Does your school own a. Stroboconn?_______•

5.

Do you use any of the following as isolated material in training
the band for improvement of intonation? Check whatever you usea
( ) Scales; ( ) Chords; ( ) ChoraleSJ ( ) Other (Name }_ _ _ _•

6.

List any published material (music) that you find of exceptional
value in developing better intonation in your band ensemble. If
available, give Title, Author, and Publisher.
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FIGURE 65A
QUESTI01TNAIRE

m.r BANDS Pg . 2

1.

llliat particular technics do you employ for teaching intonation
that you feel would be of help to other directors?

B.

Do you nave in~your library or
chapters of books) or article.s
bettarment of band intonation?
the answer is yes, it would be
them giving the Title, Author,
if it is a magazine,

9.

What question wou~d you like ~oat to have answered that may help
you to have a more in tune band?

at your disposal any books (or
that pertain directly to the
Check one: ( )Yes; ( )N6. If
appreciated if you would list
Publisher, or name and volume

10. What percentage of school owned instruments us d in your school

do :-;y,\

~. onsider

as satisfacte;,ry,

go~d

quality instruments?

Check onea

( )10%

( ) 20%

( )30%

( }40%

( )90%

( )50%

( )60%

( )70"/o.

( )80%

'1~100%

11. What percentage of student owned instruments that are played in
your advanced band do you consider as satisfactory, &ood quality
instruments? Check one:
( )10%

( ) 20%

( )30% ( )40% ( )50%
( )9Q% ( )loa%

( )6Q%

( )7~

( )80%
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b. Check only one:
20-Horn
4-Bass

10 - Cornet
2 - Baritone

14-Trombone
4-(No Answer)

It may be that the lack of information in regard to the
proper setting of the tuning and valve slide.s is a major factor
contributing to the problems of French Horn tuning.
c. Check only ones
45 - Woodwind Section
Woodwind ~ instruments

variations in internal tuning.

9 - Brass Section

are more likely to have greater
There are such a variety of styles

with which some type of tone may be produced on a woodwind instrument
that there is less unifor.mity of quality and intonation than with the
brasses.

It is noted that a woodwind specialist will achieve more

satisfactory results when instructing brass students than a brass
specialist will have with the woodwinds.

Of the woodwind section.

the clarinets probably account for the greatest difficulty in
intonation.
3.

Which of the following instruments do you generally use

to establish the tuning note?
5 .. Oboe
17 - Tuning Bar

Check only one:

22-Clarinet
4 - Lektro•tuner

3 - Cornet
3 ... Other (Name)

It is gratifying to see that the majority of the organizations use the clarinet to establish the tuning note.
4-

Does your school own a Stroboconn?

52 - No; 2 - Yes.

It is apparent that the majority of the schools in
California are not taking advantage o£ valuable scientific aids
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developed in recent years.
5.

Do you use any of the following as isolated material in

training the band for improvement of intonation?

Check whatever you

use:
34 - Scales

35 - Chords

33 • Chorales

Answers indicated that if a

2 - Other (Name )

direc~or

used any one of the

three types of materials listed he usually used all of them.
6.

List any published material (music) that you find of

exceptional value in developing better intonation in your band en•
semble.

If available give Title, Author, and Publishers.
29 - No Answer

Band Trainipg - Mancini , Bartlett • odesto Music Store
Belwin Progressive Band Studies - Weber (4 answers) - Belwin
Ca th$dral :&md Book ... Yoder
Chorale Classics-~stler and Hummel (2 answers) • Rubank
Conn Tune Up Chart - c. G. Conn
Ensemble Drill - FUssel (5 answers) - Paul Schmidt
First Semester Band Book • Buchtel (Chords) - Kjos
52 Famous Choral ~s - Yoder and Gillette - Kjos
Goldman Band System - Goldman • Carl Fischer
101 Rhythm Pattems - Yaus - Belwin
16 Chorales by Bach - Lake • Schirmer
36 - Famous Chorales • Kjos
Treasury of Scale - Smith
Mis cellaneous - Sections from music being marked on unison material;
arranges own chorales, and any book of chorales.
7.

What particular technics do you employ for teaching inton-

ation that you feel would be of help to other directorsZ
6 ... No Answer

For the sake of brevity the idees. lin the essay answers by
many directors have been combined or condensed.
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Have the students listen carefully to others, listen for Beats
and place the tones as they play.

Also have students listen to other

players' intonation difficulties.
Section leaders should take the responsibility for tuning
with spot checks by the director.

Cadet teachers are used in some

instances.
Use scales and chords for warm up and adjust the instruments,
embouchures and tune the unisons.
and match the tuning bar.

Also have students check octaves

Correct tension of the lips with sufficient

firmness, particularly for woodwind players, must be watched.
Make a limited use of singing, and stress hearing before
playing, . ~th attention to interval perception as used in vocal music.
Also teach the idea of the projection of the air for the support of
the tone the same as placement of the voice in singing.
Pay particular attention to correct breathing technics as well
as correct embouchure.

Play long tones and match tones playing at

different dynamic levels.

Isolate chords and chord progressions in

selections, including marches.

Play them slowly as though they ·were

chorales allowing plenty of time ·to listen.
Players who suffer intonation problems should be isolated and
tuned with a reliable player so as to better compare and recognite
their differences.

Students must be made aware of poor intonation and
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trained accordingly.
groups .

Players should be checked in pairs and in small

Playing in trios, quartets, and other small er1sembles oan

contribute immensely to rapid progress toward better intonation.
Good group spirit, pllide in doing well , challenging yet
rewarding material, a relaxed atmosphere in an adequate and comfortable
rehearsal room all contribute to a better musical effect.
The overall musical effect in playing good music which
requires tone and volume control is very closely related to playing
in tune.
Good reeds, c lean instruments, good posture, good breathing
and good blowing helps intonation.

It takes wind to play wind

ins truman ts.
Start at the first lesson in teaching intonation.

It is the

awareness to the problem on the part of the student that is important.
The teacher should demonstrate the difference in pitches .
Most seventh and eighth graders like to be able to detect
pitch variation.

If one pupil is asked which of t¥1o instruments is

sharp, let the class raise their hands if they agree with the decision.
Praise for the students that listen well seems to increase their
interest in intonation awareness.
Use part of a scale instead of the entire acale in studying
tuning.

This should be a range from "C" just below the staff to
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second line "G".

Wol"k on part at a time for tuni ng, making the

intonation a slow process .

Work the ranges that are easy to handle

on the instruments, extending ranges from time to time as the intonation improves.

Use material that fits thiS idea.

Divide the band sections into four parts using different
members of a chord, then cross tune all part fours, all part threes,
and so forth.
One teacher suggested the tuning of the clarinets with the
throat notes ra. the r than on "C" •
The characteristics and intonation problems of each student's
particular instrument as well as others they are playing with, should
be specifically taught.

Clarinets are flat in the high register,

sharp in the low; brass valve instruments are sharp on one•three and
one-two-three combinations; flutes are usually sharp on the high
tones.

Woodwinds should be taught the correct high register

;fingerings so they can play in tune.

This also requires proper reeds

and mouthpieces that acutally fit, especially for the clarinet.
Weaker sections frequently blow out of tune when attempting
fortissimo passages.

Also certain instruments play flat in pianissime

passages.
The tape recorder is valuable in creating interest as well as
analyzing the intonation of individuals, small groups, and the full
band, ensemble.
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Many of the replies to question seven were very worthwhile.
Similar ideas were offered by as many as five different teachersJ
however,

ma~y

of the more progressive thoughts were contributions of

a single individual.

Consequently, they are not generally put into

practice by the majority of directors.

a.

Do you have in your library or at your disposal any books

(or chapters of books) or articles that pertain directly to the
betterment of band intonation?
25 - Yes;

29 ... No.

Check onet

If the answer is yes, it would be appreciated

if you would list them, giving the Title, Author, Publisher, or
name and volume if· it is a magazine.
Band Betterment
Goldman - Carl Fischer
The Clarinet
Robert Willaman
Embouchure and Mouthpiece Manual - Vincent Bach - Bach
Etude Magazine ... Presser
Etude, May, 1938 - "Tone Production" - William Revelli
Getting Results With School dands - Prescott-Chidester - Carl Fischer
Groves Dictionary - Chapter on Iutonation
International Musician - Periodical
Instrumentalist Magazine - Periodical
LeBlanc Bandsman - Periodical - LeBlanc
LeBlanc Publications - The Band Book Playing at Sightz The Clarinet
Book, The Saxophone Book, Thre Brass Book, The Oboe Book
Lyon Band Book - Lyon Band Instrument Company
Music Educators Journal - Periodical
Practical Problems in Building Brass Instruments - Conn
Masters Thesis,"Intonation and Factors Influencing Its Attainment With
Special Reference to the School Band" - Wesley Pearce •
Brigham Young University
Success in Teaching School Bands and Orchestras - Righter - Paul
Schmitt
The School Musician - Periodical
Woodwind Magazine - Periodical
9.

What question would you like most to have answered that

may help you to have a more in tune band ~ · 20 - No questions .
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Some questions submitted were not in
tune

band~

refer~nce

consequently, they will be disregarded .

to a more in

Other questi ons

that would duplicate one another in subject matter are combined.
All questions tend to fall into one of three classifications.
Attitude seemed to be of most concern with ten inquiries listed.
Seven asked about methods of teaching and seven others were interested
in intonation problems of specific instruments.
How~i

an attitude of desire f or better intonation developed in

the student?

How is the student impressed with the need for

tantly tuning?

cons~

What can be done to make the players more alert and

aware of such mus ical problems, and get the band as a whole to
really listen as they play?

How does the teacher get students to

practice in regard to listening?
The attitude of the students , first of all, is dependent on
the attitude of the director.

If the director has high ideals, has

the technical background ; and specific teaching methodsolearly in
mind, the students attitude will

so~n

be influenced.

Lack of purpose,

failure to make a direct, planned approach gives the students the
impression that the problem i .s unimportant or can be over ome by only
"half-hearted"

efforts~

The director must have specific means of attracting the students
attention, creating a desire and developing good listening habits.
For beginners, a concept of a full,

rounded~

placed tone must be
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developed.

Intermittent playing of some scales while watching a

stroboscope makes the students realize that all notes a re not
automatically in tune.

Matching of unisons in pairs and listening

for Beats in elementary groups carries over proper attitudes into
the advanced band.
Common playing faults and their means of correction must be a
part of the working knowledge of all students.· This information must
be applied before

inton~tion

discrepancies happen, not necessarily

corrected after they happen.

Specific facts must be taught to the

students in order for them to have something concrete for which to
listen.

Lack of understanding may be misinterpreted as lack of

interest.

M&.ybe the studont would _like to improve but he doesn't

know where or how to begin.
A good teacher can always devise methods of motivation.
the students answer their own questions.
mine whether of not t h-e f

-ii-S)

Have

If a student cannot deter•

sharp or flat. how fast the Beats are.

or the best fingering to use, ask for a show of hands from those that
do know the correct answer.

This puts the responsibility on all of

the students and from listening to others they will soon learn to
listen to themselves.

Vihen musicians learn to make their own

decisions they become worthy members of the organization.
and great demands are made upon the

ba~d

If many

members, they will eventually

respond, learn to listen, enjoy helping make a good sounding band and
many advantages will be realized from a willing, progressive,

interested attitude.
To cover all
h~

o~

the subject matter presented in questions on

to teaoh intonation, most

o~

the

five would have to be reconsidered.

~actors

presented in ehapter

However, only a few pertinent

remarks will be devoted to eaoh question.
First of all, the teacher must decide if he really desirea
an answer to his questions or does he just wish to ask them, already

having come to the conclusion that there is no answer,

The willingness

to pttt forth the effort to learn something different or try

som~thing

new in the way of teaching technics is an .indication that the teacher
does desire an answer to his questions.

What is the most rapid way to get the students to read well
enough to be able to tell whether they are out of tuna or just playing
the wrong notes?
More rote teaching

~rom

the very beginning gives the student

the experience of listening to their own playing•

Many students play

the wrong notes
and never recos nize the faet because they only think
,,
about blowing and do not hear the l"esult.

A few simple

scales~

chords

or melodies taught by rote will soon direct the student's attention
to the hearing prooess.

In intenaedta te and advanced ba.nQ quite often
...;..,,. /.

the approach :is from the top · to the \)ottom or .froJ.l the complex to the
simple.

In other words a

dif~icult

composition is attempted and then

is dismembered in the process of teaching correct fingerings, the
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reading of key signa:rures, and the hope that technical facility will
be developed by studying the difficult passages.

Can the director

expect anything else other than wrong notes and other difficulties if
the composition is to be used in this manner?

The fUndamental

approach with an alloted portion of the daily rehearsal devoted to
scales, intervals, fingering and tuning instructions would bring more
rapid results.
established.

Minimum standards for advanced band players should be
For example, the correct playing of the chromatic seale

and the playing of eight of the most used major scales and arpeggios
should be required.
used.

A given tempo and the proper fingering should . be

These are fundamentals that will only take a little time to

teach and test, but save hours of fruitless and frustrating effort in
the rehearsing of concert numbers.
Can the average student's ear really be improved, or is the
improvement we hear actually only the result of our
pitch consciousness?

progra~

of ear or

If the answer points either way I could use a

more valid method or teaching porcedure, with time saved plus better
all around results.
The answer to the above questions is for all purposes one and
the same and also covers a question by another teacher:

"What method

mi'ght I . use to develop better ear training?"
Relative pitch is the most necessary faculty in the

reco~ition

and performance of music and this is a type that .can be developed more
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than any other.

Althoug~different peop~e

are endowed

~~th

varying

abilities and capabilities·in the learning process, improvement in
the sense of relative pitch will be in proportion to the training,
time, and experience 'involved.
Methods of teaching should include considerable solfege,
singing, study and application of intervals and scales.

Fundamentals

can be fun for the student if they are sold on the idea and can see
where more rapid

progres~

is the result.

The sense of accomplishment

is just as an important a motivation factor as the satisfaction of
playing a tune that is liked.

The~~

day idea prevalent in

materials of the past fifteen years is the slowest way to develop a
student.

Learning to play familiar tunes at an early stage of the

game does not offset the fact that true mastery of the instrument is
suoh a slow process when using this system that really worthwhile
students drop out from sheer

boredo~

A good teacher can combine

many·types of material and training that will interest the student
and assure the most rapid progress.
I wish I had a more convincing method of selling the importance
of breath support and control, both for tone and intonation.
Again, the direct approach, taking time to instruct the whole
band regarding this important fundamental, is essential.

Repetition

of breathingr exercises, repetition of the explanation of the use of
the

di~phra.m

muscle, tric.k phrase& logy such as
., .

•

n filling

the

balloon'~ .
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or "squeezing the bottom of the balloon for the steady expulsion of
the air", all have to be used in order to create an awareness on the
part of the students.

Students must partiotpate in this process •

not just be told about it.

Assuming the correct posture f or the

purpose of proper use of the diaphram muscle and good breath support,
directs the students' attention to a concept of good tone quality and
intonation.

This gives them a reason for doing what is right and is

not just a requirement because the teacher says that it must be done.
Diligence and lack of compromise with ideals on the part of the
teacher will bring effective results.

Material concentrating on this

phase of instrumental performance will be found in "Breath Control
and Tuning and Intonation Studies for Wind Instrument Players", by
Rusch and Barto.
~uestions

This is reviewed in chapter eleven.
regarding instruments cover a great variety of issues.

The first is, how can I get mw school board and students to get first
class instruments?
students

~cquire

in others.

~uality

is contagious.

If even one or a few

a new first grade instrument the desire is implanted

How many administrators or school board members think the

most economical investment in clothing, automobiles, machinery, etc.,
is realized by purchasing the cheapest?

A band director that has the

ability and ambi tlon to develop a quality band will soon be able to
convince the community and school board that quality instruments are
essential.

At first; insist on the purchase of quality instruments,

even if fewer can be had.

Set up a long term program with planned

purchasing according to the urgency of the need; the building of a
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iarger band, and anticipated replacements.

In an estimated budget

always reserve a . reasonable amount for e specially good buys that are
ava ilable only temporarily.

There is no question but what the band

director must do a selling job to the adminis tra,ion, the school
board and the community.
How to get more instruments falls into the same line of
reasoning but expands more to include the band parents club and
community.

The person heading up these activities is only limited

by his ability to see how it may be done and creating an organization
to carry it out.

Companies make comn1ercial fruit cakes, others have

magazine subscription plans, some birthday calendars.

All of these

have been carried on successfully with the help of band members,
parents and community cooperation.

These methods are nore effective

in medium sized and smaller communities due to the tremendous civic
pride that can revolve around the local band activities,
sales, rood catering

~rvi ces,

Rummage

and the sponsoring of benefit concerts

have been carried on successfully by parents ' clubs.

All the time

the band director will be making a more personal contact with parents
and students which will bring about the

reali~ation

an important, dynamic and growing activity.
of the parents and

c~unity

that the band is

The interest on the part

will also indirectiy influence the school

board to give t he band what it needs.
A good plant, a bandroom with adequate facilities and satisr a ctory acoustics has an affect on intonation to the same degree it
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would inf luence t h

over all musical effect.

A comfortable •. clean,

pleasant atmosphere gives the relaxed fe elins; of personal well being
that is essential for the be st results.
Why don't the first grade instruments play better in tune?
It is impossible to build any instrument actually in tune.
Some are closer than others.
necessarily so.

Price may be a deciding factor, but not

Some good instruments in the medium price range may

have a better scale than more expensive ones.
himself in some instances

~

A teacher may protect

carefully testing with a stroboscope the

new instruments that the school or band members intend to purchase.
If the instruments of beginning students are also checked before
recommendations to purchase are made the teacher in time will find
himself surrounded with better in tune instruments.
Some manufactu,r ers of medium priced instruments
i mportant contribution toward better quality

ana

~re

making an

U; is partly the

teachers business to laarn which type of instrument by what manufacturer has the most to offer.

Teachers are too often satisfied

with how many instruments rather than how many good instruments they

can buy with the money

a~ ilable.

What effect does placelJlent of instrwnent chairs hb.ve on overall intonation?
Principal players must be

~b le

to hear one another.

Weaker

players situated in a more obscure position are apt to assume the
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attitude that >vhat they do is unimportant, resulting in their
with obscure intonation.

playi~g

Members within a section must be able to

hear the players on other intervals in order to match them in balance
and pitch.

The tandem

~eating

arrangement as compared to the flank

arrangement, as discussed in chapter six would necessarily have to
be considered.

Placement of instrument chairs does effect overall

intonation.
How is more latitude in tuning reed instruments achieved?
The need for more latitude in tuning r eed instruments is
usually felt because of the usual over sharp tuning of the brass
instruments.

Many directors do not realize that most brass instruments

are constructed with the intention that the tuning slide should be
extended to arrive at the standard pitch of A- 440.

Consequently,

they have the clarinets purchase shorter tuning barrels, the oboe
shorter reeds and the flutist play with the mouthpiece section
"clear in", trying to get up to the pitch of the over sharp brass.
This

~hen tbrc~s ~ the

inter val tuning of the woodwinds completely off.

This may even partly be the answer to the question of why first grade
instruments.
are not made better :i.n tune.
~
.

.

·•• ·.

. .. t-

- ...

I f the barrels and slides

were used where the manufacturer intended them to be used, the tuning
probably would be greatly improved.
clari~P-t

'

If the band is tuned to the

and the clarinetist is playing on a reliable instrument,

with a good embouchure, the concern for latitude should be at a
mini mum.
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If the question of latitude of woodwind tuning was directed
toward the idea of tuning a woodwind instrument with an extremely
flat piano, then this cannot be done satmsfactorily.

In fact. it

should not be attempted as it would be detrimental to the performer's
development, the music department's reputation, and the audience's
comfort.

The internal tuning of a woodwind instrument is designed

to be at the optimum at a specific tube and temperature setting and
any great variation from this ends up with disastrous results.
How do you improve the throat tones on a clarinet?

This

question logically follows the discussion of internal tuning.
notes are sharp primarily for two reasons.

Throat

The instrument is not

properly made, or a shorter barrel than was intended is being used.
Manufactur-ers of clarinets will supply a number of diff'erent length
barrels although they know that the instrument was designed to play
with the best internal tuning when a particular length barrel is
used.

The manufacturer cannot be blamed for this as he is only

attempting to meet the demands and needs of the instructors.

A large

number of clarinetists are not taught, or do not play with a fir.m
emough embouchure set, resulting in a considerable flatting of' the
pitch.

The manuf'aoturer receives complaints from the instructor that

the instruments cannot be played up to pitch eo a shorter barrel is
made available to overcome this
consequently disturbed.
the standard of A-440,

difficulty~

Tune the clarinet

The internal tuning is
"~'

(first space) to match

If the barrel has to be pulled some it will
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probably make the throat tones better in tune.

Following this, tune

the rest of the band according to procedures recommended in chapter
nine.
How can clarinets play softly, up high in tune, with a good
tone?
The higher register is developed

~

every day, gradually extending the range.

actually playing it some
There is a certain "feel"

along with the development of the lip muscles that can only be
learned by doing.

Probably a little stiffer reed than the beginner

has become accustomed to using in the middle and lower register will
be necessary.

The speed of the breath to control the volume along

with the pitch, must be stressed.

Guard against pinching or biting

the reed; a pres sure upward with the right thumb sometimes gives the
correct amount of firmness on the lower lip.
What is the best method of obtaining a smoother tone in
clarinets and saxophones?
Lack of blend is generally caused by poor intonation.

Tune to

the best tuning note of the clarinet which is first space "F".

Have

the alto saxophones match this in unison with their third space

"c".

The tenor saxophones will then sound a concert fifth lower by playing
their best tuning note, third space "C".
and achieve a pure interval sound.

Tune to eliminate Beats

This will assure the best internal

tuning of all of the instruments and good intonation is the best

blanding agency of all.
How do you keep people enthusiastic about french horn long
enough to become good players?

The

teaohe~'s

inability to properly

instruct the student of the french horn is the primary reason for
poor results.

Whenever a situation is discovered where the teacher's

main instrument is french horn; an abundance of good students Will
be found.

The french horn student requires individual attention.

There are so many technics to master that private assistance
~

if the student is to become a really fine player.

is~

Assignments

including solos with piano give the student the feeling that the
horn is not just an

accompantmant ~ ~nstrument.

Arrangers are constantly

doing better about giving the horns something besides after beats.
For elementary students the use of supplementary band books that
include the melody as well as the band or harmony part may be

helpful~

"Let's Play", published by Pro Art or nl3a.nd At Play" and "Fun For
All"• published by Belwin are books of this type.
The "Eb" shank for the ''F" horn is again a stop•gap measure for
teachers who cannot, will not or do not have the time to teach the
french horn player to transpose.

This is not a difficult feat for

the student with the requisite mentality and musical ability to learn
the instrument.

If the student is below average he should be trans•

ferred to an instrument that is less difficult.

The simple tran -

position of the Eb part for the F horn is basic training for the
student who is going to develop a .sure intervallic
••

i

sen~e.

T~is
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requires a workable knowledge of fingerings• solfege, and music
fundamentals.
I would like to know the exact effect on each type of instrument
of changes in volume especially when playing pianissimo, fortissimo
and playing in extremmties of range?
chapters

seven~and

This is covered in detail in

eight as well as being emphasized in chapter

twelve under summary and conclusions.

10. What percentage of school owned instruments used in your
school do you consider as satisfactory, good quality instruments?
Check one:
Answers a
(8) -

10%;(2)- 20%J (5)- 30%; (7)- 40%;

(4)~ 50%J

(5)• 60%; (3)- 70%;

(7) - 80%; (9)- 90%; (2)• 100%.
11. What percentage of student owned instruments that are
played in your advanced rband do you consider as satisfactory, good
quality instruments?

Check one:

Answers,
(4)- l0%J

(0)- 20%; (2)- 30%; (3)- 40%; (6)- 50%; (5)- 60%; (4)- 7CY'foJ

(13)- aQ%; (9) - 90% 1 (6)- lou%.
Nearly half of the schools have sixty per cent or more of
their instruments that are considered satisfactory while approximately
seventy per cent of the groups of private parties have sixty per cent
or more of their instruments that are satisfactory.

In fact,of the
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privately owned instruments, over half of the groups have eighty per
cent of their instruments oonsidered as satisfactory and of good
quality.
There is no question but what even a few poor instruments in
a band can cause general havoc, probably disturbing the intonation
more than any other one thing.

An effort should be made to check all

of the instruments to see that, regardless of quality, they are in
the best possible playing condition.

III

CONCLUSIONS

Results from the questionnaire indicate soma very intelligent
considerations.

The only disturbing factor is that the composite

thinking of fifty-four band directors should be o£ common knowledge
to each and everyone of

them~

however; the more technical aspects and

knowledge portrayed were the result of the efforts of only five or
six individuals.

CHAPTER XI
PROCEDURES FOR TEACHING INTONATION
The successful teaching of any subject matter is first and
foremost dependent upon the receptivity of the student.

There is no

greater joy for the sincere teacher than that of association with a
student or class of students who really desire to learn.

However,

there are times when the instructor is enthusiastic but fails to take
enough of a scientific attitude to make the best use of
as the student's,time.

hi~as

well

Lesson plans,as recommended for the class

room, are quite often belittled qy the instrumental instructor.
Nevertheless , the fact ·remains that if a more intelligent analysis
of the needs of the group, and a definite plan of procedure was outlined before the class began, a great deal more would be accomplished.
Questions regarding the improvement of intonation mainly stem
from attitude and how to get the student to listen and really hea.r.
The listening habit will only be developed if the instructor makes
daily use of one or more procedures or routines and constantly
reminds the mus icians of one or the other of the necessary corrections
or alterations.

After the foundation work has been established with

the individuals and a few broad basic concepts of intonation have been
taught in the band ensemble, only a few minutes a day need be devoted
to routine procedures.

These procedures should vary each day and

successively single out sections or individuals.

No good will come

out of a. stereotyped procedure where the students just go through the
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motions of tuning with a more or less bored attitude.

This then is a

challenge to the teacher to have an adequate fund of ideas and methods
that are dynamic, purposeful and interesting to the students.
Suggestions and procedures
herein presented.

of a number of directors . are

These are concerned with both factual information

and motivation devices.
I

METHODS OF VARIOUS BAND DIRECTORS

"Fundamentals of fund Performance" by M:l.rk H. Hinds ley is
.Probably the most comprehensive treatise published that includes
explanatory material as well as the printed musio.

1

Five .fundamentals

that are necessary in every individual and group performance are
considered; namely, Tone, Intonation, Balance, Precision and Interpretation.

The book is worthy of daily use in intermediate and

advanced band, at least during part of the season, or until the
funqamentals are sufficiently mastered.

Only the section on Tuning

and Intonation is considered at this point.
Explanation of procedures as well as material usable for performance of the procedures are offered for Tuning and Intonation.

To

recognize and duplicate the pitch of an established tone, in unison
or octaves, is the first essential.

Listen for and learn to hear

lMark H. Hindsley, Fundamentals Of Band Per ormance · (Rockville
Centre,. L. I., New York: Belwin, Ino.,l950).
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Beats.

Tune the principal players of each section so theirpiteh

matches, then follow by tuning in pairs within each section passing
the tone along from 1•2• 2-3, 3-4, etc.

Various s ections may

accomplish this simultaneously by facing away from nearby sections.
The recognition of the pitch rela t ionships of octaves, fi£ths
and fourths should next be taught.
the section

pl~ing

Players should be divided within

these tones, and then singing them.

One player

sing the first tone and hold it, a second player should sing the new
tone (the i nterval being studied) making it sou~ as perfectly in
tune as possible, then see how it sounds when slightly altered, sharp
o.o:- flat.
Woodwind instruments should particularly check the accuracy
of the pitch which sound through the tone holes nearest the mouthpiece
or reed.

Further check of other registers must be made through con•

eentrated listening for the proper pitch and interval.

Material

using one and five in the key of Bb is given in all the regi stere •
The brass instrument valve slides ar e now tuned, the first and
second separately, and the third in conjunction with the second.

The

clarinets establish the pitch, the Bb valve braes may tune in perfect
fifths and fourths, the Eb tubas and the Eb altos in octaves.

Next

an extended exercise in fourths and fifths for the entire group or
combination of sections is given.
EXplanation of the characteristics of woodwinds which create
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tendencies to play out of tune in certain registers or on certain
tones is taken up next.

Material is used that allows one type of

instrument to check certain registers against instruments of other
sections.

Flute, oboe. clarinet. bassoon and saxophone are all taken

into consideration.
A limited score is offered showing the alteration various
types of brass instruments should attempt in order to compensate for
the deficiencies caused

~

different valve combinations.

The final step is a more extensive exercise using the principal
types of chords containing among them all twelve tones of an octave.
Many interval relationships are used, and a recommendation is made
to tr.y the exercises on various combinations of sections as well as
with the entire group.
Instructions and material for study are given for the
intonation problema of the individual woodwind instruments as well
as the valve brass.

Primary technical data. covered may be found in

the conductor1s part of Mr. Hindsley's book.

Similar information

is included in Chapter Nine of the present thesis.
The n .fa.nd Training" books by Frank Mancini and Harold H.
Bartlett have material in the last four lessons that cover chromatic
scales, major scales, arpeggios, tuning aXld rhythm.

Although the

book is primarily intended for beginning students, it is used in advanced band class

~

a number of band directors as a supplementary
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work.

1

.

Students memorize the lessons on tuning and rhythm studies in

order that they may be used for daily

~~and

tuning after thG

books are removed from the folders,
Suggestions for the proper routine are included in the
conductor's score and refer to the music f or daily tuning procedures
as used in Lesson 27.

These are stated as follows,

Have all the instruments warmed by playing in unison. whole
notes on the ! .fla-t; arpeggi0. See Ex. ;no.
Tune one s.ection at a time. if there are enough players in
each section. If there are certain instruments lacking, then
combine sections so as to make a complete chord. For instance•
the flute. oboe 5 and E flat clarinet mi ght tune together, each
one sounding a different tone of the ! flat chord,
As each section ~s tuned, have the tuning note passed on from
one section to the other by the solo player.
First, tune the piccolos and flutes. Have the piccolos and
one flute sound high B flat and stop, then the second fltlte play
F and stop. then the next play D and stop, and the last play B
flat and stop. As each group sounds their note. see that each
note of the chord is in tune; then have them all sound the chord
together.
Next, tune the oboes, english horn, and bassoons. Divide them
into four groups. If the double reed section is insufficient for
a complete chord, the oboe may be tuned with cthe flutes and the
bassoons with the clarinets.
Next, tune the clarinets. Di vide them into four groups. Have
the solo clarinets sound high .£ (and ! .flat clarinets £.) J remember
to always stop the sound before going to the next group.. Then the
next group sound 2_, the next !_, and the last .£ (third space).
Then have the whole seetion sound the chord together. The alto
and bass clarinets can be tuned in oetaves, sounding their notes

!Frank Mancini and Harold H. Bartlett,
Band Training (Modesto,
1
California; Modesto ~~Jc Store, 1941).
·
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with the solo elarinets 1 then all the clarinets.
The saxophones are next, divide them so you have the complete
chord. I£ there is a soprano saxophonet have it sound C wi~hthe
first alto saxophones G, and the bass c. Different combinations
demand different notes-from the various groups but always try to
have the comple.t e chord.•
After the saxophones are tuned have the Whole woodwiUd section
sound the B fla~ chord together. See Ex. 212.
The horns shot;;,ld be tuned next~ although sometimes it is more
practical to tume the cornets after the woodwinds.
Divide the cornets and proceed the same as with the clarinets.
Divide the trombones, and ·rune the same as the cornets.
If t here are four baritones, divide them like the trombones;
if not, have them tune the unison and octave, or w.l.. th the
trombones,
Last, tune the basses on B flat.
Have the brass section sound the B flat chord together.
Ex. 212.
Have the whole band sound the B flat chord together.

See

See

Ex. 212.
Assign the various players to always play the same note of
the chord each day so that no ~time is lost.
Another fine way to check the t ntona tion is by having all the
instruments that play the same degree of the chord sound their
note togethar4 See Ex. 213.
Play varying degr ees of volume from£! to pp, when checking
the full chord.
Student "Tuning" explanation and material are on the next page.
"Daily Tuning Procedures" are included in all books with
explanations and music.
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Rememb r t.ha t every 1.ns trument must be o lown i . tune on ev-ery
no"';e, th n•fore each pL.... er must 1 · s en cart:>fJ lJ.y while ;:laying
eve :
i ~e of music.
L1• ten fer t.he j)t'lses or bea+;s that oocu r
he, a ll•Jt~ is oub pf tune. This s cs.u~ed by a.r1 irregular
croseing of o md ~-aves, and nLy be remedied by adjt:stjl'lg the
tu iLg elide correctly, and then ~~grtening tne lips it & note
is toe flat. or sla9kenin€ the :ips if a note is too shar p .
Although knowing ~ note 1s out of tune. ~c~timeP. i t is difficu l t
to tell if the note is too t.igh or too low, then experiment by
tig t;en.ing and slackening the J ips u..o.til the pulsation i s e lim·r...ated.
c-e cor..staz:.tl:J tuning every note as you 60 along, e srecia Ji on long notes or slow passages. Do !lOt wa.::. t fo r tha
d·rector to correct you.

DAILY TUN I NG PROCEDURE
full Band playing a s £e. a nd ££..&
Very Sl owly
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Divide each section into four Groups. Starting with the section
you ~sh to tunc first, have Group l play the note as designated
for Group 1 in EJ!=. 211. Ha.ve Group 1 stop the sound of their note,
then Group 2 play their note aa indicated. Group 2 stops, then
Group 3 plays -- and stops. Finally Group 4 playa. Remember to
always top the sound before going to the next Group. After all
four Groupe have sotmded their note, have them play the full chord
together as given in Ex. 212. Arter finishing with the first
s ction, proceed immediately with the next section that you wish
to tune.
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A.nother fine way to cheok the inton.a tlon is to he ve ll the
instruments of various sections t t play the samo degree of the
chord, •· g. in the same group, sound their note together. Aa a
final check play 210 e.ga.in. and thon 212 both .£f. rmd !.£•

B
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The procedures as explained in the "Band Trainingn book are
very effective and proved so over many years of application.
Frank Mancini's bands

war~

Mr.

always given top rating for intonation as

well as other musical qualities.

Where an electrical tuning device

may have assisted, would have been in regard to the time saved
through the elimination or correction of faulty instruments.
The "Righter-Grabel Tuning Method for .tandu should be included
in every band folder,

The band parts are printed on both sides of a

march size, stiff card•board• which with a little care should give
years of service.
EXercises include
that may be

p l~yed

octaves~

fifths and major and minor chords

complete within a section or with the entire band.

Eight chord sequences using the seventh and diminished chords offer
the opportunity to check many of the obviously off- tune notes produoed by undesirable
and minor

scale~

val~

combinations.

makes it possible· to

Six of the most used major

~~

the music which is to be rehearsed later.

using the same key as

The inclusion of the higher

octaves in the woodwinds gi vas a definite advantage in checking the
intonation in this difficult range.

Finally, three harmonized scales

offer r. about every combination of chord and position that a. director
would need to check.
A message by the authors tb the conductor is stated as followsa
While the primary purpose of these exercises is to improve
intonation it is equally important that attention be given to
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tonal quality and balance. These three basic elements in music
are so closely allied that it is impossible to deal with them
separately in the training of an instrumental ensemble,
This tuning method will serve not only as a means of improving
the intonation, tone quality and balance of the band, but also as
a device for testing the ability of the group in these elements.
The si ple character of the material itself and the manner in
which it has been arranged combine to emphasize defects in per•
formance and by so doing place an added premium upon accuracy,
The following points should •be observed if the most effeeti ve
use is to be made of this materials
1. The instruments should be in perfect mechanical condition
at all times. The ultimate responsibility for this must be
assumed by the conductor.
2. Each player should be able to sustain all tones within
the common playing range of his instrument with good quality and
without dynamic or pitch variation bef-o re the problem of group
intonation is approached.
3. The aim of the conductor should be to secure a perfect
acoustical blend of each chord before proceeding to the next.
This blend can only result when the tone produced by the individual
players is of uniformly good quality, when the tone volume of
single instruments has been subdued and merged with that of the
group, and when each player has tempered the pitch of his tone 1n
accordance with the harmonic character of the chord.
4. A standard tuning bar should be used to establish the
correct pitch.
5. The exercises are arranged progressive ly - first introducing
the unison, then in consecutive order the open fifth, major and
minor triads, diminished seventh chords, and mixed harmonization.
This will serve to establish a "f'eeling" for harmony and balance.
I

6. The distrd.b.ution of harmony is complete within each section.
This makes possible sectional rehearsals With any of the following
groups: flutes and oboes; flutes,oboae and bassoons; clarinets
(without the alto Qr bass clarinet); saxophones; cornets and
trumpets; horns; trombones and tuba (with or without euphonium),
etc.
7.

Dynamic and rhythmic variety l!lay be introduced by t..i.e
to make the work more interesting. In exercises 7-12
the scales should be played in both the lower and higher octaves
~onductor
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to test the intonation in all registers.
descending scale forms wAy be employed,

Both ascending and

8. Special attention should be given to the weaker sections
and the inner voices in each choir, A little experimentation in
this direction will emphasize the importance of correct balance
in instrumentation and will uncover new methods of securing
tonal balance even though the instrumentation may be inadequate.
9. Since correct breathing is the first fundamental requirement ef correct phrasing, it is highly essential that proper habits
be ta~ght. Players should be required to observe carefully the
breath marks in Exercises 13•14•15.
"Breath Control and Tuning and Intonation Studies for Wind
Instrument Players" is a very unique publication. 1
Harold

w.

The authors,

Rusch and Alfred F. .&rto, claim the materials in this

series areintecled for the cultivation in intiividual and collective
.practice of breath control, pitch discrimination, tone and intonation.
De~iled

explanation of a

recommended ~ oatine

diaphragmatic breathing is offered,.
explanati ~n

for teaching

Playing exercises with verba.l

call the students' attention to important details as

they proceed*

A variety of keys are used

~~d

the music seems to be

very well adapted to the use for which it is intended.
General factors affecting intonation are explained , followed
by recommendations for each specific instrument.

Suggestions are

fundamentally correct,' however, the manner in which the material is

lsarold w. Rusch and Alfred F. Barto, Breath Control and
Tuning ~ Intonation Studies for ~ Instrument Players_. CC'iicinna.ti.
Ohio: Fillmore Music House~ 1949).
·
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presented may be misleading to a student or teacher who has 0 not
previously inquired into the matter.

The inference seems to be that

statements made regarding the sharpness or flatn ss of specific tones,
on a certain type of instrument are true in all instances.

Such is

not the case in practical a pplication as quite a variety of conditions
may influence intonation.

Each student and instrument is an individual

problem and only the most obvious patterns of pitch variation, due to
the mechanical and physical construction of the instrument, should be
included in the

ou tline~t

Possibly judfg ment regarding these out of

tune tendencies was arrived at through the ear method, comparing the
scale of one type of instrument to another, taking some other
person's word. as fact, or by establishing the main pitch set of the
instrument by using an undesirable tuning note.

An individual

checking tones that are not too far off can only use such information
for the purpose of being more alert.
Tuning procedures giving satis.faotory results seem to always
include tha chordal approach.

E.

c.

Moore has worked out a simple

procedure iri the key of Bb using the Tonic and Dominant Seventh
chords.

These must be taught

~

rote, in order that the students

become conscious of the tones they are producing.

Mr. Moore states'

DO NOT plaoe these tones on a blackboard. Teach them to be
played by Ear. Stu~ents should become conscious of the tones
they are producing and should not play just a blur of fingerings.
The two most valuable words in teaching this principle are
"Listen" and "Singn. There should always be present the
SENSATION of SINGING on an instrumen·t;. The use of scales,
c~ordal exercises end chorale playing ~s more or less futile

--- ------~--~----------------------~------------~------------------~~-----------------
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unless the students LISTEN and SING while playing.l
The chords and tones used by the many voices are indicated
in Figure 56 using the conc ert Bb key.
FIGURE 66
MOORE TUN ING CHORD SEQUENCE
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Flute, Oboe
Cornet, Clarinet
Al to Sax.
Horns. Tenor Sa.x.
Trombone, Ba.s soon
3rd Trombone

&u
Ba.ri tone Sa.x.

I

Signals for chord changes are given by the director using one

finger f or Chord Number One. and

t~e

full hand (five fingers) for the

Dominant Seventh Chord.
The "Q-E-D" method by G. H. Carson is sub-titled a complete
scale and tuning method .

1 E.

c.

Although the material presented is valuable.

Moore. The Band Book
Corp., 1953), P. 1.

(Kenosha, Wisconsin: G. Leblano
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it to a:nnot be considered as complete .1
The intonation studies serve the usual purpose of ear training,
balance and lip development for the ensemble~
Cadences are marked in the book making poss ible an elementar.y
explanation of harmonic structure as related to hearing.

The cadences

are written in one key and should be transposed, as an exercise, to
any other key by the organization at the will of the director.
One page of tuning chords treats the tuning tone as a seventh.
fifth, third and root in order to give the student the opportunity to
hear the same tone in different tone relations.
The harmonized scale and chromatic scale in unison are
especially valuable for warming up, and lend themselves to many
articulations.
Two pages of key cycles offer excellent training for intonation

and give an opportunity to hear the ensemble play the root ' and relative
minor chord in every key.

Students can learn which notes to favor

for perfect intonation in every key.
Rehearsal Fundamentals by Fred Vieber is an all-purpose book
containing sections on scales, chords and arpeggios, chorales,
technic, dynamics, balance and rhythm for de-veloping band musicianship.

1a. H. Carson, Q.- E-D, (Rockville Centre, L. I., New York&

Belwin, Inc., 1949).
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It is a remedial type book,. excellent for use as a follow-up of a
beginning band method or for concentrated study in advanced band in
whatever field the director thinks extra attention is advisable. 1
The first five pages a re particularly useful for the improvement of intonation and offer material under "Tuning Fun" and

11

Chords

and Arpeggios" that is somewhat diff erent th§n is generally expected.
Part of the band may play the sustained notes of a harmonic sequence
while others are playing arpeggios.

Two pages of chorales are in-

eluded and other material under scale and melody studies are excellent
for the improvement of' intonation.,

II

MOTIV&TION SUGGES TIONS OF
VARIOUS BAND DIRECTORS

In

The Saxophone ': by Don MoOathern, the impo.rlance of ear

training in the development of good tone and intonation , is stressed.
The student should be encouraged to play familiar folk tunes and other
melodies by ear (vnthout music).

In teaching

yo~g

players,. this

training is a regular part of t he lesson and seems to be one of the
high lights from the point of interest.

When the student has demon-

strated he can play the melody by ear in one key, he should play it
again starting on a tone higher and then again a half-tone lower.
\

This trains the ear to hear the note before it is played which is of

lFred Weber,. Rehearsal Fundamentals
New York: Belwin, Inc., 1956).

(Rockville Centre, L.I.,
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great importance.

Playing by ear $Cales. chords,and music in keys

containing many sharps and flata becomes easy for the student as he
is spared the psychological barrier of a key signature.

For this

reason the scales and chords should be taught by ear. 1
Another method of training the student's ear is for the instruotor to play a tone with his back to the student and then have the
student match the tone in quality as well as pitch on his own inst•
rument.

This makes the student very pitch and tone conscious.

Playing in tune is easy for the student who is listening for and
hearing quality and pitch.
Singing is the most natural method of making music.

The

student must constantly be encouraged to play as if he were singing
into the instrument.
Paul Behm has suggested the use of band material that requires
spa..cing o£ notes such as the introduction or· the North Sea <r.rorture
~.f

Hermann :
Get o~s player to play those opening notes exactly as you
want them. Then find another player who can do them the same as
the first player. Put the two together.. Then add another and
so on until the whole 8and can play them exactly alike.

In ordar to do this the players must listen. Nothing demands
more consistently careful listening than listening to note
separations. A b,y•product of this careful listening ,

lDon McCathern, The Saxophone
Leblanc Corp., 1954), PP• 8•9•

(Kenosha, Wis consin: G.

will be that the ·players will play better in tune.l
A method of teaching a band class which Will contribute to

bet·t;er intonation was also suggested by Mr. Behm, according to the
following:
Classes are composed of from three to six players. They are
assigned a scale book and a page in a method book•• They are
seated in section order. warmed up in unisons, and assigned a
testing sheet for grading each item.. The player and the class
are told the result as each finishes playing and is given a
grade on the basis of 100. Other material is chosen at random
and each is told their grade as the testing goes on. At the end
of the testing period the scores are totaled and the players are
re-seated on the basis of the totals.
How does the above help intonation? All during the period
the students are listening and evaluating, they are comparing
their judgement with that of the instructor and more important
they are trying to determine what the instructor wants. If
one player is out of tune they will hear it • not on just one
or two notes - but on the whole exercise. They play immediately
af'ber one anothet:" so the comparison is right at that time.
This mAthod does not divorce the intonation problem from every•
thing f'llse as .. S.uch but leaves it as a part of the whole business
o£ music making - as it should well be.2
George Waln has stated that he firmly believes that there is

a distinct lack on the part of teachers ·to give proper stress to the
matter of earei'ul listening while playing ,

3

lPaul Behm, "How To Secure Intona. ti on In A Band'; " ~ School
Music ian, Volume XXVIII, Number 4. (December, 1956), 30.
2

Ibid., P• 30.

3 George Waln, "Careful Listening Means ·Better Intonation·;·~·
The . Instrumetttalist, Volume IX, Number 7 . (March, 1956),. 53.
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The students• course of s.t udy should include matching correct pitches
mad.a on other instruments.

He must be taught to match tones by

favoring pitch until the sound blends.

It is helpful in teaching to

have a good unison or octave purposely spoiled by asking the student

---

to favor it out of tune - the better to recognize waves and the unpleasantness - and then bring it back to the matched and blended
sound.

The process of III!'ltch1ng and favoring pitches should be started

early and should beconie an. automatic process with the student as he
progresses.
Wesley Pearce has made an

exM.~s-cive

study of the problems of

intonation in the amateur band ensemble and has offered a number of
practical, teaching procedures.

Selected sections from two sources

are quoted as follows:
Perfect unison is the Foundation of Good P.ttch. The learner
must accept the responsibility for Beats produced and also grasp
the opportunity for tuning them out. This situation is best
provided when only two sources of sound are present, the standard
pitch and the tone to be tuned to it. Require each student to
tune and then hold for the next. Work must be done in pairs,
a little at a time as the interest of the class oan be maintained.
~ and Hold, when the second player has sue ceded in tuning the
Beats out, add a third player. When he has suoceded in tuning,
add another player, and so on. The unison will soon become bad,
and it will probably be impossible to identify those playing out
of tune. Begin again, possibly using the players in a different
order. The essential thing is to keep the situation simplified
so that teacher and the students may know just which player is
causing the Beats.
Students should be provided with the opportunity to exercise
judgement in terms of sharp or flat. Us ing a Bb tuning bar or
other standard source, require each band member in turn, to sound
his tuning note, while the remaining members, with eyes closed,
give a previously arranged signal to indicate their judgement.
Such signals might be one finger raised for sharp. two fingers
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---- ....,.._

for flat. and the raised fist for in tune.
The next logical step is to give students practice in matching
pitch vocally.
Practice in hearing Beats and indicating their rapidity should
The ideal instrument for this purpose is the DeaganOmeter, however• with a little experimenting in class with
instruments in pairs, Beats suitable for this purpose can be
discovered.

be provided.

Each student should practice repeating certain tones until
he develops the ability of attacking with the desired pitch.
This requires "embouchure memory", and practice may best be provided b,y use of a stroboscope or some other visual aid. Similar
study procedures are beneficial in controling pitch when changing
volume on sustained tones.
InteTJmediate procedures, preliminary to intensive intonation
drill in the whole band rehearsal could be based on long tone
studies in unisons, octaves and fifths. This is best done in
pairs, followed by the practice of tuning the various triads
using students in groups of three.
Unisonal exercises consisting of arpeggios, intervals and the
various types of scales; in addition to specially prepared chord
studies are a~st indespensable to intensive intonation drill in
the full band rehea~sal.
In tuning unisonal exercises, obtain the keynote pitch from a
reliable source and sing it, require students vocally to re•
produce this pitch. Repeat as many times as is necessary.
Establishing the keynote in this manner usually improves the
whole exercise. but in any case any certain tone is still particularly out of tune, re-establish··rthe pitch as described above
and sing the exercise. stopping on the offensive tone.
A particular type of unisonal c1~omatic exercise that is
extremely useful in developing intonation in full band is octave
skips with the lower octave as·c ending ohromati.cally. Its
difficulty and usefulness justif,y its being used repeatedly over
a considerable period of time, possibly as wa~-~p material.
The students should be referred to their individ-:.1al tuning charts;
thus preparing them in advance to h~mor certain tones. Next,
instructions should be given as to which octave intervals expectedly will be too large or too small.
Specially prepared chord studies in simple four-part harmony
should be used. Use a series of about five chords and have each
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voice numbered so that a unison exercise may immediately be made
of any part.
Secure a critical listening attitude on the part of band
members by stating: "You will be asked to register your opinion
as to which of the five chords contained in this exercise was
played with the best intonation", or "In order to secure good
intonation, check the five tones contained in it against your
list of faulty tones''.
Another use is to establish the bass pitch and add the rema1n1ng
parts one at a time. Or tune each unisonal part separately
throughout, finally combining the parts as follows: 4th, 3rdJ
4th, 2ndJ 4th, 1st; 4th, 3rd, 2nd; 4th, 3rd, 2nd, 1st.
Another method is to select a reliable quartet, one for each
part, and demonstrate how the exercise should sound, (if neces sary
this group should hold a preliminary rehearsal). 1'hen add another
quartet of players, tuning each individual if necessary, or small
groups until the entire personnel is playing. Or another
procedure might be used. Explain the construction of the first
chordJ sing it in arpeggio form; require the students to sing the
tone contained in theil· parts; thep play the ohord. Also play the
progressions at various dynamic levels.
To improve the intonation of a selection from the repertoire,
eerl:;ablish the tonality of s-trategically located chords, such as
the first or last chord of the compqsition or of a divi,ion of the
work, using a medium volume of tone, then increase or decrease to
the required volumeJ locate troublesome chords, explaining their
construction, and using one of the previously explained
prooedures.l,2
Prescott and Chidester have suggested the teacher give several

l wesley Pearce, "Perfect Unison - Foundation of Good Pitch,"
The Instru.mentalist., Volume VII, Number 8, (March, April, 1953) 32•
, Zwesley Pearce, "Intonation and Factors Influencing Its ~ttein
ment With Special B.e ference to the School Band/' (unpublished Master's
Thesis, Brigham Young Univ~rsity; Provo, Utah, 1952.)
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concert tonea to help the students prepare their lips and adjust their
reeds. 1 Follow this with warming-up exercises, such as slow scales,
chorales, and simple rhythms and articulations.
the pupi l s themselves should then take place.

General tuning by
The teacher should not

tell a player that he is sharp or flat; make him listen to, and compare
his own tones with, those of others in the section.

I f a pupil cav-not

tell vhether he is off pitch; as a last resort have some other pl yer
tell him.

If a player has particular difficulty, see that someone

gives him special aid in checking pitch.

One o£ the most practical

methods of teaching a pupil to discriminate whether he is sharp or
flat is to have him pull out the tuning slide so far that he knows '
he is flat. and ·chen, playing with the tuning

tones~

push in the slide

until the right pitch is found.
Suggestions for rehearsal procedures were given as follows
by E.

c. Moore in "The Band Book":

All successful work on tone and intonation must start with a
style of ear training. The young human being is a creature of
action. He is not usually interested in long winded explanations;
he vmnts action. Keeping this in min~ remarks should be pertinent
and brief. This will save time and.:'make rehearsals move. The
repetitions of the WDrds, "Listen" and "Sing" are very valuable.
Try rehearsing the trio of a simple new march by having the basses
and the horns play alone as the rest of the band listens, while
reading their parts and playing them silently. Next add the
trombones and baritones to the horns and basses . Try the melody

· !Gerald R. Prescott and I.a.wrence w. Chidester, Getting Results
with School Bands . (New York:, Carl Fischer, Inc., 1938), P• 110.
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against the trombones and baritones. Keep using the word. "listen"
and ask that the melody parts be played as if "singing" them.
Next play the trio, with the full ensemble and ask each section
if they can hear the other parts. Another stunt to awaken the
ear is to have the horns and basses play the accompaniment and
have the other players raise their hands whenever the chords
change. Use an easy number so there will be no technical
difficulties to distract the attention.
Another stunt to follow is to take a simple chord and play it
with a ful l breath (long tone) from PP to P, then from P to MF,
then MF to F and finally F to FF. The gradation to be done
slowly and carefully, It must be kept in mind that no inatrument
must play "louder than lovely" and tba.t the pitch must not go
sharp or flat in crescendos or dimuendos . 1
Charles E, Righter, in his book ''Success in Teaching" , has
enumerated a number of interesting devices which may prove helpful
in establishing a listeni:qg attitude.

The battle against faulty intonation wi ll be half won when the
conductor succeeds in establishing a pitch-consciousness through•
out his organization. This cannot be achieved merely by talking
about pitch or even by devoting rehearsal time to the ordinary
tuning practices. The players must be lad into a deeper
appreciation c:>f the value of fine intonation by having their
attention called to any chord which is perfectly blended and
tuned. Such a chord has a character which is entirely dif'feren
from that of a chord which is not well in tune. in which
individual voices stand out above the others , or in which the
tone quality is not unifor.m. An ideal of fine intonation must
be established before amateur players will even be moved to
make the effort necessary to attain such an ideal.
Most devices rely for their success upon the ability of the
individual player to modify the pitch of his instrument upward
or downward in order to bring a given tone into agreement with
tones being sounded ~ other instruments. One of the more simple
of these devides is to have two players of the same type instrument play a scale in thirds. One player starts on the tonic,

1
Moore, ,2E_t __ill. • P• 7.
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the other on the third. and both play a full octave scale in
whole notes. The player who starts on the third of the scale
must be instructed to adjust the pitch of each tone he plays
to that of the other player. and the intervals must be sustained
until there is perfect agreement. The result is obvious, and for
the first time the members of the group begin to understand what
the conductor means by pitch modification.

A somewhat more spsctacular device is one designed to prove
that instruments whioh are out of tune with one another may be
played in tune . The first step is to tune three cornets as
carefully as possible , testing all of the tones of the scale. and
finally having three players 'Sound a single C..E-G triad. Tl-lis
triad should be bu1lt fran the lowest note, and in this process
there may be some slight pitch adjustment. The next stJ:~p is to
pull all of the valve slides and the tuning slides of the inst•
ruments which s.ounded the E and the G of the chord. The slides
should not be pulled too much, but enough to make the horns
definitely out of tune with themselves and with one another.
The final step is to build the triad as before, except that this
time each player will find it necessary to make a very marked
adjustment of pitch. The triad can be made to sound perfectly
in tune, however,. and the students will have proved to themselves
tha·b the ear and the lip are the principal factors in securing
correct intonation.l
George E. Waln has advanced a premise for judging pitch that
is seldom mentioned by ot:P..er authors :
Pi. tch ha.s m.ap;y qualities in its sound. If' the pl ayer cannot
detect close pitches by actual highe r or lower sound, he oan
usually cultivate recognition of pitch co lor. A sharp pitch may
be described as bright, harsh. shrill ~trident. The flat pitch
will sound dull, empty, thick sluggish. May I suggest that if
you have not thought of pitch in these colors. you give it a try~
Young players especially become very apt at recognizing pitch
colors just as they recognize major and minor modes.2

l

.

Charles B. Righter, Success _!E. 'l'eaching ( Minneapolis,
Minnes ota: Paul A. Schmitt Music Co., 1945~, P• 166.
2aeorge E. Waln, "Are You Intonation Conscious?", The
Instrumentalist, Volume x, Number 6, ( February, 1956), 33, 35.
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An article, "Let's Stress Fundamentals", by Daniel B.
Tetzlaff contained the following idea,
Most growing players do not sound their tuning note at suff•
icient strength to know what it really sounds like. Two players
must play equally - and at full tone - in order to determine
whether faulty pitch is a watter of the tuning slide or lack of
expelling enough breath. Half of "flat playing" problems will
be corrected just by blowing more .
After the two instruments are tuned and balanced, ask the
players to inhale deeply and sustain the tuning note solid and
steady for 16 counts, no wavering. no weakening toward the end.
How many pairs of players in your band oan do this? A wager
says but few. However, if you will point out what is wrong and
why within a day or two the majority of interested students will
accomplish miracles.
The teacher must make it clear to the students that the band's
improvement in intonation starts with two players learning to
play as one • same Yolume , same straight tone. If the tone of
either wobbles, we again hear two players and are back where we
started. If two players cannot play together, haw can 22• or
62 1 or 92~
The students can then proceed to play the rest
cending C scale in long tones. On the ~uccessi ve
some will sound better; some will get even worse.
is that never will the two players match each and
the scale. But they can improve greatly.

of the des•
seven tones
A safe bet
every tone of

As soon as interested students hear the problem, they are
usually eager to conquer first things first. This is the time
"to sell' 1 the . two-fold benefits of learning to play long tones
correctly, and practicing in pairs: the band needs this skill
for better i:o.tonation, blend~ and balance; the individual needs
the muscular control that is built by long tone practice for
every sin!le facet of playing that is a part o£ instrumental
progress.

loaniel l3. Tetzlaff, nLet's Stress Fundamentals," The Instrumentalist, Volume X, Number 7, (March, 1956), 48, 49 11 - -
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George Waln has made the following suggestion for a procedure
in starting the band period:

Some thought ~ the busy director might be given to the matter
of gaining greater accuracy of pitch in tuning and greater
saving of time in starting the rehearsal. As students file into
their places and begin to ~~rm up~ a continuous sounding of the
electric t~ning Bb4 or A4 should help them to sense the proper
pitch level for individual tuning. All of this should ~e . done
before the director appears on the podium, and the procedure
should be an established routine. Equally important is insisting
that the students sound t.ne octave along with the unison. Only
by careful listening and flexibility of embouchure can any of the
instruments be played in tune throughout the playing range.
There is entirely too much "one note" tuning. Only by
cultivating the hearing of the pitches of the various parts of
the range ean a player hope to play with good intonation.l
For other practical procedures and ideas of motivation see
the answers to question number seven in Chapter Ten; nQ.uestionnaire

III
Mate ri~ls

MATERIALS AVAILABUl

listed in this section are either in whole or in

part usable for the study of intonation.

Some have melodic and

harmonic content suitable for the development and appreciation of a
satisfying•

beautiful~

well

balanced~

in tune, ensemble.

Others are

for ·che purpose of checking unisons and octaves in the various ranges
while a few are designed ·for the systematic presentation of a tuning
routine.

There are no doubt other publications available that could

,_ l

lGeorge Waln, "Hints for the Woodwind Teacher'; '!' The Instru•
Mentalist, Volume X, Number 1, (September. 1955) 1 30 , 32, 33•
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fill the needs of particular situations.

Books reviewed under

"Methods o£ Various Directors" are again listed here for the conven•
ience of the reader:
"Band Training" by Frank Mancini and 1Iarold H. lartlett.
Fourteen parts plus conductor score published by Modesto MUs ic Store,
Modesto, California, Previously reviewed.
"Belwin Progressive &nd Studies", by Fred Weber is published
by Belwin, Inc. Material for all purposes is included with a
generous amount of scale# chord and chorale type studies that are
valuable for the improvement of intonation.
1

Breath Control and Tuning and Intonation Studies for Wind
Instrument Players", Ly Harold w. Rusch and Alfred F. Barto. Five
parts for treble instruments in keys of Bb, Eb, Db, D and F, plus a
bass clef and a conductor book. Published by Fillmore 1rusic House ,
distributed by Carl Fischer, Inc., New York. Previously reviewed.
'

"Chorale Classics" for Ensemble, Band and Orchestra, by
Harvey s. Whistler and Herman A•. Hummel. Published by Rubank, Ino.,
Chicago, Ill. This is published for complete instrumentation includ:t.ng
mixed. voices. Only chorales of great masters such as Each, Handel
and Brahms are included. In each book the arrangements are printed
on a four line staff and are playable as duets, trios, quartets or
full ensemble.
"Chorale•Tima for School Bands" by L. w. Chidester is published
by Carl Fischer, Inc., New York.. There are forty-three chorales,
warm-up exercises and instrumental drills. There are twelve books.
s~me combining similar keyed instruments,
It seems peculiar that no
part is incluc.ed for F horn. yet two separate books are provided £or
Eb horn, one first and one second. The F horn players are instructed
to transpo.s e t.he Eb horn part. Granted • this is something every horn
player should be taught, however , there are robably many situations
where this book could possibly be used but the horn players have not
yet reached the stage where they have been taught transpo$ition.
The most familiar major and minor keys are used and are laid
out so a warm·~ line is followed by Chorales in the same key • aD:l
usually ending in a short drill for certain instruments. The relative
minor, using different naterial, but based .on a similar pattern
follows each major . Only single lines are used.
Sources for the chorale material are not given.
"Chorale-Time Volume Two 11 is for both School Bands and Orchestras.
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It is by L. w. Chidester and published by Carl Fischer, Inc., New
York and includes fifty•fiv chorales and war.m•up exercises. The
instrumentation is similar to the volume one but books are added to
take oare of the strings. No F hor.n part is available.
The general format is the same as used in volume one although
more remote keys are used. About nineteen cho~les by J. s. Bach
are included along wi:th a number of others.
"Ens mble Dri~l" arranged for Band or Orchestra by Raymond
Fussel is publis~ by Paul A. Schmitt Music Co.; Minneapolis.
This book is used by~ore of the directors answ ring the "Questionnair
On &nds" than any o'tiher single work • • There is an advantage that a
single book may be UE:red for all instruments so that a director does
not have to be ooncerned with his inventory for specific instruments.

c.

Section one on chords includes the most valuable material for
checking intonatiOn. An explanatory sentenc indicates to "Emphasize":
(1) attaokJ (2) intonation-; (3) balance; (4) dynamiOSJ (5) release.
Teach the players . to listen by playing these chords as though there
were a hold over each tone. Insist on perfecting the intonation of
each chord before progressing to the next one.
"50 Chorales For Band" by Bill laas is published by Belwin
and is the most recent book available that contains tuning type of
material. This is a march size book presented in five sections
which include (1) Short War.m-Up , C~ralee. (2) Bach Chorales and
Related Scale Practices, (3) Familiar Hymns, (4) Spirituals, and
(5} Traditional Melodies.
"Fundamentals of Bani Performance" for wind instruments by
Mark H. Hindsley, published by Belwin, Inc., Rockville Centre,
L. I., New York. Previously reviewed.
"The Goldman Band Syst3m" Book One by Edwin Franko Goldman is
published by Carl Fischer, Inc., New York. A full instrumentation
is availabl • It is a small march-sit book containing five
sections which include unisonal exercises, harmonized major scales,
chromatic and minor scales (unison, and harmonized), unison legato
exercises and selaes harmonized in choral style. Single voice lines
are used in each book. It seems as though the book is primarily
intended to be used as supplementary material in the more advanced
band due to the high range of the cornet.
"The Goldman :&.nd System" £look 'fwo ctmtains all program material
including hymns and chorales, extracts from opera and oratorio,
transcriptions from piano and organ, and others.
"Graded Chorales For Band" by Lee M. Lockhart and Edmund M.

Goehring is published by M. Witmark and Sons, New York. This is a
large concert sized book published for complete instrumentation. It
is a collection of chorales especially chosen to teach such points as
intonation, tone•quality, phrasing and style with the utmost effic•
iency, They are especially arranged according to difficulty so that
steady progress in learning will result. These chorales are not
"exercises"; they are good music, but good music selected with sound
pedagogical objectives in view.
"Intermediate Scales and Studies" b,y Forrest Buchtel, pub•
lished by Neil A. Kjos Music Co.; includes material that offers an
effective approach to finger facility with melodic etudes and twopart inventions.
"One HUndred Fifty
iginal Exercises" by Grover c. Yous and
Roy M. Miller, published bY Belwin, Inc. Eight parts plus the
conductor fill the need for all instruments of the band or orchestra.
The book is primarily intended for 'the concentrated study of rhythm,
however, the l t s~ven pages are devoted to scale exercises, ~war.m
ttp · exe;oct:sesJ n unj)son, · a:fu.d - irJ.na•up. a:m::~. oises in harmony.
"One Hundred Twenty Seven Original Exercises'' by Grover c.
Yous is published by Belwin Ino. The instrumentation, layout and
purpose of the book, although more advanced is the same as -b.r.e "One
Hundred Fifty '' exercises.
Q•E·D", a eompJ.e te Seale a!'lcl Tuning Method by G. H. Carson
1s published by Be1wint Inc. TP~ complete instrumentation covering
all band and orchestra instruments is included in four bookSJ
treble clef, alto clef. bass clef and percussion. Previously
reviewed.
'

In-o.

1

"Rehearsal' Fundamentals" by Fred Weber is published b.Y Belwin,
Previously re·v iewed.

"Righter-Grabel Tuning ~thod for Imld", published by Remick
Corp., New York. Previously reviewed.
"Sixteen Chorales by J. s. Baeh" compiled and arranged by
Mayhew La~, is published by G. Schirmer# New York~ The instrumen•
tation is designed to sound complete with military oand, woodwind .
ensemble, saxophone ensemble, or ensemble of various instruments,
and any one of these instrumental groups may serve as accompaniment
to an arrangement for four•part chorus of mixed voices. This is a
large concert... size book with only s1ngle voicings printed in each
book.
"Twenty .¢horales, A Chorale Prelude and a Fuguett by J. s.
Bach, arranged and edited by Osbourne McConathy, Russell V. Morgan
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and Harry F. Clarke, is published by Oliver Ditson Co., distributed

by Theodore Presser Co., Br.yn Mawr, Pa. This work is for use in the
orchestra, be.nd, and smaller groups of string, woodwind and brass
instruments and their combinations. There are eighteen books
printed in octave size, some with one voice - others with two. The
A•B•C•D Plan of arrangement representing soprano, alto, tenor, bass
is used, and the instrumentation listing indicates which voices are
represented in each book. From this list is is possible to organize
large and small ensembles.
"Ulli sonal Scales, Chords and Rhythmic Studies for Bandstt by
William c. White, published by Carl Fischer, Inc., New York. This
is a large ooncert size book with thirY.f•two pages designed more for
the teaching of advanced ensemble technics. The sub ... title; however,
state.s it is especially adapted to student instruction, ensemble
training of small or large gr?ups and intonation tests.
"War.!tillg-Up Exercises for School Bands" by E. c. Moore,
published by, Carl Fischer, Inc., New York. This is a march-size
book containing ighty short studies in tuning, intonation, f'ingeril'J.g,
ornaments and rhythmic patterns. This seems like a book design-ad to
af'f'ord · ooncentrated explanation on the performance and execution of
more intrice. te fundamentals in advanced band work.
IV

ENSEMBLES

The development of numerous small ensembles is one of the most
effective means of creating better intonation in the large band.

A

musician in a small group can hear his own tone and intonation much
easier and becomes aware of' the importance of proper balance1 blend
and intonation.

A two fold advantage of the formation of small

en sembles results in small

pe~forma

ce groups being

prepare~

to

furnish programs as called upon. as well as contributing to much
finer musicianship.
Although scheduling is one of the greatest deterents to the
development of small ensembles. the resourceful teacher will find
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ways and means of getting such a program under way.
Students have a natural inclination to make use of their
talents in small groups as their individual
can be more freely expressed.

personali~ies

and abilities

This is discovered in nearly every

high school where certain groupe get together on their own to form
dance bands.

It is not so much their attraction to popular music as

it is the desire to make use of their instruments in small groups.
If the teacher will put forth the effort to help organize properly
balancee ensembles and will see that interesting and ehailanging
ma teria l is

vai lable , students will be eager to participate.
V PROCEDURES FOR DAILY

RE~AL

Time Will not permit the use of all procedures each day.

It

is recommended that alternate l'outines be tried in order to hold
the student's interest.
1.
~

If a U:lktro•Tuner is available, have it sounding as the

members enter the roam.

instruments at a

mezz~piano

Train the students to warm-up their
or mezzo•forte level primarily using the

tuning note, arpeggio or scale based on the tuning note.

This will

offer the most harmonious sound. and give some stu"1ents the o po
tunity to make a preliminary check on their tuning barrels or slides.
2.

Play a "Chorale" to complete the war.ming•up process before

checking only individual tuning.
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3.

Use the clarineils,

and pass the various tones

~tuning

~rom

in Figure 61 of Chapter Nine.

note "F" as the standard

one section to the next as indicated

D ily, check only a few isolated

students in pairs, or where faulty intonation is

not~ced.

Only a

very limited time should be used for this purpose during the full
band rehearsal.

The more obvious defects should be eliminated during

section or ensemble[ rehearaals.

For the most efficient use of the

time available at full band rehearsals, it is assumed that preliminar.y
work by the individual students will have been accomplished outside of
band with the assistance of an electrical tuning device.

Graphs and

Charts as shown in Chapter Nine should be completed by each individual
as early as possible during the first semester followed by a second
check at the beginning of the second semester.
4.

Follow the tuning procedure by using scales or chords

such as are found

in~ ~he

"Righter-Grabel Tuning Method" .

Choose a

key or related keys to the performance numbers that wiil be rehearsed
later in the period.

These may be played by the full band, followed

by the woodwind or -brass family only, or by a section.

This may

further be broken down to the spot checking of individ'.lal quartets.•
Arouse the interest of all band members to participate in the listen•
ing process by asking various musicians to identify the particular

individual or pitch that may be out of tune.

5•

Use of rote performance of chord sequences, scales and

intervals helps the musici ns to concentrate on the hearing process.
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s.

Education of the complete band membership in regard to

general intonation tendencies should be taught, demonstrated and
checked.

Continued reminders over a period of time

~11

result in

the individuals consciously making the effort to overcome the more
obvious faults.

Test materials suggested are found in Section VI

of this chapter and instruction covering these should be given
during regular band rehearsals.

7.

Procedures should be developed for checking intonation of

the performance composi tiona being prepared.
at a very slow tempo.

Pl.f\Y certain passages

Make an extended hold of any chord that

sounds harsh and dissoJlllnt.

Over a period of tine, if a proper

training program is developed; singing may be utilized as an
procedure.

Periodically review suggestions for

~outines

effecti~

and motiv•

ation that are recommended by other directors and incorporate them
into the procedures.

VI

INTONATION TEST QUESTIONS FOR BAND MEMBERS

Name

--------------------------------------------------

Instrument
General - !!,! Instl'WI1i;lnts
1.

All instruments except clarinet and saxophone have a

tendency to go
2.

------

when the volume is increased.

All instruments except clarinet have a tendency to go

_,__ _...__ when playing in the }p.gh register.
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3.

The irregular crossin[:; of sound waves on un i sons occ ur at

the rate of one per second for each frequency of sepa.ra t.ion.

The

reco gn iti on of t he sound at the po int of crossing i s <.ermed

4.

•

'lv'hen ma.kint; a crescendc al l instruments exce p t the clarinet
in pitch.

and saxophone s !wuld make su.r e the tone does not

5.

When making a diminuendo all instrumen ts except the

clarinet and saxop hone s hould make sure tne tone J oel not

-------

in pitc h .

6.

Te st crArt for intonation co rrect ion .

Draw the correot

clef sign at t he _b egiru: in g of each staff a cco rding to the instrument
you play.

Add your own f la ts or snarr1s ahead of each no t e whenev:er

necessary .

Cnder t he notes which are noticaoly out of tune on ·your

parti cu lar ins trument plac e a n arrow e i t her po i nt ing up or down
which is a.n indi cati o:1 of t h e direction that y ou mus t try to alter
them in o r de r t o bring them closer to the correct pitch.

t
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All Wood!ti.nds
1.

To mechanically bring'but-of• tune" notes closer to the

correct intonation holes may be closed farther down the tube in
order to
2.

the pitch.
To mechanically bring "out-of•tune" notes closer to the

correct intonation holes may be opened or keys added further down
the tube in order to

the pitch.

Flutes
1.

The bottom four or five tones on the flute have a natural

tendency to be to
2.

•

Vfhen sustaining a tone and making a diminuendo a conscious

effort must be made to keep the pitch from going

at

th~

very end.
3.

One method of making any tone of the flute sound sharper

is to roll the embouchure hole

4.

-----•

Flexibility of the lips offers one of the best means of

controlling the pitch on the flute,
forte will

Relaxing the lips When playing

the pitch and make possible a ful l er tone.

5.

Roll ing the flute in will make the pi toh _ _..,_......,.-....,_•

6.

Tightening of the lips is helpful in - - - - - the

pitch when playing the flute.
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Clarinet
1.

Due to the increase4 swing of the reed pendulum the pitch

of the clar1.net tends to go

2.

when the volume is increased.

The pitch of most of the tones in the highest register of

the clarinet have a tendency to
3.

be------·

Better reson nee and a slight improvement of intonation

on some of the hieh tones rray be affected by using the

key.

4. Use a medium reed• too stiff a reed causes undue
and too soft a reed makes for extreme

especially in

the high register.
6.

Due to the decreased swing of the reed pendulum the pitch

of the clarinet tends to go

6.

---- when the volume is decreased.

A too loose; uncontrolled embouchure will make the

pitch of the clarinet

•

Oboes
l.

The bottom four or five tones on the oboe have a natural

tendency to be - - - - - - ·
2.

If the oboe plays sharp a correction may be made by

------- the reed in the reed well.
3.

A heavy thick reed makes the oboe play - - - - - - ·-

4.

If the reed is in the mouth too : f a r - - - - - in the high

,
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register and - - - - - - in the low register will result.
Biting or squeezing the reed will cause the pitch to

5.
become

-----

•

s.

The technic of setting the reed properly on the lip, and

then rolling the reed and lips in together in order to

------

the pitch, or rolling the reed and lips out slightly to

-------

the pitch is sometimes helpful in perfecting intonation.
Bassoon
1.

The lowest tones on the bassoon which are frequently

played sharp may be corrected by
very little

-------- the jaw and using

---------------- on the

reed.

Saxophone
1.

Due to the increased swing of the reed pendulum the pitch

of the saxophone tends to go
2.

when the volume is increased.

Due to the decreased swing of the reed pendulum the pitch

of the saxophone tends to go
decreased.
3.

-----

------

when the volume is

There is a tendency to - - - - - - the tones of the upper

middle register.

4..
too

The lowest

-------•

~agister

of the saxophone many times will be
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5.

Too loos

an

embouchu~e

will cause the pitch

t~

be

----

All Brass
1,

Brilliant .fortissimo passages with many of the brasses

playing in the high register are sometimes harsh and distorted
because of the resulting over
~~

Cornet, Trumpet, Alto
l.

extreme

-------•

Baritone, &ss

The valve combination of l•2-3 . creates a condition of

------•
2.

The use of the valve combination of 1·3 ordinarily makes

the pitch much too - - - - - - •
3,

Quite often the use of the valve combination 1·2 will

:uake the pitch somewhat_...______•
Horns
1.

When

t~ing•up

(Concert F), on the
2.

side of the horn.

Next match the open C of the other side of the horn by

ajdusting the
3.

first check the open 0, third space,

horn tuning slide.

The position of the hand in the bell should be set

correctly at the time of tuning tn order to produce a

desi~ble

tone color and at the same time make· ad.)ua.t ment of the pitch possible
both sharp and flat.

Gradual insertion of the hand in the bell will

------- the pitch.

•
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Trombones
1~

The most usual mistake of trombone players is to move tho

slide too
2.

when ohanging positions.
Quite often the second, third, and fourth positions are

played

•
3.

The seventh position is played too ____________ by most

trombonists.

CHAPTER XII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I

SUMMARY

Relative pitch which is the ability to identify, transpose or
sing· intervals correctly is an inherent gift but can be developed
practice.

qy

It is a speci£ie musical faculty and varies with the

individual.

Relative pitch is the most important type

~o

be oonsi•

dered and is a safe criterion for detecting musical aptitude.
Evidence that intonation in the band ensemble is regarded as
a problem of utmost importance, is plentiful.

Well known educators

as well as newcomers to the field, from the elementary school to the
university level, testify as to their interest and effort in improving
the situation.
Electrical tuning devices are recommended as essential for the
most rapid improvement of intonation in the band ensemble.
effi~ient

More

use of the instr.uotor's time will more than Qff•set the

initial cost of the equipment.

The Stroboconn is recommended as the

most scientific device available.

The important matter is for the

director to make planned and consistent use of whatever device is
available.
General factors affecting intonation must be recognized and a
scientific approach to their study and improvement be taken.

Proper
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atti·tudes are essential.

Devices such as interval recognition,

solfege, listening for Beats, and attention to dynamic balance, leac!l
to purposeful listening.

Correct posture, breath control, embouchure

and consideration of the respiratory tract lead to improved intonation.
Good quality instruments, clean,. and in the best mechanical adjustment are imperative.

Good jud •-g)ment regarding tone ' quality, the use

of the vlbrato 11 auxiliary fingerings, scientific rhythm, seating
arrangements~-

and adjustments for temperature changes will contribute

toward desirable results.
Faults comm.on to the various types of woodwind and brass
instruments must be learned b,y the director and in turn taught to the
students.
medium~

General intonation tendencies resulting from the vibrating

J"ange, site of the instrument, material, or variations in

the mouthpiece must be understood.
The

~

tuning note matched to the tuning standard will

afford a more desirable internal tuning :for the individual instrument,
resulting in better ensemble intonation.

Concert Bb ia not necess-

arily the best tuning note for all instruments.
Use of mechanical devices for adjusting the valve slides or
main tuning slides of brass instruments is endorsed .

Truer intonation

at the position Which allows the most desirable tone quality makes a
worthy contribution to the musical performance .
French Horn students, not having the assistance of a teacher
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who is a horn specialist, are often times woefully lacking in their
knowledge regarding the proper setting of the tunin ' and valve slides
as well as the correct use of' the right hand,

The tendency to tune

extremely sharp is a common fault also found among other instruments
of the brass choir.

The woodwinds attempt to match this higher

pitch results in considern.ble disturbance of their internal tuning.
The clinical survey and analysis of a typical high school band
inoludea the determination of pitch levels and intonation knowledge
that existed at the start of the survey.

This was followed by u

mechanical :r•eadjustment of the instruments to the standard of A-440,
using the

~

i':uning

~·

Due consideration was given to the

effect on the internal tuning covering the entire range.

An

experiment to determine the effect of the use o.f unii'orm. mouthpieces
within a section
tunin~

v~s

also made.

The Strobconn was the electrical

device used in this analysis.
The results of the clinical survey and analysis offered

evidence that scienti.fic procedures for tuning, with the assistance
of an electrical stroboscope, were a decided improvement over usual
procedures.

The better mechanical adjustments of the instruments

alone, not only mak '. improved intonation immediately apparent, but
clarifies the

enE~emble

sound to such an extent that finer adjustments

are possible through careful listening on the part of the musicians.
A

great deal of time is saved by use of the stroboscope and the
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visual results of pitch variation engages the attention of the students
in the over all problem of intonation.

A more critical attitude and

attention to detail resulting in the appreciation and hearing of
better ensemble tone .justi.G,es the scientific approach.
The

"~uestionnaire

On Bands" revealed that a large percentage

of band directors recognize intonation as being one of their most
important and persistent problems.

Over half make some direct

attempt to improve the situation but mostly

~

the usual

procedur~s.

Only a very small percentage,. indeed, revealed information that
could and should be a part of the usable knowledge necessary for
efficient• daily instruction of instrtuoontalists at all stages of
development.

Such imformation is available and should be included

in every instructor's preparation.

However, the author h.a.s diScovered

that information regarding intonation of instrumeuts and its
application to the band ensemble must be

glean~d

from many sources.

This is evidenced by notiug the list of materials in Chapter Eleven

as well as the number of articles and books in the bibliography.
A concentrated study of much of the source material would repay the
interested teacher.

No doubt, there are many additional valuable

articles and books available that have a bearing on this subject of
intonation in the band ensemble.

Many new ones will no doubt appear

in the future •
Procedures for teaching intonation, and motivation devices for
daYeloping a critical listening attitude on the part of the students,
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are phases of the subject that directors seem to feel .important.
After studying the technics employed by others, the director should
outline the ideas that appeal to him, alter them to fit
particular

grou~

factory results.

~s

own

and include original methods that produce satis•
Periodic re-evaluation of methods and results

with a switch to new or alternate procedures assist in maintaining
the interest of the students.
'

Materials suitable for a concentrated teaching effort quite
often produce phenomenal results in a relatively short time.
perly

presented~

Pro•

the stress on basic fundamentals is not resented by

the average band student i£ the ultimate value is perceived.

.A

student or a band that is progressing will remain interested and
will enjoy music.

The good teacher will give time and thought to a

well balanced program and the material to be used.

This will foBter

the development of well rounded, dependable musicians• both indivi•
dually and collectively.
II ADJUDICATORS COMMENT SHEET FOR BAND
Band directors participating in state or regional festivals
are acquainted with, and interested in the ''Adjudicator's Comment
Sheet".

Complimentary criticism and good ratings are desirable.

It is fitting that a year's ef'fort should be directed toward making
the best showing possible at the Spring Concert as well as at the
Festival.. Theref'ore • concluding remarks seem appropriate which call
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the director's attention to the possible effect that good intonation
may have towards an over all favorable impression.
The first item to be considered
Sheet for Band" is Tone.

on the "Adjudicator s Comment

The second item is Intonation and the

-

third is Interpretation, with one of the sub-headings being Balance •
both Tonal and Harmonic.

These items being at the top of the list

are no doubt the most important considerations to be taken into
account when judging the musical performance of a band emsemble.
When duly considered; the items of' Tone, Intonation and Balance can
be seen to be inter-related.

A good quality• healthy .sounding tone

that is characteristic of the particular instrument is much more
apt to be in tune than one that is not.

To produce such a tone o.n

a particular instrument requires the proper mental set, physical
adjustment, ·a lertness and desire.

When analyzing the intouation of'

a t op quality band ensemble it will be discovered that the players
have been taught how to correctly produce a beautiful tone.

In the

final result a beautiful tone is a pre-requisite for truly good,
consistent intonation.
~

Points nevertheless are lost on item one,

because of poor ensemble intonation.

A number of instruments

playing together with beautiful and controlled tones can sound
harsh and dissonant if played out of tune, resulting in the false
belief on the part of the listeners that the tone quality is poor.
Proper Balance may also be considered as inter•related with
intonation.

Particular overtones may or may not be present depending
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upon whether or not an
This

~ill

i~strumant

is blown too loudly or too softly.

affect the b.l ending of the tone within the section or in

relation to instruments of other sections.

Improper dynamic balance

results in certain instruments sounding either too sharp or too flat.
The fifth ml-in item to be considered is General Effect.

If

a band is out of tune it no doubt will adversely influence the
judge's scoring on this item even though all grading for intonation
is supposed to be placed under the item

Intonation~

I II CONCLUSIONS
Intonation ean be taught and must be taught if any semblance
of beauty and harmony is to result in the performance of the band
ensemble.

Too many directors are under the illusion that better

intonation comes aa a gift from somewhere outside rather than from
attention and diligence within.

It is repeatedly

sa~d

that tone

quaU.;ty 1 intona;i;;i.on a.p.d rhythm are the three pri me e-a·se.ntials that
must be present to have a satisfactory musical result.

Teachers

know that a student must be taught correct embouchure, breathing,

and tonguing in order to produce a beautiful tone.

A large propor•

tion of time is spent, and a good deal of thought given to "getting
over" to the student the idea of correct performance and understanding
of various rhythm patterns,.

In contrast . to this many teachers hardly

even mention the word intonation until the student has played for a
considerable time or has already become a m:auber of the advanced
band ensemble.
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Playing in tune must be a conscious effort on the part of the
student from the very first lesson, then when membership in the
advanced band is finally attained a basis for understanding the
procedures as outlined by the director will be understood.

The

student will have ·the habit of actually listening and hearing his
own tone as well as that of the others.

This will result in a blend

of quality and intonation.
A teacher may think,"How can I teaeh intonation from the very
first lesson?"

The start is with the production of a tone by the

student which is based on all of the proper, fundamental attitudes
that the teacher can possibly bring to bear on the subject at that

time.

Simultaneously with this production of tone comes the teacher's

ability to focus the attention of the student upon actually hearing
the results of his efforts.

Too often the student is concentrating

to such an extent on the mechanics of playing the instrument, that
he £ails to pay any attention to the resultant tone.

To develop a

critical sense and attitude of listening on the part of the student
is the beginning stages of good intonation, properly taught,
responsibility lies squarely on the shoulders of the teacher.

The
What

the teacher is able to convey. to the student depends upon the
resourcefulness of the teacher, his recognition of the problem, and
appreciation of the fact that time is not wasted if one goes slowly
at first giving meticulous attention to things that are really
important.

If the student il3

pro~erly

taught at the early -s-tages

$02

the time saved by the

teache~

later on will be multiplied a hundred•

fold and the results will be vastly superior.
Planned. procedures during the
development lea4 to an unquestioning
made in the advanced band.,
to doing through daily

in~rmediate

stages of a pupil'{3

~coeptance" of

the demands later

What the individual bE?comas accustomed

routine~

will seem normal,and this preparation

will cut down the time required to perfect intonation in the perfor•
roance groups.

In faet;. the more obvious discrepancies standing in

the way of good intonation Will have been eliminated.
This all leads to what can be done in the advanced band
ensemble to achieve better intonation,

How can a better listening

attitude be developed, not just listening; but hearing? What forms
of motivation will work for the individual director?

Methods that

have been used successfully by other teachers may be of great value,
however, it is the responsibility of each individual director to
select for himse.l t motivatio:n devices and procedures that will be
most effective in an ever Changing situation.
Factors, both subjective and objective, that deteT.mines what
is good intonation in a band ensemble have been taken into consider•
\

ation as much as possible.

lt is paradoxical that what is apparently

good intonation is not necessarily wihat is in tune.
influence the human ear to incorrect judgement.
following:.
1.

The presence or absence of harmonics.

Many

factors

These include the
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2.

The loudness or softness of the sound produced .

3,

The highness or lowness of the range involved.

4.

The fact that the performer is blowing the tone of his

instrument away from

~mwhile

tones of other members of the ensemble,

which he is trying to ma tch 1 my be coming toward him.
5,

The natural tendency to blow the pitch of the instrument

where it responds for best tonal results .
6,

The conditioning of the ear to accept incorrect intonation

because of playing on a faulty

instr~nt,

7.

The physical condition of the musician,

a.

The phenomenon of inharmonicity of the higher overtones

in relation to the fundamental in any vibrating medium.
;rnstruments ordinarily rich in overtones which play in the
medium and high range may be tuned quite closely to A-440 but the
instruments lacking to various de grees, the strong upper partials
apparently sound .flai> to the human ear and may be tuned progressively
higher in order to compensate for this phenomena.

The lower voiced

instruments may be t !lleci more on the flat side to compensate for
the apparent sharpness which may be accounted for

~

of the first overtone in relation to the fundamental.

the sharp pitch
In short, the

various instruments must be scientifically tuned out of tune in
order to satisfy what the ear determines to be good intonation.
The correct mechanical or physical adjustment of the various
instruments may best be achieved by the use of an electric stroboscope.
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In order to

re~lize

the maximum benefit from the investment in an

electrical tuning device• planned procedures must be ·ot;.tlined f'or
the various stages and the scientific
by the instructor and the

~ttituda

must be assumed both

students~

The mechanical setting of the instruments should bo determined

bw using the best tuning note of each particular type of instrument.
The most common misconception of school band directors is that
the brass instrument tuning slides should either be left entirely in
or not generally be pulled out to any considerable extent.
forces the woodwinds to a condition of over•sharping of
tuning~

This

the~

which is detrimental to their internal tuning•

To create a satisfying ensemble performance, many fundamental
elements are dependent upon good intonation.

At the same time,

satisfaotor.y intonation is dependent upon tha proper conception and
performance of basic fundamentals.

The modern symphonic . concert

band is an art medium. capable of varied and beautiful musical

expression,

There is an appeal peculiarly singular.

The results

and acceptance achieved by many excellent conductors and organizations
have proved that any criticism of the band ensemble as

e.

means of

artistic expression is brought about only because of the limitations
of certain conductors and performers,
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